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UNIVERSITY OF SOUTHAMPTON 

ABSTRACT 

FACULTY OF ENGINEERING, SCIENCE AND MATHEMATICS 
SCHOOL OF OCEAN AND EARTH SCIENCE 

Doctor of Philosophy 

STABILITY OF THE GLOBAL THERMOHALINE CIRCULATION IN AN 
INTERMEDIATE COMPLEXITY OCEAN MODEL 

by Taro Hosoe 

The work described in this thesis is an investigation of the stability of the global thermo-
haline circulation in an intermediate complexity ocean model. It involves an exploration 
of the parameter space, to understand the sensitivity of the global THC to several 
factors under different freshwater forcing regimes. 

I used the GOLDSTEIN (Global Ocean - Linear Drag Salt and Temperature INtegrator) 
ocean model (Edwards and Shepherd, 2002) as the main tool for numerical investiga-
tions. The geometry used included the representation of the three main basins as well 
as of a simplified Bering Strait. Because of the simplified physics and coarse resolution 
of the model, I could afford to undertake numerous multi-millennial time integrations. 
I was able therefore to carry out multifactorial experiments in which the Atlantic-to-
Pacific atmospheric water vapour transport (AVT) and the global zonally homogeneous 
freshwater forcing amplitude (FFA) were varied progressively, in order to detect the 
presence of hysteresis. The different factors considered for our exploration were the 
Bering Straits throughflow (On/Off), windstress (On/Off) and horizontal diffusivity 
(High/Low). 

The analysis of the results has concentrated on the role of wind and horizontal mixing, 
as well as the presence of the Bering Straits throughflow on the bifurcation structure of 
the THC. The main results are that multiple steady states and hysteresis occur, but that 
the influence of wind and horizontal mixing tend to suppress bifurcations of the system 
(under either AVT or FFA forcing). The effect of the Bering Strait throughflow on the 
hysteresis is dependent on the control parameter used (AVT,FFA). A complete two level, 
multi-way factorial design has been conducted (24 hysteresis experiments for a total 
of 7.136x10® years of integration). All possible modes of circulation could be excited 
(including stable salinity dominated equatorial sinking in one of the basins). Self-
sustained oscillatory modes were observed, for restricted regions of parameter space, 
with periods ranging from interdecadal to millennial timescales. 
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CHAPTER 1 

Introduction 

1.1 Thesis outline 

The work described in this thesis concerns a study of the stability of the global thermo-

haline circulation by means of conceptual and intermediate complexity ocean models. 

This thesis consists of eight chapters and an appendix. In Chapter 1 (p. l ) , we find 

the introduction, including the literature review and the motivation for this study. In 

Chapter 2 (p.16) conceptual models are used to demonstrate the effect of various 

factors on the THC stability. In §2.1 (p.17) I show how mixing affects multiple solu-

tions in the Stommel box model. In §2.2 (p.21) the original experiments by Shaffer and 

Bendtsen (1994), on the effect of the Bering Straits throughflow on the Atlantic THC, 

have been extended to perform a multifactorial experiment involving horizontal mix-

ing, Bering Straits throughflow and Atlantic-to-Pacific atmospheric vapour transport 

and meridional freshwater forcing. In Chapter 3 (p.37), a description of GOLD-

STEIN, the general circulation model of intermediate complexity employed, is given. 

In Chapter 4 (p.46) the modelling strategy and sensitivity analysis experiments of 

the GOLDSTEIN model to lateral and vertical mixing are shown. The two level multi 

way factorial experiments results are shown in Chapters 5 (p.59) and 6 (p.122). 

In the former chapter we find hysteresis experiments in which the control parameter is 
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the Atlantic-to-Pacific Vapour Transport (AVT) and in the latter chapter the control 

parameter is the meridional freshwater forcing amplitude (R). Results are discussed in 

Chapter 7 (p.166), and the conclusions are given in the final Chapter (8, p.191). The 

appendix comprises the temperature and salinity fields not shown in Chapters 5 (p.59) 

and 6 (p. 122) and the basic hysteresis diagrams for the R-hysteresis experiments with 

background AVT = 0.3Sv. 

1.2 Ocean and climate 

Recent concerns on climate variability and on the possibility of abrupt climate changes 

have focused attention on the role of the oceans on and their effect on climate. The 

net radiative balance at the top of the atmosphere is positive between 40 °S and 30 °N 

whereas it is negative at the higher latitudes. Therefore the energy balance of the 

system requires a pole-ward energy transport estimated to 5 PW, which is partitioned 

unequally between ocean and atmosphere. In particular ocean northward heat trans-

port is dominant over atmospheric transport only between 0°and 17 °N (Trenberth and 

Caron, 2001). The Atlantic and Indian Oceans exhibit an asymmetry in the meridional 

heat transport direction about the equator whereas the Pacific Ocean is broadly sym-

metric. The Atlantic Ocean transports northward circa 0.3-0.5PW at 30 °S (Trenberth 

and Solomon, 1994; Saunders and Thompson, 1993), and circa IPW at 24°N (Bryden 

et al., 1991; Trenberth and Solomon, 1994; Macdonald and Wunsch, 1996) which is 

responsible for the relatively warm sea surface temperature of the North-East Atlantic, 

and the mild climate in western Europe. 

Numerous observations and numerical simulations indicate that the oceanic heat trans-

port is primarily due to the thermohaline overturning circulation (Hall and Bryden, 1982; 

Stocker, 2000), with the quasi-horizontal wind-driven circulation playing a marginal role 

(Rahmstorf, 1999). 
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1.3 Buoyancy driven large scale circulation 

The thermohaline circulation is the buoyancy driven circulation of the global ocean and 

extends from the surface to the bottom. It is driven by two different surface forcings: 

1) heat fluxes which change the temperature and 

2) fresh water fluxes which change the salinity. 

The oceans are heated at the equator and cooled at the high latitudes, while there is 

an excess of evaporation at the low latitudes and an excess of precipitation at high 

latitudes, so these forcings have opposing effects on buoyancy. The surface buoyancy 

forcing is nearly latitudinally symmetric, so one might expect a symmetrical behaviour 

of the thermohaline circulation (THC) about the equator, but this is not the case for 

the present day circulation. There are major longitudinal differences, for example, the 

evaporation in the north Atlantic is nearly the double that in the north Pacific (War-

ren, 1983) and there is in effect a salinity flux from the Pacific to the Atlantic via the 

atmosphere ( i.e., water vapour flux from Atlantic) (Warren, 1983; Broecker, 1991; 

Rahmstorf, 1996). Models also show that even under symmetric boundary conditions 

an asymmetric solution for the thermohaline circulation is possible (Marotzke and Wille-

brand, 1991; Dijkstra and Neelin, 2000) 

According to the Sandstrom (1908) theorem (see also Defant, 1961) no circulation is 

possible in an unmixed fluid, unless the heat source is in a lower position than the heat 

sink. By inference the lower the heat source is relative to the sink the stronger the 

circulation. This is however only true if we ignore the role of the deep convection and 

diapycnal mixing. In a GCM numerical experiment Bryan (1987) found the meridional 

overturning circulation to be very sensitive to the vertical eddy diffusivity (note that 

diapycnal mixing and vertical mixing are synonymous only when isopycnals are flat). 

Marotzke and Scott (1999) suggest through a one-basin GCM simulation that it is not 

the convective mixing that limits the strength of the THC, but the diapycnal mixing 

and surface density difference. 

It is now widely recognised that the diapycnal mixing processes are probably concen-

trated on the ocean boundaries (including mid-ocean rises and rough topography) where 
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mixing is enhanced by orders of magnitude (see Munk, 1966; Munk and Wunsch, 1998; 

Marotzke, 1997; Wunsch, 2000). 

The diapycnal mixing requires an energy input as it increases the potential energy of 

the system. In fact there is a continuous loss of energy in the Earth-Moon planetary 

system of about 3TW a year, and this energy is mostly dissipated in the Ocean (Wunsch, 

2000). Munk and Wunsch (1998) estimate a requirement of 2TW for the diapycnal 

mixing necessary to maintain the thermohaline circulation. They affirm that the wind 

can provide I T W and probably the tidal dissipation in the deep ocean can provide the 

other Terawatt. Egbert and Ray (2000) also estimate from satellite observations an 

open ocean dissipation of ITW. 

Useful reviews on thermohaline circulation studies are given by Warren (1981); Weaver 

and Hughes (1992); Marotzke (1996); Rahmstorf et a/. (1996) and Weaver etal. (1999). 

1.4 Multiple equilibria and feedback mechanisms 

Stommel (1961) proposed a two-box model of the THC, exhibiting two stable regimes 

under identical forcing and demonstrated for the first time the fundamental salinity 

feedback mechanism. Bryan (1986) realised the first 3D model showing multiple equi-

libria. Studies using a hierarchy of models (box, zonally averaged meridional models 

and GCM's) exhibiting multiple regimes followed, both coupled and uncoupled to at-

mosphere (see review article by Weaver and Hughes, 1992). 

Stommel (1961) demonstrated the basic salinity positive feedback mechanism in his 

one-hemisphere two-box model. Schematically, this can be described as follows: 

strong circulation =*- strong advection of salt to the deep water formation region 

increased density at high latitudes enhanced deep water formation. strong over-

turning circulation (Marotzke, 1996; Rahmstorf, 1999). This is a purely oceanic feed-

back and it is suppressed in models using the (somewhat nonphysical) Sea Surface 

Salinity (SSS) restoring boundary condition. All the models exhibiting multiple equi-

libria use instead a fixed freshwater boundary condition (BC), and a restoring BC for 
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temperature (this combination is referred to as Mixed Boundary Conditions). The feed-

back mechanism discussed above is valid for a thermally dominated regime. Stommel's 

model also demonstrated a haline dominated inverse overturning circulation for high 

salinity forcing, leading to a strong gradient between low latitude (high salinity) and 

high latitude (lower salinity). 

Another important feedback in the system is the temperature advection negative 

feedback, i.e.: 

strong overturning circulation => enhanced advection of heat increased SST in 

the sinking region => decreased density contrast weaker overturning circulation 

(Marotzke, 1996; Rahmstorf et a/., 1996; Rahmstorf, 1999). This feedback is suppressed 

if SST is prescribed (or too strongly relaxed). 

The effect of the mixed boundary condition is to let the salinity anomaly be advected, 

and to keep the SST anomalies small (Dijkstra and Neelin, 2000). The instabilities 

of the thermohaline circulation in models adopting mixed boundary conditions (Rahm-

storf, 1999) can be understood in the light of the combined effect of the haline and 

temperature feedbacks and the boundary conditions. 

Atmospheric heat transport feedback. As we put boundary conditions on the sur-

face of our models, we are already making assumptions about the sea-atmosphere inter-

action. Conceptually we can have two extreme modes of behaviour of the atmosphere 

with respect to changes in SST. We can have an atmosphere of fixed temperature and 

infinite heat capacity (or infinite capacity to radiate to space). On the other hand we 

can have an atmosphere with fixed heat transport, with no thermal inertia, changing 

the local temperature in accordance to SST changes. The heat absorbed by the at-

mosphere is rate limited by the energy radiated to space (Rahmstorf et al., 1996). As 

already stated most of the ocean-only models assume an atmosphere with infinite heat 

capacity and fixed temperature, and this tends to suppress the heat transport feedback. 

Observations and coupled models have actually shown that the air-sea heat flux is scale 

dependent, for small SST anomalies the heat flux can be described hy H = A(T° — T), 

while for large SST anomalies the flux is limited by the efficiency of lateral heat dis-

persion by the atmosphere (see Rahmstorf and Willebrand, 1995). The atmospheric 
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heat transport feedback is described by means of a box-model by Marotzke (1996) as 

follows: 

weak overturning circulation => larger meridional temperature difference => increased 

atmosphere heat transport => smaller temperature contrast even weaker overturning 

circulation. 

Finally the atmospheric moisture transport positive feedback is simulated only in 

ocean-atmosphere coupled models and it is not at all represented in models with flux 

boundary condition on freshwater. The feedback can be summarised as follows; 

weak overturning => larger meridional temperature gradient increased atmospheric 

meridional freshwater transport => even greater meridional salinity gradient ^ even 

weaker thermohaline circulation (Marotzke, 1996). 

Amongst those feedback mechanisms, the most interesting is the salinity advection 

feedback which permits the existence of multiple regimes in relation with the thermo-

haline circulation. 

1.5 The role of Bering Strait 

It has been suggested by several authors (Shaffer and Bendtsen, 1994; Goosse et ai, 

1997; Weijer et al., 2001; Hasumi, 2002) that the Bering Straits throughflow might 

have an important effect on the Atlantic thermohaline circulation by modifying the 

oceanic freshwater budget of the North Atlantic. The fresher surface Pacific water 

(~32.5 ppt) flows into the Arctic Ocean and North Atlantic through 50 m deep sill of 

the Bering Strait affecting the thermohaline circulation . The 1 Sv flow is caused by 

a sea elevation difference due to the surface waters density differences between North 

Pacific and North Atlantic. 

Shaffer and Bendtsen (1994) study, for the first time, the effect of the Bering Strait 

connection between North Atlantic and North Pacific on the THC. They suggest that 

a higher sea level during the last interglacial period could have made the THC more 

sensitive to freshwater perturbations, explaining the higher climate variability found by 

observations (Dansgaard et al., 1993). Shaffer and Bendtsen (1994) perform a series 
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of experiments using a 3 basin box model on one layer, with inter-basin connection of 

the same genre as Stommel's model. The modulation of the Bering Strait flow can 

produce transitions between multiple stable states of the system. 

The influence of the Bering Strait connection has been investigated also by Reason 

and Power (1994) and Goosse et al. (1997). Reason and Power (1994) use an OGCM 

with realistic coastlines and topography. The model is spun-up under restoring boundary 

conditions and later switched to mixed boundary conditions (BC). They obtain a Bering 

Strait flow of 1.25^1.5Sv under both BC. When they switch the model to mixed BC, 

the NADW formation increases from IS.lSv to 22.2Sv, if the Strait is open, and from 

12.2Sv to 22.4Sv, if its closed. 

The salinity of the Labrador Sea also increases, and is probably the cause of the en-

hanced THC. Under a flux boundary condition for salinity, these authors do not find 

a significant difference between the two states of the strait, whilst with restoring con-

ditions they find an enhancement on NADW formation upon opening the strait. The 

main limitations of the model are; low resolution, high mixing coefficients, lack of a 

sea-ice parameterisation and of seasonality. 

Goosse et al. (1997) use a coupled ice-ocean GCM with realistic topography and coast-

lines. The model is driven by surface fluxes derived by bulk formulae, varying seasonally. 

In addition a weak restoring condition is applied everywhere, except on the continental 

shelves on both sides of the Bering Strait, to compensate for the non-realistic salinities 

obtained by the salinity flux. The integration has been carried on only for 300 years, 

not reaching yet the full equilibrium, so caution must be exercised (hence no millennial 

scale variability could have been explored). The opening of the Bering Strait brings to 

a decrease of salinity at the GIN Sea, with a reduction of the North Atlantic THC of 

6% and a reduction of the northward heat transport of 5%. 

The competition between Bering Straits and Agulhas Leakage was explored by Weijer 

et al. (2001). They employ a two-dimensional model of the Atlantic, forced with lateral 

fluxes from the OCCAM model, and idealised mixed boundary condition for surface 

temperature and salinity. They find that the Atlantic THC is strongly stabilised by the 

heat and salinity fluxes transported by the Agulhas Leakage. In particular for present day 
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Southern Ocean fluxes and Bering Strait throughflow, only a NPP (Northern Sinking 

Pole-to-Pole) circulation exists. The co-existence of NPP and SPP (Southern Sinking 

Pole-to-Pole) circulation is possible only under a factor 3 increase in the freshwater 

input through the Bering Strait. 

Hasumi (2002) has explored the sensitivity of the thermohaline circulation to the 

Atlantic-to-Pacific Atmospheric Vapour Transport (AVT) and the Bering Straits through-

flow. The Atlantic THC is weakened by ^ 17% by the opening the Bering Straits. The 

intensification of AVT reinforces the NADW formation and also the Bering's through-

flow transport. A fixed AVT experiment showed that positive changes in the magnitude 

of the throughflow transport has a minor impact on the Atlantic THC, due to the north-

ward advection of surface saline waters in the Pacific. On the other hand a weak AVT 

can bring the NADW formation to a shut-down. 

A more recent study (De Boer and Nof, 2004) suggests that the presence of an open 

Bering Strait can be a stabilising element of the climate system during interglacial 

periods. They integrate along a closed loop (which does not include boundary currents) 

around the Americas the vertically integrated equations of motion, and they show that 

in the absence of NADW formation, there is a 4Sv barotropic northward wind-driven 

transport in the Atlantic, that would flush any freshwater anomalies present in the 

North Atlantic into the Arctic Ocean and the Pacific. In the Bering Strait closed case 

(during the glaciations) the freshwater anomalies cannot be flushed away making the 

anomalies persistent, thus influencing on a longer timescale the strength of the Atlantic 

THC. 

From the above studies it seems like the sensitivity of the Atlantic thermohaline cir-

culation to the Bering Straits throughflow depends very much on different physical 

conditions other than its local input of freshwater in the North Atlantic. In particular 

Weijer et al. (2001) do not find a multiplicity of states at the present condition, and 

Hasumi (2002) does not find a weakening of the THC by the Bering throughflow in-

tensification. On the other hand De Boer and Nof (2004) describe a stabilising effect 

of the Bering Strait throughflow on the Atlantic THC. 
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1.6 Atmospheric Water Vapour Transport 

The net surface freshwater flux budget is positive in the Atlantic and negative in the 

Pacific (Broecker et a!., 1990a). This is associated to the atmospheric interbasin 

moisture transport, that allows the Atlantic sea surface salinity (SSS) to be higher than 

in the Pacific. 

Quantitative estimates of the export from the Atlantic varies between 0.1 Sv and 0.45 Sv 

(see Broecker et al., 1990b; Zaucker and Broecker, 1992; Lohmann and Lorenz, 2000) 

depending on the methods and datasets used. 

The effect of climate change on the export of water vapour from the Atlantic is con-

troversial. During the last glacial maxima (LGM) a reduction to almost null is found by 

Miller and Russell (1990), while Lohmann and Lorenz (2000) find an almost doubled 

water vapour export. Global warming experiments also show, as expected, effects in 

the Atlantic to Pacific water vapour transport. Zaucker and Broecker (1992) find in 

a AGGM equilibrium experiment an increase from 0.13 Sv to 0.25 Sv, Thorpe et al. 

(2001) find with a non-flux adjusted coupled model, with a four-fold CO^ pre-industrial 

concentration, an increase of 0.5 Sv. 

On the shorter timescale, climate variability can also be important, Schmittner et al. 

(2000) used two reanalysis data set to study the effect of El-Nino - Southern Oscillation 

finding a 0.1 Sv variation of the evaporative freshwater export. 

The Atlantic to Pacific atmospheric freshwater transport involves mainly the tropical 

areas of the two oceans (Zaucker and Broecker, 1992), and has strong effect on the 

equilibrium of the global THC. Various studies using 2-D zonally averaged model suggest 

that a reduction in the freshwater evaporative export of 0.2-0.3 Sv could stop the 

NADW formation (Stocker and Wright, 1991b; Zaucker et al., 1994; Schmittner et al., 

2000) 

The importance of the water vapour transport from Atlantic to Pacific has been in-

vestigated by Stocker and Wright (1991a). They find in their 2 basins, meridional 

zonally-averaged model, that if the ^0.3Sv of freshwater transport through the atmo-
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sphere is reduced below a threshold of O.OSSv, the freshening of the Atlantic leads to 

a collapse of THC, bringing support to the idea that the THC, in an overall fresher 

Atlantic, is less stable. Following such a collapse, a flux of 0.36Sv (1.2 times the initial) 

is needed to re-establish the THC. 

Stocker and Wright (1991b) investigate the effect of the difference in the atmospheric 

freshwater flux between Atlantic and Pacific by means of a zonally averaged ocean 

model. When the temperature and salinity are function of the latitude only, their 

model exhibits a two cell structure, with northern sinking in each basin. When the 

boundary conditions are changed for more realistic ones [i.e. fresher Pacific] the model 

shows a global THC with NADW formation and upwelling in the North Pacific, with 

strong interbasin exchanges. 

Rahmstorf (1995, 1996) shows the presence of hysteresis and multiple states when the 

AVT is varied in the GFDL model at coarse-resolution global configuration. Stocker and 

Wright (1991b) find also in their 2D model, that to recover a collapsed THC they have 

to increase AVT at a higher value than in the control run, but they do not undertake a 

hysteresis experiment. More recently Hasumi (2002) undertakes, as already mentioned, 

a sensitivity analysis of the Atlantic THC to changes in the Atlantic-to-Pacific AVT, 

with a coarse resolution global ocean model (COCO). He finds also that for low values 

of AVT the Atlantic THC collapses, and that the system is more sensitive to the AVT as 

we approach the shutdown region (no abrupt changes are shown, nor multiple states). 

In all the studies cited above the main common denominator is the stabilising effect 

of the Atlantic/Pacific interbasin AVT on the Atlantic NPP circulation as also pointed 

out by Latif et al. (2000) in a global warming experiment. The AVT strength is also 

important in setting the strength of the Bering Strait throughflow (Hasumi, 2002), in 

fact the freshwater exported by the AVT has two return paths, at present, the Southern 

Ocean and the Bering Strait. Gregory et al. (2003) find that the Atlantic react to a 

change of freshwater surface flux re-distribution (with no net change), similarly to a net 

change in freshwater budget. One could therefore argue that the basin-wide freshwater 

budget as well as the location where the freshwater fluxes are exchanged (as in the case 

of the Bering Strait, which connects the North Pacific to the NADW formation areas 
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via the Arctic Ocean) are similarly influential on the THC stability. 

1.7 Millennial variations in the thermohaline circula-

tion 

Bigg and Wad ley (2001) argue that the millennial timescale adjustments to changes 

in surface forcing are typical of the global ocean, therefore in the complete climate 

system, variability at such a timescale are due to mechanisms involving the oceans. 

Millennial scale climate fluctuations are a feature of both Glacial and Interglacial peri-

ods. As explained by Bond et al. (1999), there is the evidence of a persistent climate 

fluctuations with a period between 1 and 2 kyrs through glacial and inter-glacial pe-

riods. It was previously believed that millennial scale oscillations of the climate were 

typical feature of the Glacial period. The main signal of climate fluctuation in the North 

Atlantic are the so called Dansgaard-Oschger (D-0) oscillations and Heinrich events. 

The D-0 oscillations are abrupt temperature variations of the order of 5-6 °C evidence 

of which is found in the Greenland ice core record (Dansgaard et al., 1993). It is 

generally accepted that D -0 oscillations of the climate are driven by fluctuations of the 

THC (Stocker, 2000, and references therein) but the evidence is not unequivocal. 

The Heinrich events are massive discharges of freshwater in the North Atlantic which 

originate by the internally forced collapses of the Laureantide ice sheet (possibly extreme 

D-0 events). 

Bond et al. (1999) state that the 1-2 kyr cycle is responsible for the large variability 

of the climate during the last Glacial period as found through the Greenland ice cores. 

They suggest that the l-2kyr cycle found in their 80kyr records operates as a non-linear 

system with threshold. So, for example D-0 events had occurred every time there was 

abundant available freshwater under the form of sea and land ice in the North Atlantic. 

Whenever the warm period of the cycle could force enough freshwater discharge, to 

weaken drastically the THC, there was a cooling of the North Atlantic region. They 

relate Heinrich events, D-0 oscillations and Little Ice Age to the l-2kyr cycle. 
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The weaker oscillations during the Holocene could be associated with an overall saltier 

ocean, and to a smaller available reservoir of freshwater. Therefore under these condi-

tions the shutdown threshold has been more difficult to reach. 

Weaver et al. (1993) used a coarse-resolution GCM, for one hemisphere, forced by wind, 

surface temperature and salinity flux boundary conditions. They spin-up the model with 

restoring boundary conditions using the Levitus (1982) averaged SST, extending the 

basin to 68°N where the salinity has a local maximum, which induces a high freshwater 

flux (precipitation) in the northernmost part of the basin [3.5 m/yr]. The diagnosed 

freshwater flux is then employed as boundary condition after the spin-up. After they 

have switched to mixed boundary condition, the model becomes very unstable and 

eventually the THC collapses. It takes '^2000yr to recover from that state. During 

the collapsed state the meridional heat transport is very weak, and eventually the 

basin warms-up through diffusion until it reaches the static stability threshold, and a 

violent convection activity occurs, flushing and releasing in a few decades all the heat 

accumulated. A steady state is not obtained and the oscillations continue with a very 

regular rate. 

Winton and Sarachik (1993) found similar self-sustained oscillations, employing one-

hemisphere 2D-meridional and 3D models, spun-up with similar salinity restoring profiles 

to Weaver et al. (1993). During the collapse of the THC they obtain a cooling of North 

Atlantic, that is more conspicuous in the 2D than in the 3D model, because of the heat 

transported by the wind driven gyre. 

(Sakai and Peltier, 1995) find, with a one-basin, 2D model, a mechanism for millennial 

scale oscillations very similar to Weaver and Sarachik (1991) "flush and collapse" mech-

anism. The also find a logarithmic relationship between the period of oscillation and 

the applied freshwater forcing. Subsequently they create a meridional, zonally averaged 

model, with three basins interconnected on the southern ocean by a cylindrical ocean, 

representing the Southern Ocean and a parametrisation of wind-driven circulation (Sakai 

and Peltier, 1996). Then they increase the complexity of the model, coupling it to a 

flux-corrected energy-balance atmosphere and a cryosphere (Sakai and Peltier, 1997). 

They can reproduce again, under glacial condition, the oscillations found in Sakai and 
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Peltier (1995); their aim is to explain large oscillations of the climate on long time scale 

(such as Dansgaard-Oschger oscillations) by means of this "flush and collapse" type of 

self-sustained oscillation. It is not clear what is the role of the other basins and whether 

the experiment could be performed with the one-basin model, without the cryosphere. 

Therefore ocean only models are capable of showing millennial self-sustained oscillations 

(Weaver and Sarachik, 1991; Weijer and Dijkstra, 2003a, e.g.) although one could 

doubt the realism of a phenomenon such as the "flush and collapse" oscillations. More 

general coupled climate general circulation models are capable of showing millennial 

scale adjustments to changes in forcing (Stouffer and Manabe, 2003), but so far no 

millennial self-sustained oscillations have been detected in such models. Technical 

difficulties in performing multiple millennial experiments (to search millennial oscillatory 

regimes) are still present; for this purpose intermediate complexity climate models are 

useful tools on these timescales (Claussen et a!., 2002). 

1.8 Mixing and THC stability 

We have already mentioned the importance of diapycnal mixing in driving the thermo-

haline circulation. Various model studies have found that both diapycnal and isopycnal 

mixing can influence the bifurcation structure of the thermohaline circulation . Man-

abe and Stouffer (1999) find in the GFDL coupled model, the coexistence of two stable 

states only below a certain vertical mixing value. Schmittner and Weaver (2001) con-

firm in a 2D meridional model the results of Manabe and Stouffer (1999) on vertical 

mixing. They also analyse the effect of horizontal mixing which decreases the hysteresis 

amplitude of the THC. The two stable branches of the THC become closer as we in-

crease horizontal mixing parameters because the horizontal diffusion of salt increase its 

importance over the advection. Therefore the difference between the "on" and "off" 

state of the NADW formation, become closer, as well as having an overall reduced 

transport. Conversely Prange et al. (2003) find in a OGCM larger separation between 

branches of the THC hysteresis for larger values of vertical diffusivity, and vanishing 

separation for very small values. For larger diffusivity they find that the "off" state 
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become more stable as the southern sinking cell deepens. 

The role of mixing in the bifurcation structure of the THC needs therefore further clar-

ification, as well as a careful consideration when setting the subgrid mixing coefficient 

in GCM's. 

1.9 Motivation 

In the following chapters I explore the issues raised by the following questions: 

I. Does the Bering Strait connection have a stabilising or destabilising effect on the 

THC? Under which conditions? 

As discussed before the effect of this high latitude inter-basin connection is not 

yet clear. Does it stabilise the Atlantic THC as argued by De Boer and Nof 

(2004) or does it make the THC more susceptible to freshwater forcing in the 

North Atlantic? 

II. What is the effect of the increased meridional freshwater forcing on the THC 

stability? 

The meridional atmospheric moisture transport is increased in most global warm-

ing scenarios (Manabe and Stouffer, 1994), having an effect on the transient 

behaviour of the THC Stouffer and Manabe (2003). Conceptual studies show 

that the atmospheric meridional freshwater forcing is related to symmetry break-

ing mechanism in the thermohaline circulation (Thual and McWilliams, 1992; 

Dijkstra and Molemaker, 1997), sometimes resulting in a reinforced THC under 

strong forcing (Weijer and Dijkstra, 2003b). 1 examine here the equilibrium effect 

of different freshwater forcings. 

III. What is the effect of the Atlantic to Pacific atmospheric water vapour transport? 

Under both global warming scenarios (Latif et al., 2000) and during present-

day El-Nifios (Schmittner et al., 2000) the Atlantic-to-Pacific vapour transport 
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(AVT) is enhanced , with stabilising effects on the northern sinking pole-to-

pole circulation of the Atlantic. Stocker and Wright (1991a) demonstrate the 

presence of hysteresis of the Atlantic THC in relation to variation of AVT in a 

2D model. A complete hysteresis experiment has been undertaken for the first 

time by Rahmstorf (1995, 1996). 

Variations in the above mentioned meridional freshwater forcing act mainly chang-

ing the meridional intra-basin freshwater balance, while AVT acts to modify the 

intra-basin freshwater balance^. Therefore I explore the effect of these two spa-

tially distinct forcings on the stability of the global THC. 

IV. How does the horizontal mixing (caused by both diffusion and wind gyres) influ-

ence the THC stability in a 3D model? 

Schmittner and Weaver (2001) published, so far, the only study exploring quan-

titatively the effect of horizontal mixing on the THC multiple states. Does a 3D 

model behave similarly? 

I aim to understand the influence of these different factors on the THC structure, 

stability and bifurcation structure. Equilibrium hysteresis experiments will be employed 

to explore the parameter space using box models and an intermediate 3D ocean model. 

These numerical models are particularly suited for investigation on the long timescales 

involving deep ocean changes. The separate as well as the combined effect of the above 

mentioned factors on the stability and variability of the global thermohaline circulation 

will be examined. 

^Which is also true, strictly speaking, for the meridional freshwater forcing whenever there is a 
difference in latitudinal extension between inter-connected basins. 
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Box Model Experiments 

In this chapter two conceptual models will be used in order to demonstrate the ef-

fect of the horizontal mixing and the presence of Bering Strait connection, using the 

Stommel's two box model, and Shaffer and Bendtsen's three box model, respectively. 

A multifactorial experiment is also run to observe how the meridional freshwater forc-

ing, the Atlantic-to-Pacific freshwater transport and the Bering Strait throughflow can 

affect the steady states of the three box model. 

i> 
QTHC > 0 

^EQ) Tgq, Sgq ( i i iBiai t ) VPQI, TPOI, SPOI 

mixing 

1 
EQUATORIAL BOX WTHC > U POLAR BOX 

Figure 2.1: Stommel's box model. 
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2.1 Stommel Box Model of the North Atlantic 

In this section I examine the effect of lateral mixing in a conceptual model of the North 

Atlantic. For this purpose 1 will use the formulation by Marotzke (1990) of the Stom-

mel box model (Stommel, 1961). A qualitative description on the effect of diffusivity 

in Stommel's box model is given in Alley et al. (2002) and thus is here quantified. 

As shown in Fig.2.1 we have two well 

mixed boxes, representing the low and 

high latitudes. Temperatures are pre-

scribed while we impose a flux condition 

on salinity. The two boxes are conceptu-

ally connected at the bottom and top by 

"pipes", having negligible volume. QTHC 

is the volume transport through the pipes, 

representing the thermohaline circulation, 

which is proportional to the density gradi-

ent and represents northern sinking when 

Figure 2.2: The Stommel Box Mode! equilibrium positive. Therefore; 

diagram. The dotted line indicates unstable equi-
libria; the position of the saddle node bifurcation 
point is shown by the green mark. On the abscissa Qj-jjc = - Tpoi) - P (&, - Spoi)} 
the salinity forcing and on the ordinate the ratio be- . . 
tween the salinity and thermal forcing which is pro- ( 1 j 
portional to the THC transport(see Eq.2.4). The salinity conservation equations are; 

E=FB/(aT) V 

Spol — —H + \QTHc\iSeq — Spol) 

S'eg = +H — \QTHc\{Seq — Spol) 

(2 .2) 

(2.3) 

Where H is the salinity flux equivalent to the freshwater forcing F. If we subtract Eq.2.3 

from Eq.2.2, and take 5 = and E — , we obtain. 

QTHC — ^ {cx.LS.T — P/S.S) — UOLIS.T ( 1 — 6 ) (2 40 
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The dimensionless form of Eqs.2.2 and 2.3, 

j = (2.5) 

and the corresponding equilibrium solutions, 

Si = ^ + J^ + E for VB > 0, giving 5 > 1 {QTHC < 0) (2.6) 

t̂ 2,3 = - E for 0 < E < ^ , giving 0 <S <1 (QTHC > 0) (2.7) 

Performing the linear stability analysis it can be shown that the solution in Eq.2.7 

is unstable for infinitesimal perturbations (Marotzke, 1990; cf. the graphical represen-

tation of the equilibria on Fig.2.2, p.17). 

2.1.1 Lateral mixing 

Introducing mixing by introducing an additional volume exchange coefficient m into 

Eqs.2.2 and 2.3 yields, 

Spol = —H + [iQTiJcl + Ml] {Seq — Spol) (2.8) 

Seq = +H — [\QTHC \ + {Seq — SPOL) ( 2 9 ) 

Both \QTHC\ and m are positive for similar reasons. The coefficient m must be such 

that the mixing will tend to equalise densities in both boxes. Lateral mixing is con-

ceptually different from advective exchange even in a box model. In fact the advective 

exchange \QTHc\{Seq — Spoi) = \aiS.T — is quadratically dependent on the 

salinity gradient, but 7n{Seq — Spoi) is linear, as m is a constant. The non-dimensional 

equation becomes: 

5 = E-[\l-5\ + M]5 (2.10) 
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Figure 2.3: Stommel's box model equilibria for different mixing values. The arrows indicate the 

magnitude and sign of S for different values of {E, 5} showing whether the equilibria (\/{E,S} 

such that S = 0 ) are attractors or repellers. The green mark indicates the saddle bifurcation point. 

Where M = m/pAaT > 0. The new equilibria are^, 

1 - M 

giving 5 > 1 {QTHC < 0) (2.11) 

= 

5?, = 

1 + M 
+ 

(1 + M)2 
- E / o r M < E < (1 + M ) ^ / 4 oMcZ 

2 ' V 4 

0 < M < 1, giving (M + l)/2 < 6 < 1 {QTHC > 0) (2.12) 

1 + M (1 + M ) : 
E for 0 < E < {1 + M ) ^ / 4 and, 

VM, giving 0 < 5 < {M + l ) / 2 {QTHC > 0) (2.13) 

In Fig.2.3 the equilibria and parameter space velocities are shown. A negative gradient 

^The conditions of existence for each of the solutions are imposed by |1 — (5| > 0 and M >0. 
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of the equilibrium curve corresponds to an unstable branch. We can observe two main 

effect of introducing lateral mixing: 

• First of all, as we increase the non-dimensional mixing coefficient M, the saddle 

node bifurcation point, which has coordinates { ( M + 1)^/4, ( M + l ) / 2 } , ap-

proaches the salinity dominated branch (5 > 1), thus reducing the separation 

between branches of the hysteresis. Eventually, at M = 1 the stable thermally 

dominated branch and the salinity dominated branch become a continuous locus 

of stable equilibria. Therefore for M > 1 no multiple equilibria are found (we 

can see that also from the condition of existence of the unstable thermal branch 

^2 in Eq.2.12). 

• The dependence of the THC strength on the freshwater forcing eventually be-

comes linear for large values of the mixing coefficient, as the leading term of the 

thermally direct solution (Eq.2.11, the solution) becomes S ~ E/M, and the 

leading term for the salinity dominated solution (Eq.2.11) is also 6 ^ E/M. 

We can connect these results on the Stommel model to those of a mixed boundary 

condition 3D GCM model, where the freshwater flux is imposed and the temperature is 

relaxed. In fact if we think about the surface, where the interaction with the atmosphere 

occurs, we find that the larger the lateral mixing, the better mixed the salinity field will 

be. In fact the freshwater flux is independent of the state of the ocean surface, while 

the heat fluxes to and from the atmosphere will be higher as the surface temperatures 

move away from the reference temperatures. Therefore increasing mixing will decrease 

the surface meridional salinity gradient but not significantly affect the temperature 

gradient. The effect of a large lateral mixing (either in form of subgrid diffusivity or 

wind mixing) will be to increase the effect of the thermal forcing relative to the salinity 

forcing (the equivalent of a decreasing 5 in the Stommel box model). 

These results explain quantitatively those given in Alley at al. (2002). 
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2.2 A three box model of the Global Ocean 

Shaffer and Bendtsen (1994) employed a three box-model to investigate the effect of 

the Bering Strait on the stability of the THC at high sea level conditions. They also 

find that the system exhibits hysteresis with respect to the Bering Strait throughflow 

magnitude. The model is formed by three well mixed boxes, the first box representing 

the North Atlantic, the second the North Pacific and the third one the rest of the 

ocean. The model is similar to that of Welander (1986) model, consisting in effect of 

two Stommel (1961) box models, put back to back with the addition of the Bering 

Strait connection. I have carried out an investigation implementing and modifying the 

Shaffer and Bendtsen (1994) box model and exploring its dynamics, using the MATLAB 

interpreted language. 

q Bering Strait 

NORTH ATLANTIC NORTH PACIFIC 

Atmospheric 
freshwater transport 

VNA, TNA, SNA . 
(1-e) qf • (e) qf 

VNP, TNP, SNP 

/ ^ \ 

qna qbs qf qnp qbs 

VG, TG, SG 

GLOBAL OCEAN 

Figure 2.4: The Three Box model 

The Global Ocean (G) box is the main (but indirect) connection between North Atlantic 
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(NA) box and the North Pacific (NP) box (see Fig.2.4). There is a mixing-type exchange 

of water between basins, which emulates the thermohaline circulation . When the 

density difference is dominated by the temperature contrast the flows are positive, and 

we can interpret the flux going from the NA and NP boxes to G as the deep flow and 

the return flow as the surface flow. 

The Bering Strait is a direct connection between NA and NP. We approximate the 

Bering Strait throughflow to be frictionless (Overland and Roach, 1987) and propor-

tional to the sea surface elevation difference between North Pacific and North Atlantic 

as, 

QBS = giVNP — VNA)Hf ^ (2.14) 

I follow Shaffer and Bendtsen (1994) and consider the flow to be proportional to the 

density difference between NA and NP 

QBS = I{pna — pNp)po ^ (2.15) 

The equation of state is taken to be linear 

p = po(l + pS — (xT) (2.16) 

The model flows are 

QNP = z/Po ̂ {PNP — PG) = — So) — O.{TMP — Tg)} (2.17) 

(INA = ^Po ^{PNA — PG) = I^{P{SNA — SQ) — — TG)} (2.18) 

QBS = IPO^IPNA — pNp) = — S^p) — OL{TNA — T/vp)} (2.19) 

where v is a flow sensitivity parameter for the thermohaline flows and 7 for the Bering 

Strait flow. The thermohaline flows qjqp and gjvA are positive when the overturning 

circulation is temperature dominated and the Bering Strait flow is positive when the 
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NA waters are denser than the NP. The salt conservation equations are 

VNP 
dS^p 

dt 

_ I , N /c O \ | ?bs ( 'S 'G - 'S'iV-F) i f q B S > ^ 
— —ReqfSNP + (k jvpl + "nylSo — S^p) + < 

\^qBs{SNP — SNA) ifQBS<^ 

(2.20) 

NA-
dSjSTA 

dt 

— —R{1 — e)qfSNA + (IgAT/il + 'ni){SG — SNA) + ^ 
QSSISNP — SNA) IF QBS ^ 0 

IBSIS^^A — SG) if QBS < 0 

(2.21) 

SQ = {SmVm — SnpVNP ~ (2.22) 

The parameters of the model for the test run in the Shaffer and Bendtsen (1994) 

configuration are, 

Vm is the volume of the whole ocean, the temperatures of the boxes are fixed^. g/ is 

the water vapour export from the G box to the high latitude boxes, which is shared 

eqf to NP and (l-g)gy to NA. qf can be modulated by a multiplicative factor R which 

represents therefore the relative amplitude of the meridional freshwater forcing (see 

§2.2.1.2 (p.33)). m is the lateral mixing coefficient between boxes. The salinity values 

are integrated by a simple forward explicit scheme. 

2.2.1 Three box model experiments 

The first set of experiments has been carried out with the standard values used by Shaf-

fer and Bendtsen, shown in Table2.1. An asymmetrical freshwater forcing is obtained 

^The model has also been modified to be run also under relaxation BC on temperature, but these 
results are not reported here 
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Parameter Value 

Vrn 1.322x10^8^^3 

VNA 1.322xl0^^m3 

VNP 1.322xlOi7m3 

VG 1.0578x10^^^3 
V lxlO^°m^/s 

7 0.6xl0®m^/s 

6 0.6 
m 0.0 m^/s 

Qf 1 Sv 
R 1.0 

TNA 5 °C 

TNP 5 °C 

TG 20 °C 

SNA diagnosed 

SNP diagnosed 
SG diagnosed 

Table 2.1: Box model parameters: control run. 

by setting e=0.6, mai<ing the North Pacific box fresher than the North Atlantic. There 

is net evaporation from the G box, and asymmetrical precipitation on the NA and NP 

boxes, mimicking the freshwater transport from NA to NP. 

As in the Stommel box model we can have multiple equilibria, with three, two or one 

steady states for each basin, depending on the boundary conditions on temperature and 

freshwater (see Fig.2.2). In Fig.2.5 we can see the velocity vector in the phase space for 

the salinities of NA and NP calculated numerically for AT=15°C. In practice we have 

computed the left hand side of equations 2.20 and 2.21 for different initial conditions, 

visualising the tendency of the system to move in a certain direction in the phase space. 

As our system has only two degrees of freedom this is enough to determine the presence 

of stable and unstable regimes. 

Stable and unstable steady equilibria can be identified as convergence and divergence 

points of the vectors respectively. They can be also called attractors and repellers, 

because in the vicinity of such points the system tends to move, respectively, towards 

them or away from them. Point l i s a stable state for both NA and NP (when a small 
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perturbation moves the system away from 1, the system returns to 1), point 2 is an 

unstable state for NP and NA (an infinitesimal perturbation will move the system away 

from it) , and point 3 is stable for both^. 

We can identify four modes of the THC. 

1) The conveyor belt mode (Fig.2.5, point 1; Fig.2.6, point 9S; Fig.2.8), with a 

thermally dominated Atlantic (corresponds to a "fast mode" in the Stommel's 

model, i.e. northern sinking) and a salinity dominated Pacific ("slow mode", i.e. 

southern sinking). 

2) The twin slow mode (equatorial sinking), under the same boundary conditions as 

in (1) (Fig.2.5, point 3; Fig.2.6, point 7S; Fig.2.8). 

3) The reverse conveyor belt (Fig.2.6, point IS), which is possible in two situations. 

The first one is the obvious case in which the freshwater forcing longitudinal 

asymmetry factor (e) is mirrored. The second one is under the same freshwater 

forcing asymmetry (e) as in the case (1), but with increased A T allowing the 

presence of an extra stable state in the Pacific. 

4) The twin polar sinking mode (Fig.2.6, point 3S ), is possible just for A T suffi-

ciently large to permit a fast mode also in the Pacific. 

Note that in the Stommel box model (Fig.2.2) we also have just one salinity dominated 

steady state when A T is too small compared with the freshwater forcing. 

By analogy, in the two "back to back" Stommel boxes model, when A T is large enough 

we have the appearance of six possible equilibrium states, 2 of which are stable. So 

in total we can have 9 equilibria, of which 4 are stable. We can see this in Fig.2.6, 

where the velocities in phase space for salinity have been plotted. Points marked with 

the letter S are the stable points and those marked with the letter U are the unstable 

points. In Fig.2.6 point 1 corresponds to the reverse "conveyor belt" mode, point 3 

to the double northern sinking mode, point 9 to the "conveyor belt" and point 7 to 

^If the freshwater forcing were symmetric, the line connecting 1 to 3 would be parallel to the x-axis, 
thus it would be stable for perturbation in the direction parallel to the y-axis 
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Figure 2.5: The Box Model phase space velocities, S^p, are plotted for an array of ini-
tial conditions (AT=15°C). Contours are relative to the velocity magnitude. Asymmetry about the 
SNA=SNP straight line is due to the atmospheric freshwater transport. The point labelled 1 and 3 
are stable regimes, while point 2 is an unstable steady state. 
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Figure 2.6: The Box Model phase space velocities SNA, SJ^P, are plotted for an array of initial 
conditions (AT has been increased from 1^C to 18^ C). Contours are relative to the velocity magni-
tude. Stable points are marked with the letter 3 and the unstable points are marked with the letter U. 
Asymmetry about the SNA=SNP straight line is due to the atmospheric freshwater transport. 
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Figure 2.7: The Box Model phase space velocities, Sna- S^p. AT=18°C, with lateral mixing 
5xl0^m^s~^. Contours are relative to the velocity magnitude. The red letter "S" indicates the only 
attractor, which corresponds to a thermally direct circulation. 
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the twin "slow mode". This confirms and extends the results of Shaffer and Bendtsen 

(1994). 

flux from NA->Global 

34.6 3 t 5 I 

| 3 3 . 5 
D. 
^33 .5 \ 

• ' 
1000 1500 aooo 2000 3000 3600 4000 4800 6000 

flux from NP->Qlobal 

Temperature-Global T e m p e r a t u r e - N A T e m p e r a l u r e - N P 

B500 3000 

Berlng-SJralt I low 

1800 2000 3500 4000 

(a) (b) 

Figure 2.8: Timeseries towards the Conveyor Belt circulation (—) and the twin Southern sinking 
circulation (- - -) under the same boundary conditions, for different initial conditions. 

2.2.1.1 Stability of the T H C and the Bering Strait flow strength 

Numerical experiments have been conducted, varying the Bering Strait sensitivity pa-

rameter. As already seen the flow through Bering Strait permits the fresher surface 

North Pacific water to flow into the saltier North Atlantic. 

The present day circulation pattern corresponds to the mode (1) described above, where 
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Figure 2.9: "The halocline catastrophe" (A T=1^C, ^=0.9 m^/s). Using the same initial condition as 
the "Conveyor Belt" case, the model collapses towards a twin Southern Sinking mode. 
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the Atlantic THC is driven by the temperature contrast and the salinity contrast tends 

to brake it. If we increase the freshwater input in the North Atlantic we can destabilise 

the circulation in favour of a salinity driven circulation. The control run from which we 

start has a 7=0.6 10^ m^ s"^, that produces a Bering Strait outflow of Sv, bringing 

water with a salinity of ^32 ppt into North Atlantic. 

Increasing the BS parameter beyond 0.77 10® m^ s~^ (per unit density difference) starts 

to reduce the Bering Strait flow, until it collapses, together with the Atlantic THC (see 

Fig.2.9). At the same time looking at Fig.2.5 we can see what happens to the salinity 

of the North Atlantic. Initially the system is in point 1, when the salinity of the North 

Pacific decreases, we move along the line connecting 1 to 3, until we go past the 

saddle point 2, at this point we have reached a no-return point and we head towards 

the attraction point 3. Meanwhile the Pacific Salinity has changed very little. The 

final state of the system is a slow, salinity dominated circulation (equatorial sinking) in 

both Atlantic and Pacific, and this transition was called the "halocline catastrophe" by 

(Bryan, 1986). 

This behaviour of the system suggests that a higher Bering Strait flow than at the 

present could render the North Atlantic thermohaline circulation more sensitive to vari-

ations of the freshwater input. A higher overall sea level, as in the last interglacial 

period, could contribute to make the Bering Strait outflow stronger thus making the 

THC more sensitive (Shaffer and Bendtsen, 1994)^. 

Hysteresis If we look at Fig.2.5, it is qualitatively evident that starting from point 

1, if a perturbation is able to lower the salinity of North Atlantic beyond point 2 the 

system cannot go back to point 2 but will continue to point 3. 

By varying the value of the Bering Strait parameter 7 we can explore the corresponding 

stable steady states of the system. From figure 2.10 we can see the hysteresis cycle 

covered by the system, for all the variables. We start with a value of 7=0 and we 

augment it until we have the "halocline catastrophe". When we are in the situation of 

'̂ As already mentioned in the introduction De Boer and Nof (2004) hypothesise the stabilising role 
of the Bering Straits connection. 
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low THC in all basin, decreasing 7 to zero again does not bring back the system to the 

conveyor mode. 

On the other hand if we introduce a lateral mixing coefficient, representing both tur-

bulent and wind driven (gyre) lateral mixing we can completely eliminate the hysteretic 

behaviour of the system, as for the Stommel model. In Fig.2.6 (p.27), as seen before 

we observe the system when the meridional temperature gradient is being increased by 

three degrees Celsius, and we have four stable steady states. If we introduce sufficient 

mixing we can destroy the multiplicity of steady states as shown in Fig.2.7 (p.28). 

Salinity-Global SaHnAy-NA Salinity-NP x1(f flux through BS 

35.65 

= 32.05 

6 
gamma 

flux from NA->Global 
35.45 31.95 

5 10 
oammâ Q 

5 10 
gammâ Q 

5 10 
gammâ Q 

Temperature-Global Temperature-NA Temperature-NP 

6 
gamma 

flux from NP->Global 

6 gamma 
0 5 10 

gamma gamma 
0 5 10 

(a) (b) 

Figure 2.10: Hysteresis cycle using 7 as the independent variable (fixed temperatures). 
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2.2.1.2 Multifactorial Experiment 

In this section I present results from a two way multifactorial experiment (Fig.2.11). 

Two values (Low and High) for the freshwater imbalance between Atlantic and Pacific, 

the freshwater forcing, and the Bering Strait flow sensitivity factor are permuted. In 

Table 2.2.1.2, the factor varied in the experiment are shown. 

Parameter Description Values Code 
e fraction of the the freshwater going into the Pacific 0.51; 0.6 L; H 
R multiplicative factor of the standard freshwater forcing 0.8; 1.0 L; H 
BS multiplicative factor of the standard BS flow sensitivity 1.0; 2.0 L; H 

Table 2.2: Experiment parameters relative to Fig.2.11 (p.34). L and H stand for Low and i-iigh values 
of the parameter 

I use the classification of the steady states exhibited by the model showed at the begin-

ning of this subsection (§2.2.1, p.23). The results of the 2^ experiments are summarised 

in Table 2.3. Fig.2.11 shows the phase velocity of the system which indicates the di-

rection taken by the system for each initial condition. As before converging arrows 

indicate a stable steady state and diverging arrows an unstable steady state. 

s;R;BS CB TP EQ RevCB 
LLL 
LLH — — 

LHL — — — 

LHH — — — 

HLL — 

HLH — 

HHL — — 

HHH — — — 

Table 2.3; The possible stable steady states of the system are showed for different parameter com-
binations. CB refers to "Conveyor Belt", TP to 'Twin Polar Sinking", EQ to "Southern Sinking" and 
RevCB to "Reverse Conveyor Belt". 

We can observe from Table 2.3 that (as in the Stommel Box model) the salinity domi-

nated solution (EQ) is always stable at least for this experiment which does not include 

any mixing {cf. Fig.2.7, p.28). The CB solution and the TP solutions occur roughly 

the same number of times, while RevCB occurs only once. For an almost longitudinally 
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Figure 2.11: A multifactorial experiment. The Box Model phase space velocities Si^p are 
plotted for an array of different initial condition. Contours are relative to the velocity magnitude. The 
parameters values chosen are AT = 1^C,e G {0.51, 0.6}, R G {0.8,1}, BSE {1.0,2.0}. The 
value used for each experiment is on the top label of each diagram. 
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symmetrical freshwater forcing (e = L) the CB is difficult to maintain. On the other 

hand an asymmetrical forcing (e = H), favours a CB circulation, while TP remains 

unvaried. The TP solution occurs whenever the freshwater forcing is weak (R = L) 

because we shift the balance towards a more thermally dominated forcing. In this region 

of the parameter space, the Bering Strait becomes crucial only when the freshwater 

conditions assume the standard values (e and R are High), in fact for a normal BS, we 

have a CB circulations but for a high BS we have only the EQ solution. 

2.3 Summary 

In this chapter I have analysed the stability of the thermohaline circulation with two 

minimal models of the North Atlantic and of the Global Ocean, respectively the Stommel 

box model and the Shaffer and Bendtsen (1994) model. 

In §2.1 (p.17) I have shown the effect of lateral mixing in the Stommel's two box 

model following the formulation of Marotzke (1990). The mixing affects the presence 

of multiple states, the hysteresis structure, and the feedbacks of the system. This 

experiment shows how the mixing tends to linearise the steady state solutions as a 

function of the freshwater forcing, reducing the extent of the hysteresis and of the 

parameter range which allows for the existence of multiple states. 

In §2.2 (p.21) the Shaffer and Bendtsen (1994) has been used in a multifactorial ex-

periment aimed to analyse the steady state solutions of the system. The parameters 

involved are the Atlantic-to-Pacific vapour transport, the freshwater forcing amplitude 

and the strength of the Bering Strait. The effect of the single parameters as well as 

of the combination with the other parameters, on the steady states of the model has 

been elucidated. 

As already mentioned the Shaffer and Bendtsen (1994) model is limited, and in fact the 

most favourable state shown by the multifactorial experiment is the salinity direct one 

(which corresponds probably to a Southern Sinking solution). This solution is always 

stable by construction of the model (two back to back Stommel models; see also §7.2.1, 

p .174) and therefore it is not possible to infer any general statement from this result. 
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Note Although the three box model is a useful tool to understand the interaction 

of North Pacific and North Atlantic with the Global Ocean in a general way, it is 

unsatisfactory because it cannot reproduce the pole-to-pole dynamics which can be 

represented with higher order box models or GCMs (Marotzke, 1990). Thus increasing 

the freshwater forcing will inevitably collapse the model into a salinity dominated mode, 

as it happens in the Stommel model. The next chapters will show the results of similar 

multifactorial experiments using a three-dimensional model. 



CHAPTER 3 

Model Description: GOLDSTEIN 

3.1 Introduction 

The model used in our experiments (GOLDSTEIN an acronym for Global Ocean -

Linear Drag Salt and Temperature Equation INtegrator) has been developed by Neil 

Edwards (see Edwards et a!., 1998). It is based on the planetary geostrophic equations 

with linear drag and it can be classified as an intermediate complexity 3D model of the 

global ocean, because it involves a reduced representation of the physics. Also - but 

not necessarily - usually used with moderately coarse resolution. 

The model was employed for the first time in Edwards et al. (1998) where it was 

used in a rectangular, one-hemisphere configuration. The problem of the stability of 

the thermohaline circulation with respect to sloping topography and windstress was 

addressed. Edwards et al. found that a slope-up towards the north or the west had 

a destabilising effect on the THC. On the other hand they found that the windstress 

stabilises and reinforces the THC, making also the formation of high latitude haloclines 

less favourable. 

A low resolution, global ocean configuration is presented in Edwards and Shepherd 

(2002). Edwards and Shepherd demonstrated the capability of the model to perform 

37 
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millennial integration using small computational resources. The dependence of the 

freshwater-forced bifurcation structure of the system is shown with respect to inter-

basin connections, topography and the form of the wind-forcing. The model used in 

this thesis follows the configuration used in Edwards and Shepherd (2002). 

More recently Hargreaves et al. (2004) performed a fine tuning of C-Goldstein (the 

ocean model used in this thesis coupled with a diffusive energy-balance model; see 

also Edwards and Marsh, 2003) to the climatology using the ensemble Kalman filter 

(EnKF) method. They obtained encouraging results especially for the ocean circulation 

and also compared to other models (see the Coupled Model Intercomparison Project in 

Lambert and Boer, 2001; Jia, 2003). 

The description below follows that of Edwards et al. (1998). 

3.2 Equations 

The equations governing the flow in spherical coordinates (^, s, z) (where (j) is longitude, 

s = sin0, c = cos 9, 9 is latitude and z is in the radial direction) can be expressed in 

dimensionless form, 

~SV = - CKM 4- (3.1) 

su = — cos^^dsP — dv-\-dzTs, (3.2) 
c 

dzP = - P , (3.3) 

d4>{^ ^ ds{vc) d^w = 0, (3.4) 

P = p (2 ,3 l , (3 5) 

T)tQ — ^-^drj)Q^ + ds (^Knc^dsQ) + G. (3.6) 

a is the linear drag coefficient and is the dimensionless windstress. Equation 

(3.6) represents the advection and diffusion of passive tracers, e.g. T and S, and C is 
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convective adjustment term. The differential operator 

^ + ds{vc) + 9^('u;)I [.] 

is the material derivative. 

(3.7) 

The non-dimensionalisation is performed using the following scaling in terms of the 

constants given in TableS.l. Horizontal lengths have been scaled by VQ, vertical lengths 

by H, horizontal velocities by U and the vertical velocity by The scalings for 

pressure p and density p are obtained from the geostrophic and from the hydrostatic 

relations, respectively. We can write the scaling relations for the geostrophic and 

hydrostatic balance as, 

fU 
Po 

Psc — 
Psc 

w 

(3.8) 

(3.9) 

Hence, p^c = Ufr^po and therefore psc = UfropoH~^g^^. Since Eq.3.6 is linear in T 

and S, they do not need to be scaled. The unit timescale used by the model is the 

advective timescale ro/U. 

Symbol Value Quantity 

U 0.05 ms~^ velocity scale (typical velocity) 

ro 6.37x10® m horizontal length scale (earth's radius) 

H 4x10^ m vertical length scale (typical mid-ocean depth) 
f 2x7.2921x10-5 s - i Coriolis parameter 

9 9.81 ms-2 acceleration of gravity 

Cp 3981.1 J °K-i Kg-i heat capacity at constant pressure 

Psc 1.838 Kg m-3 density scale 

Po 1000 Kg m~^ reference density 

Table 3.1: Dimensional scale values of the model in S.I. units. 

The equation of state is a third order approximation of the UNESCO equation of state 

(Gill, 1982) referenced to one atmosphere pressure, after Winton and Sarachik (1993), 

P' = 1000 + 0.7968 5" - 0.0559 T - 0.0063 T + 3.7315 10"^ (3.10) 
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in S.I. units, with S in practical salinity units and T in degrees Celsius. 

3.3 Boundary conditions 

An adiabatic condition is imposed at the lower and lateral boundaries. The upper 

boundary is characterised by a relaxation boundary condition for T and a flux condition 

for S. The upper boundary temperature flux is given by, 

F t = (3.11) 
•^relax 

where % is the atmosphere apparent temperature, T is the top grid box temperature, 

Aztop its thickness and Xreiax is the relaxation timescale. To is given analytically as an 

idealised function of the latitude 6, 

t o = a c q s ' (3-12) 

where the latitudinal domain is 0 G [ — ^ i ] . The upward surface salinity flux is defined 

as the gradient of a northward salinity transport, 

7T9 
- c„ (3.13) 

where D is the magnitude of the zonally integrated northward salinity flux ^ and C, is 

an offset constant, chosen such that the globally integrated surface salinity flux is zero. 

3.4 Barotropic circulation 

The barotropic circulation is solved separately from the circulation due to the baroclinic 

modes. The elliptic equation for the barotropic streamfunction is solved using Gaussian 

elimination. Without topography or variable wind the equation is solved only once 

has the dimensions of [psu m^s 3.-11 
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rendering the execution quite fast. Let ^ 

41 

dzT, 
H 

(3.14) 

(3.15) 

then the continuity equations is 

Vw- • 

We can now define a streamfunction ip as, 

1 

[ d z u = V f f • ( H u ) = 0. 
J - H 

(3.16) 

u = — ( k A V (3.17) 

where k is the radial versor in spherical coordinates. Now the equations for ip can be 

obtained from the equations of motion, 

M = 
-sv + \d,pP + au- dzT'^ 

su + c^dsP + av — dzT^ 

' 0 ' 

0 

as 

k • V A M 0 

(3.18) 

(3.19) 

^Notes on spherical coordinates and vector space; 

• The line element is dP = + dz^. 

• The gradient operator is V [ - ] = { \d^p,cds,dz} [ - ] • 

• The divergence V • A = d^i^A^p) + ds{cAs) + 

The curl is defined as ( V a A ) ; _ ijk 1 
hjhk [d j{hkAk) - dk{h, jAj) ] , are permutations 

of {ip, s, z}, e'-'* is the Levi-Civita completely anti-symmetric tensor, . are the metrics 

coefficient (e.g. hs = 1 /c ) . In this notation we sum over covariant and controvariant indexes 

when matching. 
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Using Eq.3.16, the definition for pressure as, p = — + p _ g , we have finally 

an equation for the barotropic streamfunction, 

J (</>, jj) + J fsp, + aV - i • V A (^) = 0 (3.20) 

where 
~ def 1 
^ = H. f dz f dz' p (3.21) 

J~H J-H 

3.5 Constraints around islands 

The boundary conditions on ip must be such as to satisfy the no-flow condition into 

lateral boundaries. Therefore one must assume a constant value along connected con-

tours at the boundary. In general each isolated connected domain (an island) will have 

a different boundary value. To determine tjj around the island we need to depth average 

the momentum equations Eq. (3.18), and integrate around the island imposing a zero 

net circulation (McWilliams, 1977). 

^ M - d l = 0. (3.22) 

I 

Note that the constraint for interior points is self-evident by Eq.(3.19), as by Stokes' the-

orem, the circulation around the island (Eq. (3.22)) is identical to A M ) • n d A . 

Eq.(3.22) yields to the expression, 

-H a u - d l = 0, (3.23) 

where, the first term vanishes for constant topography around I. 

We can take the streamfunction value for the northern landmass to be zero, then we can 

compute '0 around Antarctica, and in the presence of Bering Strait, we will compute it 

also around America. 
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For a system with two islands, we decompose the streamfunction into the sum of two 

components, ip = + V'lsi. the interior component and the island boundary compo-

nent (Edwards and Shepherd, 2002). The interior component results from interior wind 

and topographic forcings with zero value on all coasts, the island component is the 

unknown with zero forcing in the interior. Their sum can satisfy Eq.(3.19) in the whole 

domain. is determined solving V'lnt with zero forcing and unit boundary condition 

on the island, then we multiply the solution by a constant in order that the total ip 

satisfies Eq.(3.23. The value of the constant is then the boundary island boundary con-

dition for Tp. For n islands we will proceed solving a linear system with n—1 equations, 

for n — 1 island boundary values. 

3.6 Baroclinic circulation 

The baroclinic circulation is found by differentiating and integrating the equations of 

motion with respect to z. Let us integrate vertically Eqs. (3.1) and (3.2), using the 

hydrostatic relation (3.3), 

~sd^v = - adzU + ( 9 ^ 2 ( 3 . 2 4 ) 

sdzU = cos (p^dsp — adzV + (3.25) 

We can make dzU and d^v explicit by substitution and then integrate vertically, 

It (z, %/, z) = 2 ^ 2 / dz' iacag/) - -F 88^7"^} , (3 26) 
S i" OL J ̂  V c ^ 

V {x, y, z) = 2 ! 2 f (3.27) 
S r Of J ̂  ^ C 
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3.7 Numerical integration 

The equation are discretized on an Arakawa C-grid, and all the spatial differences are 

second-order accurate. 

Time advancement is provided using an explicit first-order difference scheme, allowing 

double time-stepping compared to a centred-difference scheme. 

The barotropic fields are updated only in the presence of topographical variation or 

wind-stress time-dependency. The baroclinic velocity fields are diagnosed from the 

density field, and added to the barotropic velocity and then the total velocity is weight-

averaged with the total velocity of the previous time-step.So the total velocity is 

Uf = (1 — S)udt + where u^t is the velocity diagnosed from the density field 

at time t, and 6 is the under relaxation parameter. 

3.8 Summary 

I summarise here the main characteristics of GOLDSTEIN: 

• The planetary frictionary geostrophic equations are integrated, instead of the 

primitive equations. 

• Spherical coordinates are used and mapped on an Arakawa C-grid] in the radial 

direction it is a level-model employing z-coordinates. 

• Barotropic and baroclinic modes are solved separately; external waves are not 

allowed. 

• A flux boundary condition for salinity, and a relaxation boundary condition for 

temperature are applied at the upper boundary {mixed boundary conditions), 

while adiabatic conditions are applied at lateral and bottom boundaries. 

• The wind stress can be applied to the upper boundary. 
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• Temperature and salinity are subject to separate advection-difFusion equations, 

and are both subject to convective adjustment. 



CHAPTER 4 

Experimental Design and 

Sensitivity of thie Model 

In this chapter the modelling strategy and the sensitivity analysis to lateral and vertical 

mixing are described. 

4.1 Model setup 

I describe here the configuration for the model. The configuration follows Edwards 

and Shepherd (2002) except for the presence of the parameterised Atlantic-to-Pacific 

atmospheric water vapour transport (AVT) and the possibility of having a Bering Strait 

connection. 

The standard experiment parameters are described in Table4.1. 

The global ocean is represented on a 18x18 lattice (Fig.4.1), which allows the idealised 

representation of the three major ocean basins, the Bering Strait, and a minimal repro-

duction of the wind driven gyres in the Atlantic. The domain extends between -70°and 

70°in latitude, and the grid spacing depends from the sine of the latitude (sin0). The 

longitudinal grid spacing is regular. This setup allows the horizontal grid areas to be 

46 
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Symbol Value 
Bering Strait Closed 

Wind Off 
Ky 2.0x10"^ m^s"^ 

Kh 1.2x10^ m^s-^ 

^relax 180 days 
a (0.625 days)"^ 

01 70° 

To 0.8Nm-2 

D 6xl0^psu m^s~^ 
AVT 0.0 Sv 

R 1.0 
Horizontal grid 18x18 
Vertical grid 8 levels 

Longitudinal resolution 20° 
Latitudinal resolution variable ( / (s in 0)) 

Topography Flat 

Table 4.1: Standard experiment parameter. 

constant on the whole domain. The windstress is zero in the standard setup but can 

be activated. In order to reproduce a realistic wind driven circulation the amplitude of 

the windstress needs to be very large (0.8Nm~^) because of the large friction needed 

to avoid instabilities at the equator, balancing the geostrophic equation of motion. 

Atlantic-to-Pacific vapour transport is set to zero, in the standard configuration, for 

simplicity. The topography is flat-bottomed everywhere, except in the Bering Strait 

area, when the connection is open. 

4.2 Sensitivity Analysis 

In this section I will describe the sensitivity of the THC strength to various mixing 

elements and compare them with the results and theories we find in the literature 

(Bryan, 1987; Marotzke, 1997). The experiments have been run as follows. We start 

with a low mixing parameter value, integrate for 4000yrs and then increase it by a fixed 
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-200 -150 -100 -50 0 50 100 

Figure 4.1: The topography of the model with the Bering Strait connection. 

interval. The solution from each 4000yrs run is used as the initial conditions for the 

next run. Once we reach the maximum mixing parameter value, we return along the 

same path, ending the experiment on the initial value. 

4.2.1 Vertical Diffusivity 

Vertical diffusivity is a parametrisation of the diapycnal mixing which occurs in the 

real ocean. In reality this is localised as originally hypothesised by (Munk, 1966) and 

confirmed by recent observations (Ledwell et al., 2000). In the model however I used a 

uniform vertical mixing. Marotzke (1997), using scaling arguments, predicts ~ 

K, 
2 /3 
V as the dependence of the MOT on diapycnal mixing rate. The model uses the 

standard setup described in §4.1 (p.46), in absence of wind and Bering Strait connection 

for simplicity. The sensitivity experiments were run for zero AVT and AVT = 0.3Sv 

(which reproduces a conveyor belt circulation). 

Fig.4.2 shows the dependence of the meridional transport on the vertical diffusivity. 

Hysteresis is exhibited only for very small diffusivity, especially in the AVT = 0.3Sv case 

(Fig.4.2b). 

In Fig.4.3 the power law regression of the absolute value of MOT extrema are shown for 

the domain Ky G [0.1,SljlO^'^m^s"^. The power law regression fits very well with all 
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Figure 4.2: Sensitivity of the MOT to K,V /Cy is increased and then decreased as in a hysteresis 
experiment in the domain { 0 .110 "^ , 5 with an increment of . (a) with 
bacl<ground AVT=O.OSv; (b) AVT=0.3 . Min and max refer to the maximum and minimum value 
of the overturning streamfunction for (following the legend vertically) Global (omin/omax), Atlantic 
(omina/omaxa) and Pacific (ominp/omaxp). 
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Figure 4.3: DF2: Power law regression for the absolute value of the extrema of the MOT. The small 
circles indicate the model results and the coloured lines the regression function. See also the caption 
ofFig.4.2. 
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MOT Co ai r 
omin 9280.5 0.55 0.99 
omax 4305 0.62 0.99 
omina 6755.7 0.75 0.97 
omaxa 964.23 0.44 0.99 
ominp 4436.6 0.55 0.99 
omaxp 5439.5 &82 0.99 

Table 4.2: DD2: The regression coefficients for the extrema of the MOT relative to the experiment 
with AVT =0.3. The formula used to fit the data is y = GQ X"'^ and r is the correlation coefficient. 
See also the caption of Fig.4.2 

the extrema, with different values of the exponent between ^ 0.53 and ^ 0.76 and high 

correlation coefficients, although none of the regressions shows an exact 2/3 exponent. 

The lack of agreement can be due to several factors, first of all the diffusivity used by 

Marotzke (1997) is only on the boundary, but also the model used here is frictional 

(rather than viscous), and the geometry is more complex. Furthermore the regressions 

for the experiment with AVT = 0.3Sv, gives different results {cf. the legend in Fig.4.2a 

and Table 4.2). Therefore it seems that the sensitivity to vertical diffusivity is also 

dependent on other factors such as AVT and geometry of the basin, and that the 2/3 

power law derived from dimensional arguments is valid only as a general approximation. 

4.2.2 Horizontal DifTusivity 

Horizontal diffusivity in our model is set quite high, as it takes into account the subgrid 

lateral mixing of the system along a Cartesian co-ordinate system, with a coarse grid. 

I performed two sensitivity experiments as in the previous case, one with AVT = O.OSv 

(experiment DFl) , and the other one with AVT = 0.3Sv (experiment DD2). The sen-

sitivity analysis is run as a hysteresis experiment as in the previous case. 

The results are in good agreement with what was found with the Stommel model (§2.1, 

p.17). In fact as we increase the diffusivity the system decreases the distance between 

multiple states, until, for very high values of KH we find no multiple states. Furthermore, 

as already mentioned at the end of §2.1 (p.17), high lateral mixing leads to more 
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Figure 4.4; Sensitivity of the MOT to KH (K,H G [300, 2.03xl0^]m^s"^. Because of the large 
oscillations present at low KJJ, the median value relative to the last SOOOyrs of each run have been 
plotted. See also the caption of Fig.4.2. (a) AVT=O.OSv (DF1); AVT=0.3Sv (DD1). 

thermally dominated circulations. In fact, for high mixing, surface salinity anomalies 

are better smoothed out than thermal anomalies. In experiment DF2, between K,H = 

SOOm^s^̂  and KH = 2.03xl0^m^s^^, the salinity range of surface salinity is reduced by 

^83%, while the surface temperature range is reduced by only ~22%. This confirms 

the hypothesis proposed at the end of §2.1 (p.17) on the different effect of lateral 

mixing on the surface fields. We can observe in Fig.4.6 (see also Figs.4.4a and 4.4b) 

that for high lateral diffusivity, in both cases, the circulation pattern in the Atlantic 

is bi-cellular and therefore thermally direct (although the symmetry is skewed for the 

AVT=0.3 case). 

Very large oscillations are present in the zero AVT experiment (DF2) for small diffusivity, 

but they disappear in the AVT = 0.3Sv. This could be due to the fact that a positive 

AVT tends to compensate for the salinity imbalance due to the continental geometry 

(the salinity is higher in the Pacific than in the Atlantic if AVT is zero), therefore it tends 

to suppress any oscillations due to inter-basin salinity imbalances (the deep salinities of 

Atlantic and Pacific do oscillate in anti-phase (not shown)). 
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Figure 4.5: Sensitivity of the MOT to the windstress intensity (TQ E [O.O, 1.6]Nm ^). The MOT 
extrema are plotted against the windstress maximum amplitude. See also the caption of Fig.4.2. (a) 
AVT= O.OSv (DFW); (b) AVT= 0.3Sv (DDW). 

4.2.3 Gyre mixing 

The wind mixing also stirs the ocean, through the wind-driven gyre motion (cf. Fig.5.14, 

p.81). As in the previous sensitivity experiments the model was run with AVT = O.OSv 

(DFl ) and AVT = 0.3Sv (DDI) . The background diffusivity is the standard value 

(12xl0^m^s~^). 

As shown in Fig.4.5 the meridional transport increases as we increase the windstress 

amplitude, and the circulation structure for high windstress is once again thermally 

direct. Even in the experiment with AVT==03Sv, where the initial circulation in the 

Atlantic is a pole-to-pole northern sinking mode, when the wind is increased the cir-

culation becomes thermally driven in both hemispheres, although the northern sinking 

cell remains stronger. 

Very small amplitude hysteresis is found only at low windstress values, probably due to 

the high background diffusivity. 

These results together with the results in the previous section confirm again the con-

ceptual picture expounded in §2.1 (p.17) on the effect of lateral mixing. In fact between 

the null windstress situation and tq = 1.6Nm~^, the surface salinity range is reduced 
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Figure 4.6: The MOT for the maximum value of the control parameter is plotted for experiments: (a) 
DF1, (b) DD1, (c) DFWand (d) DDW. Compare with Fig.4.4 and Fig.4.5. 

by ^ 63% and the surface temperature range by ^ 17%. This also confirms previous 

results by Tsujino and Suginohara (1999). They find that the cyclonic wind-driven 

gyres bring up (by the Ekman upwelling) the thermocline to the subsurface depths, 

thus enhancing the heat transfer towards the deep ocean, which in turn makes the 

deep ocean more buoyant, thus facilitating the sinking at high latitude and therefore 

enhancing the overturning circulation. 

Similarly to the sensitivity experiments on KH, for the highest value of the windstress 

circulation of the Atlantic is again thermally direct (bi-cellular; Fig.4.6), also for the 

AVT=0.3Sv case the negative sinking cell is still present. 
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4.3 Two way multifactorial experiments 

My main objectives in the following two series of experiments are to determine the 

effects on the global THC of, 

• opening/closing the northern connection between Pacific Ocean and Atlantic 

Ocean, i.e. the Bering Strait. 

• varying the explicit atmospheric freshwater transport between Atlantic and Pa-

cific. 

• varying the meridional freshwater forcing amplitudes, 

• including or excluding the wind-driven circulation, 

• varying the horizontal mixing. 

in order to achieve a fairly complete exploration of the parameter space I chose to 

perform equilibrium hysteresis experiments, integrating in time. I chose the Atlantic-

to-Pacific vapour transport and the global freshwater forcing as the control parameters 

for the hysteresis experiments. The relationship between the hysteresis experiments 

can be explained looking at Fig.4.7. The AVT (Atlantic-to-Pacific vapour transport) 

hysteresis experiments were run with a fixed value of R = 1.0, while the R (the merid-

ional freshwater forcing amplitude) hysteresis experiments were run with two values of 

background AVT (OSv or 0.3Sv). 

AVT and R hysteresis. These two parameters were chosen because they are likely to 

be related to any climate change that happened in the past or that may be happening in 

the present, such as global warming (Broecker etal., 1990a; Latif et a/., 2000; Lohmann 

and Lorenz, 2000; Thorpe et al., 2001; Alley et ai, 2002). AVT is the parameter which 

give us a measure of the longitudinal asymmetry in the freshwater forcing. R controls 

the meridional freshwater forcing relative amplitude, which is symmetric about the 

equator. Changes of the former will induce changes in the salinity difference between 
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Figure 4.7: AVT-hysteresis: AVT is varied discretely on a closed loop of adjacent values. Mean-
while R is kept fixed at 1.0. R-hysteresis; R is varied on a closed loop of discrete adjacent values, 
for two values of background AVT. 

Atlantic and Pacific, therefore perturbing the interbasin forcing of the ocean circulation, 

whereas changes of the latter, by contrast, perturb the intra-basin forcing. 

These hysteresis experiments, related to changes in freshwater forcing, are run with 

different combination of the following parameters: 

Bering Strait Open 

Windstress On 

Horizontal diffusivity 

AVT (for R-hysteresis exp.) O.OSv 

SxlO^m^s" 

Closed 

Off 

12xl0^m^s~^ 

0.3Sv 

In total we have 2^ AVT hysteresis experiments and 2'̂  R hysteresis experiments, each 

of which is a full two-level, three or four-way multifactorial experimental design. 

The results of the experiments are described in the following two chapters (Chapters 

5, p.59, and 6, p.122). 
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4.4 Summary 

The results of this chapter demonstrate the sensitivity to mixing parameters of the 

standard setup of the model, as well as that with AVT = 0.3Sv. The meridional over-

turning transport obeys a power law dependency on the vertical diffusivity coefficient. 

The exponent is not constant for all the basins considered, and is again different in the 

AVT = 0.3Sv experiment. The values found for the exponent are in the range 0.44 to 

0.82, and thus in the neighbourhood of 2/3 which was found by Marotzke (1997) using 

a dimensional argument. 

The horizontal diffusivity sensitivity experiment shows the presence of multiple states 

and oscillations for low diffusivities. The amplitude of the separation between branches 

decreases for increasing diffusivity until it finally vanishes for KH 1.4£'4m^s~^ (for 

AVT=O.OSv) and - 1.6^4 (for AVT=0.3Sv). 

The results from both wind driven mixing and diffusion sensitivity experiments confirm 

the hypothesis proposed at the end of §2.1 (p.17) that mixing is more efficient on 

surface salinity than on surface temperature. Therefore high lateral mixing tends to 

produce more temperature dominated circulations. 

Finally I have explained the basics for the multi-way factorial design of the extensive 

hysteresis experiments to be described out in Chapters (p.59) and Chapter6 (p.122) 



Bering Strait Wind Kh Experiments Code Description String 

Closed Off H VBS-h ( AVT = 0.3 Sv, R = 
AVT-h (R = 1.0), 
R-h (AVT = 0.0 Sv), 
R-h (AVT = 0.3 Sv), 

1.0), 
STD 
STO 
STR 

BS=c l /W=of f /K=h i /AVT=hys t /R= l 
BS=cl /W=of f /K=hi /AVT=lo/R=hyst 
BS=cl /W=of f /K=hi /AVT=hi /R=hyst 

L AVT-h (R = 1.0), 
R-h (AVT = 0.0 Sv), 
R-h (AVT = 0.3 Sv), 

CFl 
CRl 
CR2 

BS=c l /W=of f /K= lo /AVT=hys t /R= l 
BS=cl /W=of f /K=lo/AVT=lo/R=hyst 
BS=cl /W=of f /K=lo/AVT=hi /R=hyst 

On H VBS-h ( AVT = 0.3 Sv, R = 
AVT-h (R = 1.0), 
R-h (AVT = 0.0 Sv), 
R-h (AVT = 0.3 Sv), 

1.0), 
CF2 
CR3 
CR4 

BS=c l /W=on/K=h i /AVT=hys t /R= l 
BS=cl /W=on/K=hi /AVT=lo/R=hyst 
BS=cl /W=on/K=hi /AVT=hi /R=hyst 

L AVT-h (R = 1.0), 
R-h (AVT = 0.0 Sv), 
R-h (AVT = 0.3 Sv), 

CF3 
CR5 
CR6 

BS=c l /W=on/K= lo /AVT=hys t /R= l 
BS=cl /W=on/K=lo/AVT=lo/R=hyst 
BS=ci /W=on/K=lo/AVT=hi /R=hyst 

Table 4.3: continues in the next page 
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Bering Strait Wind Kh Experiments Code Description String 

Opened Off H AVT-h (R = 1.0), OFl BS=op/W=of f /K=h i /AVT=hys t /R= l 

R-h (AVT = 0.0 Sv), CRT BS=op/W=ofF/K=hi/AVT=lo/R=hyst 

R-h (AVT = 0.3Sv), CR8 BS=op/W=of f /K=hi /AVT=hi /R=hyst 
L AVT-h (R = 1.0), 0F2 BS=op/W=of f /K= lo /AVT=hys t /R= l 

R-h (AVT = 0.0 Sv), CR9 BS=op/W=of f /K=lo/AVT=lo/R=hyst 
R-h (AVT - 0.3 Sv), CRA BS=op/W=of f /K=lo/AVT=hi /R=hyst 

On H AVT-h (R = 1.0), 0F3 BS=op/W=on/K=h i /AVT=hys t /R= l 
R-h (AVT = 0.0 Sv), CRB BS=op/W=on/K=hi /AVT=lo/R=hyst 
R-h (AVT = 0.3 Sv), CRC BS=op/W=on/K=hi /AVT=hi /R=hyst 

L AVT-h (R = 1.0), 0F4 BS=op/W=on/K= lo /AVT=hys t /R= l 
R-h (AVT = 0.0 Sv), CRD BS=op/W=on/K=lo/AVT=lo/R=hyst 
R-h (AVT = 0.3 Sv), CRE BS=op/W=on/K=lo /AVT=hi / r=hyst 

Table 4.3: Experimental array. (Legend: XXX-h = hysteresis experiment, relative to the variable XXX; VBS = Virtual Bering Strait, AVT: 
Atmospheric Atlantic-Pacific Vapour Transport, R = relative global water forcing amplitude, H = 12000 L = 3000 
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CHAPTER 5 

Bifurcation Experiments I: 

Interbasin atmospheric vapour 

transport hysteresis experiments 

The bifurcation properties of the system are here analysed by means of equilibrium time-

integration of the numerical model, therefore unstable steady states cannot be properly 

identified. A considerable number of self-sustained oscillatory states have however 

been observed indicating the presence of limit cycles around unstable fixed points. 

A convective adjustment scheme is employed, and one therefore expects the possible 

presence of multiple states related to different spatial distribution patterns of convection 

(Lenderink and Haarsma, 1994). The two bifurcation parameters of our system are 

the Atlantic to the Pacific atmospheric vapour transport and the global meridional 

freshwater forcing amplitude. 1 chose these parameters, as modified freshwater forcing 

can be expected for potential future climate regimes, as well as for past regimes. A 

study of the effect of different spatial distributions of freshwater forcing is beyond the 

scope of this work although it could be interesting as a future development. 

The influence of the net surface freshwater export from the Atlantic to the Pacific due 

to atmospheric transport at low latitudes has been studied by several authors (Broecker 

59 
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Figure 5.1: E-P field. A 0.3 Sv E-P anomaly is applied at the low latitudes. 

etal. (1990b); Stockerand Wright (1991b,a); Wang and Birchfield (1992); Zaucker and 

Broecker (1992); Zaucker et al. (1994); Rahmstorf (1995); Schmittner et al. (2000)). 

Rahmstorf (1995, 1996) is the only one of these authors who carries out a hysteresis 

experiment with varying the Atlantic to Pacific vapour transport. The net atmospheric 

moisture export from the Atlantic, as diagnosed by Zaucker and Broecker (1992) from 

the Oort (1983) climatology, is 0.32 Sv. 

This transport is parameterised as a surface E — P anomaly at the low latitudes in 

the Atlantic and Pacific basins (respectively a positive and a negative anomaly). The 

effect of the low-latitude trade winds, that transport moisture from the Atlantic to 

the Pacific across central America, is represented in this way. At higher latitudes, the 

reverse transport is blocked by the mountain chains of the Rocky Mountains and the 

Andes. 

Some of the experiments performed incorporate Atmospheric Vapour Transport even 

though wind is not present. This is strictly speaking inconsistent, but here is justified 

by the fact that I wanted to decouple the effect of wind-driven gyre mixing from that 
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O.OSv 
RUM#l • — ^ 2.4Sv 

I I 
^ n nR\/ • 

RUN#81 2.4Sv 

O.OSv • 
RUlf#121 

RUN#101 

Figure 5.2: The AVT-hysteresis cycle. The AVT values are changed with an increment of 0.12Sv 
after each integration. 

of vapour transport per se. 

Experimental results from equilibrium Atmospheric Vapour Transport (AVT) hysteresis 

experiments are described here. AVT values were varied in the range from -2.4Sv to 

+2.4Sv, with an increment of 0.12Sv. For each AVT value, a 4000 years (where not 

otherwise stated) forward integration is performed, then the AVT is changed and a new 

integration is started from the final state of the previous one. 1 started each experiment 

from AVT = O.OSv, increased AVT to 2.4Sv using 0.12Sv increments, decreased to 

-2.4Sv, then increased again to 2.4Sv and finally back to AVT= O.OSv. 

The timeseries of such runs are represented in the plots as follows. For every incremental 

run I discarded the first 25% (i.e. usually lO^yrs) of the data, as they might contain 

large overshoots or be far from the steady state, due to the change in the hysteresis 

forcing parameter. Then I calculated, the mean, median, standard deviation, maximum 

value and minimum value. Those are represented as a dot, a circle, a small horizontal 

bar and a bigger horizontal bar, respectively; and the line connects the median points. 

Oscillations and long transients appear in the diagrams as large errorbars. On the other 

hand, having removed the initial 25% of the data, in order to observe the dynamical 

response to a change of the hysteresis parameter we have to observe the raw timeseries 

(e.g. Fig.5.3, p.67^). A qualitative appreciation of the dynamical sensitivity of the 

system to external perturbations, such as the change to the AVT value, can be observed 

as overshoots or damped oscillations in these figures. 

^The raw timeseries has been produced as a continous sequence of timeseries of model data from 
each integration of the hysteresis. In this case the principal model outputs are the extrema of the 
overturning streamfunction. 
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The results of the experiments undertaken are described below. 

Caveat: the reader should not try to interpret directly the code-name of the experiments, 

in Table 4.3, p.58 and elsewhere, as they are not always fully consistent with the model 

configuration. 

5.1 STD 

Description String: BS=cl; W=off; K=hi; AVT=hyst; R=1 

AVT hysteresis of the standard model configuration. 

BS W K 

Cl/Off lo 

Op/On hi 

The "standard" model configuration is summarised in the tables above and below, and 

also by the descriptor string, i.e. Bering Strait=closed, Wind=ofF, K^=hi, Atlantic-

to-Pacific Vapour Transport=hysteresis parameter. Relative Amplitude of Meridional 

Freshwater Amplitude=l. 

Bering Strait Wind Kh AVT R 

Closed Off 12 • 10^ m^s~^ ;-2.4,2.4]Sv 1.0 

The hysteresis experiment produced by the variation of the interbasin atmospheric 

vapour transport is visualised as a timeseries (Fig.5.3, p.67) and also as a hysteresis 

diagram (Fig.5.4c, p.68). 

Hysteresis. We can observe in Fig.5.4c (explained below in footnote ^) how the 

Atlantic actually goes through a bifurcation, although the hysteresis is neither sharp, 

^In this experiment the parameter values are chosen as in Edwards and Shepherd (2002). 
^The hysteresis diagram shows the extrema at the equilibrium for the overturning streamfunction 

as a function of the hysteresis forcing variable. Omin/omax, omina/omaxa, ominp/omaxp refer 
respectively to the Global, Atlantic and Pacific overturning transport minima and maxima. 
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nor is the distance between the two trajectories particularly large. Nevertheless the 

difference between equilibria belonging to different branches can be substantial due to 

the height of the hysteresis, as we will see at the end of this section. 

The Atlantic hysteresis loop starts at the lower branch of Fig.5.4c, p.68 (cyan and red 

curves in the upper part of the plot) going towards increasing AVT, then returns in the 

reverse direction. At AVT around l.OSSv a bifurcation occurs, so we are now on the 

upper branch, and remain there, until we arrive at the left end; coming back (increasing 

AVT) we encounter another bifurcation, as the lines separate and reunite briefly, before 

bifurcating definitively at ca.-1.3Sv. 

Fig.5.4a (p.68)"^reveals an asymmetric sensitivity with respect to AVT forcing. Al-

though the zero AVT-forcing corresponds to a southern sinking dominated circulation 

(^mai + ^mm < 0), the system is more sensitive (i.e. exhibits a bigger rate of change) 

to variation of AVT in the positive domain. Therefore in Figs.5.4a (p.68) and 5.4c, p.68 

the maximum AVT value corresponds to a pole-to-pole northern sinking cell (min./max.; 

O.OSv/ ~65Sv), while the minimum AVT corresponds to a southern sinking dominated 

circulation ( ~ 5Sv/^-25Sv). Meanwhile the Pacific changes the symmetry of its cir-

culation {^max + ^min < 0 for most of the AVT domain) but does not show any 

bifurcation. 

In Figs.5.5 (p.69) and 5.6 (p.70), the overturning streamfunction and the zonally av-

eraged salinity and temperature fields are shown for the central and extreme values of 

AVT; these are discussed below. 

Observing the timeseries' sequence of the overturning streamfunction (Fig.5.3, p.67) 

and the errorbars in Fig.5.4c (p.68), some small oscillations are noticeable in both 

Atlantic and Pacific southern sinking cell, but only in two integrations out of 121, for 

few negative values of AVT. 

^The symmetry diagram shows the sum of the basin maximum and minimum overturning stream-
function, therefore revealing the symmetry structure of the THC. When the value of this quantity is 
zero the northern cell and the southern cell are equal in magnitude and opposite in direction. Note 
that in principle the circulation could be either thermally dominated or salinity dominated, or an hybrid 
(in the case of a pole-to-pole structure). Positive values corresponds to northern sinking dominated 
solutions and negative value to southern sinking dominated solutions. 
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Circulation for extreme and central AVT values. The starting point of the sim-

ulation is AVT = 0.0 Sv (RUN#1; Fig.5.5a, p.69), for which the global thermohaline 

circulation is thermally dominated (i.e. high latitude sinking) in both hemispheres.The 

Southern sinking cells dominate the scene in both the Atlantic and Pacific (Fig.5.5a, 

p.69; Atlantic: -20.86Sv/9.16Sv; Pacific; -30.03Sv/8.03Sv). This is probably due to 

the combination of asymmetric continental geometry (Dijkstra and Neelin, 2000), and 

to the zonally uniform E-P field. In fact we can observe (Fig.5.6a, p.70) that the At-

lantic is, in this case, actually less saline than the Pacific. The net salt fluxes exchanged 

with the southern ocean (Table 5.1) are negative (southward), for all the three basins 

showing that they are evaporative basins. The major factor in the difference in salinity 

between basins at the steady state seems therefore the latitudinal northern extension 

(because the Atlantic extends further north than the Pacific and captures more high 

latitude precipitation). The bottom water is dominated by a water mass formed in 

the Southern Ocean in the Pacific basin. The model exhibits deep convection activity 

in the southern boundary of the Pacific and near the Drake passage, while the main 

sinking area is in the south-eastern corner of the Pacific, along the American coast. 

Other shallower sinking areas can be found in the north-eastern corner of the Atlantic 

and the Pacific, and in the south-easter corner of the Indian Ocean (not shown). 

AVT=O.OSv 

Flux across -31.47° R U N # I Pacific Atlantic Indian 

Salt Advective [Kg/s] 
Salt Diffusive [Kg/s] 

Salt Total [Kg/s] 

-1.6142e+07 
-1.789364-07 
-3.4035e+07 

-4.7716e-t-06 
-2.8941e+06 
-7.6656e+06 

-7.1977e+06 
-8.8767e+06 
-1.6074e+07 

Table 5.1: Heat and salt flux budget at 31.47° S. 

As the strength of the AVT is increased, there is a net flux of freshwater out of the 

Atlantic in the Pacific. The Atlantic gets saltier and the symmetry of the overturning 

streamfunction in the Atlantic changes towards a northern sinking cell dominated cir-

culation, as the deep water formation in the north Atlantic becomes more active. At 

the same time the Atlantic thermally dominated southern sinking cell collapses, giving 

rise to a pole-to-pole circulation. 

The extreme case, when the AVT is at its high end (RUI\1#21) is shown in Fig.5.5b, AVT=2.4Sv 
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which exhibits a very strong "conveyor belt" circulation and the pole-to-pole circulation 

in the Atlantic is extremely strong (~65Sv). 

The rate of change of the Pacific southern sinking cell strength with respect to AVT 

is initially comparable to the increase of the Atlantic pole-to-pole cell, but then it 

decreases and becomes gradually flat (Fig.5.4c). At AVT = 2.4Sv (Fig.5.5b, p.69) the 

Pacific southern sinking overturning transports ^-36Sv, and the northern sinking cell, 

which is very shallow, ~ 15Sv. 

The zonally averaged temperature and salinity fields for each of the oceanic basins are 

shown in Figs.5.6f and 5.6b, respectively. Between AVT = 0.0 and AVT = 2.4Sv, the 

change in the thermohaline fields is quite dramatic, and the bottom water masses have 

increased the salinity from ^34.9psu to greater than ^35.2psu everywhere. The main 

deep water formation site is now the north Atlantic (Fig.5.6b). The low salinity of the 

Pacific is caused by the AVT, but we can also notice the low salinity in the southern 

ocean. The low salinity in the south Atlantic is certainly stable and understandable, as 

the surface advection is everywhere northwards in a net precipitative area (Wang et a/., 

1999). In the Pacific the surface advection is southward, but on the other hand we have 

a freshening of the low latitude due to the atmospheric vapour transport contribution, 

which is then advected to the south. 

The temperature fields (Fig.5.6f) do not show big surface differences, but there is an 

appreciable general warming of the water column. The shallow southern ends of the 

basins show the coldest temperature, associated with the low salinity areas, probably 

due to the longer residence time. 

Figs.5.5c, 5.6c, 5.6g show the state of the meridional volume transport and the ther-

mohaline fields when the AVT returns to O.OSv (RUN#41, Fig.5.2) (along the upper 

return branch, going left-ward in Figs.5.4c). We can notice the difference with ref-

erence to the initial state (Figs.5.5a, 5.6a and 5.6e). We discover that with respect 

to RUN#1 the circulation in the Pacific has not changed significantly, whereas the 

Atlantic is more symmetric in its overturning. In fact the maximum and minimum of 

the Atlantic meridional transport are now close, ~15.1Sv and ~-16.8Sv respectively. 

The most interesting difference between the two runs is the direction of the barotropic 
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velocity along the ACC channel (not shown), which in RUN^^l is east-wards, and in 

RUN#41 is in the opposite direction. Also the convection pattern differs, especially 

along the southern boundary where the deep convection cells on the Drake Passage, 

present in RUN#1, switch off; at the same time as the convection depth at the south-

ern boundary of the Pacific reaches a maximum. The thermohaiine fields reveal a less 

saline upper northern Atlantic, and a warmer Pacific in RUN#41. 

At RUN#61, AVT = -2.4Sv at its maximum negative value, the Atlantic circulation | avt=-2.4Sv | 

now resembles the Pacific in RUN#21, with a southern sinking dominated meridional 

transport structure and a shallow northern sinking cell. The Pacific has a more intricate 

circulation, with shallow salinity dominated cells near the equator, and a deeper northern 

sinking cell in the northern hemisphere. Therefore a reverse conveyor belt circulation 

does not seem possible in this parameter regime, as the Pacific does not develop a 

pole-to-pole circulation. 

The Indian ocean does not vary significantly during the whole hysteresis. The meridional 

overturning streamfunction is characterised by a dominant southern sinking cell. A 

~ iSv shallow northern sinking cell persists, with a maximum peak of ^3.3Sv around 

RUN^61, that corresponds also to an absolute minimum in the southern sinking cell. 

Multiple equilibria As we have noticed in the beginning of this section the hysteresis 

is very narrow, but still it has significant height. Let us take in consideration RUN#2 

and RUN#40 (both with AVT = 0.12Sv), which are the most separated equilibria in the 

hysteresis diagram (Fig.5.4c, p.68). RUN#2 (Fig.5.7a, p.71) and RUN#40 (Fig.5.7b, 

p.71) are very different, as regards the Atlantic. The Atlantic shows a quite symmetric 

thermally dominated circulation in RUN#2 (-17.37Sv/14.18Sv), whereas it exhibits a 

almost complete pole-to-pole in RUN#40 (-5.42Sv/26.89Sv). The Pacific is almost 

identical in the two cases. Therefore under the same boundary conditions we have a 

thermally driven Atlantic, and a southern sinking dominate d Pacific (RUN#2) or a 

"conveyor belt" circulation (RUN#2). 
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Figure 5.3: STD: timeseries of the AVThysteresis time integration. Each run is a SOOOyrs integration. 

Summary. In this section we have described the AVT hysteresis experiment, under 

the standard parameter choice. The model is here driven purely by thermohaline forcing, 

with the Bering Strait closed and high horizontal diffusivity. 

In so far as it is possible to identify it in such an idealised model, the present day ther-

mohaline circulation is similar to RUN#40 (Fig.5.7b, p.71), with a moderate positive 

AVT, northern sinking pole-to-pole circulation in the Atlantic and a southern sinking 

dominated double cell structure in the Pacific. 

In this configuration a "conveyor belt" circulation can be maintained only with the 

presence of a positive Atlantic to Pacific AVT. However we have found that a "con-

veyor belt" circulation (compare RUN#40) can co-exist with a global southern sinking 

dominated circulation (compare RUN#3) 

The hysteresis is narrow but with a significantly large height. The bifurcation point 

does not show a sharp transition, but rather a gradual change. Small oscillations occur 

in a very limited range of AVT. 
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Figure 5.4: STD: AVT hysteresis diagrams. Bering Strait - Closed; Wind = Off; Kh = High; R 
= 1.0. (a) Atlantic: (symmetry diagram); (b) Pacific: "^Pacma. + ^Poc„i„; (c) 
omin/omax, omina/omaxa, ominp/omaxp refer respectively to the Global, Atlantic, Pacific, overturning 
transport minima and maxima. 
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Figure 5.5: STD: The meridional overturning streamfunction, positive values denote clockwise rota-
tion. From left to right (a) AVT=0.0 Sv, RUN#1 (start of the hysteresis); (b) AVT=2.4 Sv, RUN#21 
(maximum AVT); (c) AVT= 0.0 Sv, RUN#41 (this is forced under the same condition as (a)); (d) AVT= -
2.4 Sv (minimum AVT). 
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Figure 5.6: STD: Zonally averaged S. (a) AVT =0.0 Sv, RUN#1 (start of the hysteresis); (b) 
AVT=2.4 Sv, RUN#21 (maximum AVT); (c) AVT=0.0 Sv, RUN#41 (forced under the the same B.C. 
as (a)); (d) AVT =-2.4 Sv (minimum AVT). Zonally averaged T. (e) AVT =0.0 Sv, RUN#1 (start of the 
hysteresis); (f) AVT=2.4 Sv, RUN#21 (maximum AVT); (g) AVT=0.0 Sv, RUN#41 (forced under the 
the same B.C. as (e)); (h) AVT =-2.4 Sv (minimum AVT). 
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Figure 5.7: STD: The meridional overturning streamfunction. From left to right (a) AVT=0.12Sv 
RUN#2; (b) AVT= 0.12Sv, RUN#40. 
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Figure 5.8: STD: Zonally averaged S: (a) AVT= 0.12Sv RUN#2; (b) AVT= 0.12Sv, RUN#40. Zonally 
averaged T: (c) RUN#2; (d) RUN#40. 
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5.2 CFl 

Description String: BS=cl; W=off; K=lo; AVT=hyst\; R=1 

AVT hysteresis experiment 

BS W K 

Cl/Off lo 

Op/On hi 

This AVT hysteresis experiment differs from the previous one (§5.1, p.62) in having a 

lower value for horizontal diffusion. The hysteresis diagram (Fig.5.12c, p.77) shows that 

the structure of the hysteresis is more complex especially for the Pacific. The Atlantic 

and Pacific symmetry diagrams (Figs.5.12a, 5.12b, p.77) make the behaviour more 

intelligible. The separation between the "degenerate" ̂ states, with the same boundary 

conditions is now much wider (^60Sv maximum separation for the maximum transport 

in the Atlantic) and the transition between branches is now much sharper.® We can 

observe the presence of "degenerate" states also in the Pacific, but the bifurcation 

structure is quite intricate, almost certainly due to the imperfect sampling of oscillatory 

modes (identified by large errorbars in Fig.5.12). Oscillations occur in a range of the 

negative AVT forcing, but only on the return branch for negative AVT (Fig.5.11a.) A 

more complete description of the oscillations will follow below. 

Circulations for extreme and central AVT values. The initial zero AVT-forcing 

(RUN#1; Fig.5.13a, p.78) produces a northern sinking cell dominated global circulation j avt=o.osv j 

with a considerable magnitude (~45Sv in the Atlantic and ~47Sv in the Pacific).^ 

use the expression in analogy with the degenerate states in quantum mechanics which are 
different states of the system with same energy. In this case it is used as an alternative to "multiple 
states under the same boundary conditions". 

®We speculate that a saddle node bifurcation point exist at the transition points between the two 
branches. By definition, in a saddle node, a stable point and unstable point coalesce. The unstable 
state are not observable by time-integration, therefore we can only speculate based on analogy with 
other works (Stommel (1961); Weiander (1986), with conceptual models, and Weijer and Dijkstra 
(2001, 2003b) with a three-dimensional model). 
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Increasing the AVT-forcing (between RUN#1 and RUN#21, Fig.5.13b, p.78) the ther-

mohaline circulation circulation pattern changes dramatically with the reversal of the 

Pacific meridional circulation, caused by the collapse of the deep northern sinking cell 

and the formation of a southern sinking cell. The AVT, when positive, is making the 

surface of the Atlantic saline and the surface of the Pacific fresh. As we increase the 

magnitude of AVT, that increasingly saline waters are sunk into the deep North At-

lantic (Fig.A.lb, p.197), increasing the overall salinity of the basin. At the same time 

a fresher Pacific surface, slows down the thermohaline driven northern sinking cell, fill-

ing the deep ocean with increasingly fresher water (Fig.A.lb, p.197). This combined 

effect allows the NADW to gradually invade the southern part of the Pacific, where a 

deep southern sinking cell forms. As the North Pacific Deep Water (NPDW) formation 

slows down the NADW increases both in salinity and in transport. The Pacific southern 

sinking cell transports fresher water from the equator to the Southern Ocean, where 

it sinks on the south-east corner and at depth is advected west-wards and entrained 

northward along the Pacific deep west boundary current, together with the NADW ar-

riving through the ACC channel (not shown). This together with a general freshening 

of the surface waters makes the southern sinking in the Atlantic more difficult. 

We can see in Fig.5.13b (p.78) the "conveyor belt" circulation resulting from the | AVT=2.4sV | 

maximum AVT forcing, the Atlantic exhibits a pole-to-pole mode (0.0Sv/78.30Sv) 

and the Pacific a southern sinking cell overlaid in the northern hemisphere by a shallow 

positive cell (-34.02Sv/19.96Sv).® 

Next, decreasing AVT from 2.4Sv to O.OSv (RUN#41), we remain along the upper | av t=o .osv | 

branch of the hysteresis curve (Figs.5.12a and 5.12c, p.77) , therefore at O.OSv, as 

Fig.5.13c (p.78) shows, the circulation is very similar to that of RUN^ l . 

Going further towards negative AVT we produce a inverse "conveyor belt" circulation, 

as shown in Fig.5.13d, p.78 (RUN#61). The Atlantic is now in a southern sinking mode | avt=-2.4Sv | 

with only a shallow positive sinking cell in the northern hemisphere. The salinity field 

spatial distribution pattern is very similar to that of the Pacific in RUN:^21 (Figs.5.13d, 

p.78 and 5.13b, p.78). The convection depth (Fig.5.9c, p.74) reveals the position of 

''See §A.1.1, p.195 for further description of the T and S fields. 
®§A.1.1, p.196 for further description of the thermohaline structure. 
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the deep water formation sites from a different perspective. In this case the deep 

convection sites coincide with the sinking site (always in top right corner of the basin), 

although this is not the always case in 3D models (as shown by Marotzke and Scott 

(1999); they also demonstrate that downwelling without convective activity may also 

occur in a purely buoyancy driven flow). 

cf): Convection Depth, RUN/i cf l : Conyeclien Depth, RUN/21 cf l : Conv«ction Depth, RUNfGI cf l : Convection DepUi. RUN/61 

Figure 5.9: The convection depth in the (a) RUN#2; (b) RUN#21; (c)RUN#61; (d) RUN#81. 

As we increase AVT again from -2.4Sv to O.OSv (RUN#81), we remain on the lower j avt=o.osv | 

branch of the Atlantic thermohaline circulation hysteresis and the circulation at AVT = 0.0 

is in an "inverse conveyor belt" mode (Atlantic; -27.90Sv/0.15Sv; Pacific: -0.44Sv/45.49Sv). 

Multiple states. The hysteresis in this experiment is much wider and taller ® than 

in §5.1 (compare Fig.5.4c, p.68). Comparing RUN#1 (Fig.5.13a, p.78) and RUI\I#81 

(Fig.5.13e, p.79) the Pacific is similar and the Atlantic has reversed direction. At a 

first glance Figs.A.le, p.197 and A.2e, p.198 is similar to Figs.A.la, p.197 andA.2a, 

p.198, but the Atlantic salinities are mirrored and cold tongue of NADW sinking in the 

former is absent. The reversal of the circulation and the subsequent shift in location 

of Atlantic deep water formation, is also evident in the convection depth pattern in 

Figs.5.9a and 5.9d. In RUN#1 the NADW is formed and deep convection is active, in 

RUN#81 the deep convection has shifted to the Southern Ocean. 

® At AVT = O.OSv the separation of the Atlantic maximum MOT has a height of ca 45Sv (Fig.5.12c, 
p.77) 

^°The evolution of the thermohaline circulation is closely followed by the convection depth pattern 
as shown in Fig.5.9. 
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Oscillations. The oscillations observed (Fig.5.10, p.75) are millennial relaxations os-

cillations, in which intense overturning activity is alternated with relative quiescence. 

This is not a "flush and collapse" oscillation (Weaver and Sarachik (1991); Winton and 

Sarachik (1993), in which the quiescent phase is a salinity dominated circulation and 

no deep water is formed), in fact the Pacific in this phase has meridional transport of 

caSSSv and the Atlantic ca-20Sv. One can observe by eye that the oscillations have 

a period around lOOOyrs, this is also confirmed by the periodograms, which also show 

an important multi-centennial component. The Atlantic is dominated by a southern 

sinking cell all the time. A positive cell is always present in the Pacific and is accom-

panied by a southern sinking cell during the "flushes", which occur at the same time 

in the two basins. Furthermore the deep salinities of the two basins seems to oscillate 

in anti-phase (Fig.5.l ib), suggesting a salinity re-adjustment mechanism acting as the 

thermohaline "restoring force". 

cf1: Pacific and Atlantic MOC cf1: periodograms 
150r 

0 0.5 1 1.5 2 0 0.5 1 1.5 2 0 0.5 1 1.5 2 0 0.5 1 1.5 2 
10^ Years 10^ Years 10^ Years 10^ Years 

ominp 

0 0511^2 0&51ia2 0&51ia2 0&51ia2 
, . lo'Vemm 
(b) 

Figure 5.10: CF1: (a) Timeseries from RUN#71 to RUN#77 (AVT£ [—1.2, —0.48]Sv^ for overturn-
ing the streamfunction of the Atlantic and Pacific. The vertical dash-dotted lines delimit each single 
4000yrs run with constant R. (b) The periodograms of the eight runs shown in the timeseries. 

Summary. The effect of reducing the horizontal diffusivity is therefore to enhance 

the separation and width of multiple states (the hysteresis of the maximum Atlantic 

MOT ("omina") is ca l . lSv of width and a maximum height of ca 56Sv), to increase 
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cfl: Pacific and Atlantic 

Atlantic deep S 

Figure 5.11: CF1: (a) timeseries of the AVT hysteresis cycle for the whole integration; (b) timeseries 
from RUN#71 to RUN#77 (AVT& [—1.2, —0.48]SvJ for the deep salinities (average salinity from the 
bottom to ca -1000m) of the Atlantic and Pacific. 

the domain for which oscillations occur and their amplitude. In particular we found 

millennial scale oscillations different from the classical "flush and collapse" oscillations, 

associated with interbasin salinity imbalance. Furthermore we can notice from the 

symmetry diagrams (Figs.5.12a and 5.12b, p.77)^^ that the system is now less likely to 

have a two-cell circulation, but it rather stays in a pole-to-pole mode, for most of the 

AVT domain, as also shown in Fig.5.13, p.78. 

11 compare 5.4a and 5.4b, p.68. 
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Figure 5.12: CF1: AVT hysteresis diagrams. Bering Strait, Closed; Wind, Off; K^, Low; R = 1.0; 
Symmetry diagrams for experiments CF1(red) and STD(grey) (a) Atlantic: + ^Atlmin' 
Pacific: "^Pacmax + ^Pacmin- Hysteresis diagram forCFI (c) Atlantic, Pacific, Global, minima and 
maxima. 
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Figure 5.13: [Continues at p.79 ]. CF1: The meridional overturning streamfunction, positive values 
denote clockwise rotation. From left to right (a) AVT=0.0 Sv; RUN^1 (start of the hysteresis); (b) 
AVT=2.4 Sv, RUN^21 (maximum AVT); (c) AVT=0.0 Sv, RUNM1 (this is forced under the same 
condition as (a)); (d) AVT =-2.4 Sv (minimum AVT). 
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Figure 5.13: [Continued from p.78 ]. CF1: (e) AVT=0.0 RUN^81. 
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5.3 CF2 

Description String: BS=cl; W=on; K=hi; AVT=hyst\; R=1 

AVT hysteresis experiment 

BS W K 

Cl/Off lo 

Op/On hi 

For this experiment the parameters are the same as for the standard experiment (§5.1, 

p.62), except for the wind, which is now present^^. Near the surface we can now observe 

the presence of shallow wind driven overturning cells which are associated with the wind 

driven gyres (Fig.5.18, p.85). Their presence is also noticeable from the thermohaline 

fields (Figs.A.3, p.200 ). In general the salinity fields (Fig.A.3, p.200) shows a horizontal 

smoothing in the surface compared to that in the no-wind experiment (STD; Fig.5.6). 

The temperature field (Fig.A.2, p.198) also shows the effect of the wind driven gyres 

near the surface and some of the lowest temperatures at the meridional boundaries 

have been eliminated. The combining effect of the high horizontal mixing and the 

windstress is quite evident in the hysteresis diagram. Figs.5.17, p.84 (compare Figs.5.4, 

p.68 and 5.12, p.77) where we can notice that the multiple steady states are no longer 

present. However, careful examination of the states with same AVT (e.g. RUN#1 

andRUN#41), shows that they are not perfectly equal. In particular the convection 

pattern differs slightly (Fig,5.15, p.83), although the meridional transports are very 

similar in shape and magnitude (Figs.5.18a and 5.18c, p.85). As a further effect of 

wind and high diffusion, the self sustained oscillations are no longer present as shown 

in the timeseries plot, Fig.5.16 (p.83). 

In the Atlantic the meridional thermohaline circulation at AVT = O.OSv is now close to 

symmetric, as we can observe in Fig.5.17a, but the sensitivity to AVT changes is still 

asymmetrical, with respect to AVT = O.OSV, and monotonically increasing with AVT. 

12 The wind driven barotropic streamfunction is shown in Fig.5.14, p.81. 
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CF2: barotropic streamfunction and SST 

Figure 5.14: CF2: The barotropic streamfunction (Sv) and the sea surface temperature (°C) in 
RUN#1 at the equilibrium. 

For most of the AVT-range < 0, so the Pacific is dominated by a southern sinking 

cell which is a decreasing function of AVT. 

For negative values of AVT both the Atlantic and also the Pacific are dominated by a 

southern sinking cell^^. 

As a comparison, the strength of the northern sinking cell in the Atlantic for any given 

AVT value is higher than in the standard experiment (STD), and that of the southern 

sinking cell is lower. In the Pacific the southern sinking cell has a higher transport at 

all values of AVT, compared with STD. 

Circulation for extreme and central AVT values. In RUN#1 Fig.5.18a (p.85) j a v t = o . o s v | 

shows that we have an almost symmetrical thermally driven circulation in the Atlantic 

(-26.64Sv/29.82Sv). The Pacific is predominantly dominated by a southern sinking 

cell (-41.9lSv), but in the northern part of the basin, below -1500m there is a weak 

Fig.5.17 shows the Pacific dominated by a northern sinking cell for the smallest values of AVT. 
This is true only if we consider the magnitude of the thermohaline meridional overturning transport 
to include the cell that extends between the two most southerly positive wind driven cells (Fig.5.18d 
(p.85)). This cell is probably part of salinity dominated surface overturning circulation as in Fig.5.5d. 
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positive cell (1.67Sv). The thermohaline fields show a smaller surface contrast due to 

the stirring action of the wind.^'^ 

For maximum positive AVT (RUN#21; Fig.5.18b, p.85) we again find a "conveyor belt" j avt=2.4sv | 

circulation pattern, with a pole-to-pole circulation dominating the Atlantic (0.0Sv/77.29Sv) 

with a ~ 12Sv increase with respect to the standard experiment (STD; Fig.5.5b). In 

the Pacific the magnitude of the southern transport has also increased by ca 25%. The 

smoothing in the extreme values of the salinity field applies again (compare Figs.5.6b 

and A.3b). 

RUN#41 for AVT = O.OSv, and its homologue (RUN#1) are almost indistinguishable | avt=o.osv | 

(Figs.5.18c and 5.18a, p.85), except for the small differences discussed above in the 

convective cell distribution pattern. 

RUN#61 (AVT maximum and negative; Fig.5.18d, p.85) exhibits an Atlantic circulation | AVT=-2.4SV | 

dominated by southern sinking, whereas the Pacific shows a double direct cell structure 

at depth (-21.34Sv/14.33Sv). In the surface a positive salinity driven overturning cell 

interacts with the wind driven cell in the south of 10°latitude. The salinity field is 

very similar for the Pacific. At the surface, the Atlantic and Indian basins exhibit less 

extreme salinity values, and at depth they are less saline than the in the corresponding 

STD run. The temperatures at surface are similar but at depth this experiment shows 

lower values in the Atlantic and Pacific. 

Summary. The combining effect of windstress and high diffusivity is therefore to sup-

press multiple states and oscillations, increase maximum overturning values (compare 

the symmetry diagrams extremes in Figs.5.4, p.68 and 5.17, p.84), and reduce contrasts 

in the salinity field. 

i^See §A.1.2, 199 for a more extensive description of thermohaline fields. 
IS See Fig.A.3, p.200. 
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Figure 5.15: CF2: The difference between the convection depth in the RUN#1 and RUN#41 is 
shown; AVT is null in both cases (compare Fig.5.2). 
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Figure 5.16: CF2: timeseries of the AVT hysteresis cycle. 
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Figure 5.17: CF2: AVT hysteresis diagrams. Bering Strait, dosed; Wind, On; Kh, High; R = 1.0. ̂  
has been diagnosed ignoring the upper three grid cells containing the wind driven cells; (a) Atlantic: 

+ "^Atimin Ccf- footnote at p.63); (b) Pacific: (^) Atlantic, Pacific, 
Global, minima and maxima. 
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Figure 5.18: CF2: The meridional overturning streamfunction, positive values denote clockwise 
rotation. From left to right (a) AVT =0.0 Sv, RUN#1 (start of the hysteresis); (b) AVT=2.4 Sv, RUN#21 
(maximum AVT); (c) AVT= 0.0 Sv, RUN#41 (this is forced under the same condition as (a)); (d) AVT= -
2.4 Sv (minimum AVT). 
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5.4 CF3 

Description String: BS=cl; W=on; K=lo; AVT=hyst; R=1 

AVT hysteresis experiment 

BS W K 

Cl/Off lo 

Op/On hi 

The parameters chosen for this AVT hysteresis experiment are the same as for exper-

iment CF2 (§5.3, p.80; for which the wind is on and diffusivity is high) except for the 

use of a low horizontal diffusivity. The previous experiment (CF2; p.80) did not exhibit 

bifurcations but we now find that with low diffusion the system again goes through 

hysteresis (probably a saddle node bifurcation; Fig.5.20, p.90). The width of the bifur-

cation is similar to that in the STD experiment (§5.1, p.62) run, but now the transition 

is much sharper. The maximum and minimum magnitudes of the Atlantic MOC are 

similar to those in the previous experiment (CF2; p.80). 

Oscillations are found mainly near the minimum AVT value as shown in the overturn-

ing streamfunction timeseries (Fig.5.19, p.89). Other oscillations are found only for 

AVT = 0.72Sv mainly in the Pacific. 

Circulation for extreme and central AVT values. Following the hysteresis cy-

cle, the initial run (RUN#1, AVT = 0.0Sv; Fig.5.21a, p.91) at steady state presents 

a twin southern sinking circulation. The Atlantic exhibiting a southern sinking dom-

inated double cell structure in which the northern cell merges into the wind driven 

cell (-37.25Sv/12.45Sv). The Pacific is also dominated by southern sinking meridional 

circulation (-38.13Sv/4.90Sv). The northern sinking cell lies under the northernmost 

wind driven cell below -1000m, but does not extend below -2000m. 

Signs of the wind driven cells are also evident in the thermohaline fields (Fig.A.4a and 

A.4e) especially in the temperature. The deep water is mainly formed in the southern 

AVT=O.OSv 
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ocean where we also find the deep convection cells (not shown). Shallow convection 

occurs also in the North Pacific and Atlantic. In the latter a deeper convection activity 

and sinking is inhibited by the presence of a freshwater cap. 

An intense "conveyor" circulation again occurs in RUN#21 at the high end of the hys- j avt=2.4Sv | 

teresis (AVT = 2.4Sv; Fig.5.21, p.91). The Atlantic pole-to-pole circulation transports 

at the rate of 82.78Sv. The Pacific circulation is almost a southern sinking pole-to-pole 

mode (-45.10Sv/2.73Sv).i® 

Returning to null AVT forcing, RUN#41 is the homologue of RUN#1 and are indistin- | avt=o.osv | 

guishable (cf. Figs.5.21a and 5.21c, p.91) as they are located just before the bifurcation 

point (Fig.5.20, p.90). 

Moving to the low (maximum negative) end of AVT (RUN?^61, AVT = -2.4Sv) we 

encounter self-sustained oscillations (stable limit cycles). Fig.5.21d is a snapshot taken 

at the end of the 4000yrs integration. The most active element in the oscillation is the 

southern sinking cell in the Atlantic which oscillates quasi-periodically between ~-60Sv 

and ~-30Sv on a multidecadal timescale (around 30yrs). The other overturning cells 

show oscillations with only few Sverdrups of amplitude. The limit cycle is orbiting 

around a central (median) value corresponding to a reverse "conveyor belt" circulation 

with the main site of deep water formation in the North Pacific (Atlantic MOC: ~ -

50Sv/~10Sv; Pacific MOC: ^ -10Sv/^70Sv) . 

Similarities with STD. These meridional circulation patterns resemble to those of 

the standard experiment (STD;§5.1, p.62)^^ rather than those of CFl (low diffusivity, 

but no wind; §5.2, p.72), this similarity is more evident from the thermohaline fields 

(compare Figs.A.4, p.202 and 5.6, p.70). Nevertheless the magnitude of the extrema of 

the THC along the hysteresis are different. The CF3 experiment shows a wider domain 

of MOT values over the same range of AVT as STD.̂ ® 

Furthermore if we compare the hysteresis structure, plotting on the same scale the 

symmetry diagrams of STD and CF3 we again find more similarities. In Figs.5.20a 

^®See §A.1.3, p.201 for more details on the thermohaline fields. 
Compare Figs.5.21, p.91 and 5.5, p.69. 

^®As shown in the symmetry diagrams in upper Fig.5.20, p.90 and TableA.l, p.201. 
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(p.90) and .5.20b (p.90), we can observe that the wind driven experiment (CF3) exhibits 

higher absolute extrema, but the overall pattern is similar. The transitions between 

different branches are smoother in STD, but runs with smaller AVT increments would 

be needed to have a better appreciation of the limit points. 

Multiple states. In Figs.5.22 (p.92) and A.5 (p.203) we can observe two different 

states corresponding to the same intermediate level of AVT forcing (0.12Sv).^^The 

dominant meridional circulation of the Atlantic Ocean is in the opposite direction, 

while the direction in the Pacific and Indian (not shown) remain the same. The upper 

branch (RUN#40) corresponds to a "conveyor belt" circulation (broadly comparable 

to the real circulation pattern). The lower branch (RUN#2) shows a twin southern 

sinking dominated circulation. 

Summary. This experiment with wind on but low diffusivity gives circulation patterns 

similar to that of the STD experiment (wind off and high diffusivity; §5.1, p.62). Com-

parison of extreme and central value AVT experiments and of the hysteresis structure 

(Fig.5.20a, p.90 and 5.20b, p.90) suggests that the effects of including the wind driven 

circulation and increasing the horizontal diffusivity are broadly similar: both tend inhibit 

multiple states and wide hysteresis. In fact when both windstress and high diffusivity 

are applied (CF2; §5.3, p.80) the multiple states disappear completely. Finally the 

thermohaline circulation strength is augmented with the introduction of wind. 

19 The two states are respectively RUN#2 and RUN#40 (v. the scheme on Fig.5.2). 
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Figure 5.20: CF3: AVT hysteresis diagrams. Bering Strait, dosed; Wind, On; Kh, Low; R = 1.0. ^ 
has been diagnosed ignoring the upper three grid cells containing the wind driven cells. Symmetry 
diagrams for CF3(red) and STD(grey): (a) Atlantic: "^Atimax + fcA footnote at p.63); (b) 
Pacific: "i^Pacmax + ^Facmin- HysteresIs diagram forCF3: (c) Atlantic, Pacific, Global, minima and 
maxima. 
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Figure 5.21: CF3: The meridional overturning streamfunction, positive values denote clockwise 
rotation. From left to right (a) AVT=0.0 RUN^1 (start of the hysteresis); (b) AVT=2.4 Sv, RUN^21 
(maximum AVT); (c) AVT= 0.0 Sv, RUNM1 (this is forced under the same condition as (a)); (d) AVT--
2.4 Sv (minimum AVT). 
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Figure 5.22: CF3: The meridional overturning streamfunction. From left to right (a) AVT= 0.12 Sv, 
RUN#2; (b) AVT= 0.12 Sv, RUNMO. 
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5.5 OFl 

Description String: BS=op; W=off; K=lii; AVT=hyst\; R=1 

AVT hysteresis experiment 

BS W K 

Cl/Off lo 

Op/On hi 

I now describe a similar sequence of experiments in which the Bering Straits is open and 

its throughflow is limited by a special locally high value of the linear drag coefficient, as 

the width of the strait is 20° in longitude due to the coarse resolution of the grid. For 

experiment OFl the conditions are otherwise the same as for STD (§5.1, p.62). The 

drag is adjusted to produce approximately iSv of throughflow flux under AVT = 0.3Sv 

and the presence of windstress. In Fig.5.23 (p.94) we can observe the barotropic 

streamfunction forced by the density gradients only via the JEBAR term (Sarkisyan and 

Ivanov (1971)) when the AVT forcing is null. To obtain a more substantial transport 

windstress^° and a positive AVT is needed. 

The effect of opening the Bering Strait can easily be seen in the zonally averaged T 

and S fields. In Fig.A.6a (p.205) we can see that the North Atlantic shows a sharp 

horizontal halocline near the surface, due to the inflow of "Arctic" waters. The model 

Bering Strait is a channel that connects the Pacific Ocean to the Atlantic Ocean at high 

latitudes. Being the channel at the northernmost part of the grid, it is an area of net 

precipitation, therefore the resulting salinity in the throughflow receives contributions 

from both the precipitation and the inflow from one of the basins. In the case of 

a throughflow from the Pacific to the Atlantic, the advected water mass salinity is 

therefore actually a little lower than the North Pacific surface salinity. 

^°Note that when applied the windstress is not active on the Bering Strait. The strait throughflow 
is in Fig.5.23 is 0.066Sv with AVT — O.OSv. 
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o f l : barotropic streamfunction and SST 

Figure 5.23: 0F1: The barotropic streamfunction (Sv) and the sea surface temperature (°C) with 
the Bering Strait Open (RUN#1 at the equilibrium). Positive vaiues oftp correspond to a cloclmise 
circulation. 

Hysteresis. Observing the Atlantic hysteresis diagram (Fig.5.25, p.98) we find that 

it shows a much wider bifurcation structure, than for the STD experiment, with very 

sharp changes in the transition between the upper and lower branch. In the Atlantic the 

hysteresis branches of the maximum overturning streamfunction are subject to a sepa-

ration of ca40Sv and a hysteresis width of ca ISv of AVT. The equivalent experiment 

with Bering Strait closed (STD, Fig.5.4, p.68; also shown in Fig.5.25a, p.98) showed 

a more gradual change as a function of AVT, and a narrower separation between the 

branches. 

The symmetry diagram of the Atlantic Ocean (Fig.5.25a) shows an almost flat lower 

bifurcation branch at ca -25Sv and a upper branch around 40Sv. The Atlantic meridional 

circulation, when on the lower branch, is in a southern sinking dominated pole-to-

pole mode, while it is in a northern sinking pole-to-pole mode when on the upper 

branch. Therefore we find that the symmetrical states disappear under these conditions 

(Fig.5.25a, p.98). 

It is interesting to note that the Pacific symmetry diagram (Fig.5.25b, p.98) does 

not show significant separations, and if compared with the Bering Strait closed case 

(STD,5.25a, p.98), it preserves its shape, although it is shifted negatively by ca5Sv. 

Small oscillations are observed for very limited values of AVT (around -1.5Sv), as for 
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the STD experiment (Fig.5.24, p.97). 

Circulation for extreme and central AVT values. Following the hysteresis dia-

gram , RUN^4 at AVT = O.OSv (Fig.5.26a, p.99) is in a twin southern sinking circulation 

mode (Atlantic: -25.57Sv/2.35Sv; Pacific:-33.46Sv/6.74Sv) and belongs to the lower 

branch of the hysteresis. 

As in previous cases we find that RUN7^21 at AVT = 2.4Sv exhibits a strong "conveyor 

belt" circulation (Fig.5.26b, p.99; Atlantic: -4.28Sv/47.40Sv; Pacific; -40.91Sv/13.63Sv). 

The difference with previous runs is the latitudinal extent of the northern sinking cell in 

the Atlantic. Normally the sinking would occur at the northernmost latitude, but with 

the Bering Strait open we have the presence of a small counter rotating cell which shifts 

southward the sinking latitude to ca55°N. This is also quite clear observing the surface 

and bottom horizontal velocities (not shown), where we find respectively convergence 

and divergence along the right hand side boundary. Also the rate of the deep water 

formation, if compared with the standard experiment is ca27% lower (STD:~65Sv and 

0F1:~ 47Sv).The circulation pattern for the Pacific is similar to that of STD although 

the volume transport is higher is OFl by ca 10%.^^ 

The overturning streamfunction of RUN#41(Fig.5.26c, p.99) and the homologous | avt=o.osv | 

R U N ^ l are indistinguishable by eye, and actually differ by only a few tenths of Sver-

drup. There are small differences in thermohaline fields^^ but also the Bering Strait 

throughflow volume transport is different dropping from 0.066Sv in RUN#1 to 0.003Sv 

in RUN7^41. 

2iSee §A.1.4, p.203 for more details on the thermohaline fields. 
z^See §A.1.4, p.203 for more details on the thermohaline fields. 
^^See §A.1.4, p.204 for more details on the thermohaline fields. 

Going to the negative end of AVT (-2.4Sv; Fig.5.26d, p.99) we find RUN#61. The 

Atlantic shows a southern sinking dominated circulation (-26.7lSv/4.15Sv) rather sim-

ilar to that in RUN#1 and 2 (Fig.5.26d, p.99). The Pacific is more complicated but 

looks like a salinity dominated equatorial shallow sinking superimposed with a deep 

polar sinking double cell structure (Fig.5.26d, p.99) We can find a similar pattern of 

circulation in STD (Fig.5.5d, p.69). The thermohaline fields are similar to those in 
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STD, with the Atlantic showing a similar structure to that of the Pacific in RUN#21. 

The main location for convection and deep water formation is however now the Pacific 

sector of Southern Ocean. 

Multiple states. In Fig.5.28 (p.100), RUI\I#5 and RUI\I#37 are shown; these are 

two homologous runs forced at AVT = 0.48Sv, belonging to two different branches of 

the Atlantic hysteresis diagram (Fig.5.25a, p.98). The Atlantic presents two opposite 

states, both with a pole-to-pole extension. 

The thermohaline zonally averaged structure (Fig.5.29, p.101), shows a horizontal fresh-

water halocline in the North Atlantic for RUN#5, belonging to the lower branch, but 

RUN#37 shows the deep water being dominated by the saline NADW. On the other 

hand the Pacific is fresher in RUN#37. 

If we look at the barotropic streamfunction (Fig.5.27, p.100) , the Bering Strait through-

flow is 0.45Sv in the RUI\I#5 and l.SSSv in the RUN#37. Therefore, the freshwater 

cap shown in Fig.5.29a is formed under low Bering Strait throughflow. The low Bering 

Strait mode corresponds also to a southern sinking mode in the Atlantic, and therefore 

there is no northward advection of saline equatorial waters contrasting a net import of 

freshwater through the Bering Strait and precipitation. 

Summary. The overall effect of opening the Bering Strait (STD vs OFl) is to increase 

substantially the width and the height of the hysteresis as shown clearly in Fig.5.25a, 

p.98, probably because of the presence of saddle node bifurcations. The greater sep-

aration between branches, means also the disappearance of symmetrical states in the 

Atlantic (two balanced cell circulation). The bifurcation points have also shifted, in 

fact at AVT = O.OSv we do not have anymore multiple states. The magnitude of the 

symmetry parameter is similar in the negative domain of AVT, but the upper positive 

branch is substantially higher in the STD experiment. This means that the positive 

pole-to-pole cell, is weakened by the presence of the throughflow (which is stronger un-

der a larger AVT). On the other hand the Pacific preserves its structure, but is shifted 

towards a stronger southern sinking dominated circulation. A positive AVT freshens the 
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Figure 5.24: 0F1: timeseries of the AVT hysteresis cycle. 

Pacific, which, at steady state, has to return the freshwater to the Atlantic through the 

ACC channel and the Bering Strait, weakening the MOC. On the other hand a negative 

AVT freshens the Atlantic which returns the freshwater again through the ACC channel 

and the Bering Strait to the Pacific. The Bering throughflow is not symmetric, in 

fact the for the maximum AVT, we have a transport of ca2.6Sv and for the maximum 

negative AVT ca-1.2Sv. That is one explanation for the asymmetrical sensitivity to 

AVT, together with the latitudinal extensions, which influences the E-P fields and the 

extreme temperatures. 
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Figure 5.25: 0F1: AVT hysteresis diagrams. Bering Strait, Open; Wind, Off; K^, High; R = 1.0. 
Symmetry diagrams for experiments STD(grey) and 0F1(red): (a) Atlantic: 
footnote at p.63); (b) Pacific: ^pacmax + ^Pacmin • Hysteresis diagram for OF1: (c) Atlantic, Pacific, 
Global, minima and maxima. 
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Figure 5.26; 0F1: The meridional overturning streamfunction, positive values denote clockwise 
rotation. From left to right (a) AVT=0.0 RUN^1 (start of the hysteresis); (b) AVT=2.4 Sv, RUN^21 
(maximum A VT); (c) A VT= 0.0 Sv, RUNM1 (this is forced under the same condition as (a)); (d) A VT= -
2.4 Sv (minimum AVT). 
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Figure 5.27: OF1: The barotropic streamfunction and the SSS (left) AVT=0.48 Sî  RUN#6; (right) 
AVT=0.48 Sv, RUN#38. 
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Figure 5.28: 0F1: The meridional overturning streamfunction. From left to right (a) AVT= 0.48 Sv, 
RUN#5; (b) AVT=0.48 Sv, RUN#37. 
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Figure 5.29: 0F1: Zonally averaged S: (a) AVT=0.48 Sv, RUN#6; (b) AVT=0.48 Sv, RUN#38. 
Zonally averaged T: (c) RUN#6; (d) RUN#38. 
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5.6 0F2 

Description String: BS=op; W=off; K=lo; AVT=hyst\; R=1 

AVT hysteresis experiment 

BS W K 

Cl/Off lo 

Op/On hi 

In this AVT hysteresis experiment with the Bering Strait open, the horizontal diffu-

sivity is reduced. The hysteresis diagram (Fig.5.33c, p.107) of the Atlantic has now 

a bifurcation point at AVT = ~-G.6Sv and another one around AVT = ~1.25Sv. The 

transition between the two branch is gradual, nevertheless the maximum separation 

between branches for the maximum Atlantic MOT is ~50Sv. Both the Atlantic and 

the Pacific now exhibit very large amplitude oscillations especially for negative AVT 

(Fig.5.31, p.105), and the hysteresis diagram could be "contaminated" by them. The 

red circles, as already mentioned, represent the median value for a set of values repre-

senting the 75% of the total timeseries for each 4000yrs run. It is therefore not assured 

that those points coincide with the unstable stationary points that one could find in the 

phase space of the system. I will consequently consider with caution the complicated 

bifurcation structure that both oceans show in Figs.5.33a and5.33b (p.107). 

However the overturning circulations illustrated in Figs.5.34 (p.108), correspond to the 

initial run (AVT = O.OSv), the maximum, the return to the initial point and the minimum 

AVT points, do not present oscillatory behaviour, therefore they can be compared with 

the corresponding equilibrium points in other experiments. 

Circulation for extreme and central AVT values. In RUN#1 (Fig.5.34a, p.108) 

the global MOT is very symmetric with a two cell structure, having ~35Sv each, and | avt=o.osv | 

corresponds to a reverse conveyor belt. The Atlantic is dominated by a southern sinking 

pole-to-pole structure (-28.24Sv/0Sv), the Pacific by a northern sinking pole-to-pole 
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mode (-0.95Sv/43.51Sv). As the AVT is incremented we encounter along the Atlantic 

hysteresis curve, consecutive salinity dominated points (Fig.5.33a, p.107), RUI\I#9,10 

(AVT = 0.96Sv and l.OSSv; Fig.5.30) and RUN#89,90,91 (AVT = 0.96Sv. l.OSSv and 

1.2Sv). RUN#91 shows flush-and-collapse oscillations but the other simulations are 

relatively stable. The transition from the salinity dominated state to the upper branch 

of the hysteresis (Fig.5.33a, p.107 around AVT=1.2Sv) is not unique, because it is de-

pendent on the different phase at which the run previous to the transition is terminated 

(because of the variability), which affects the initial state of the transition run (N.B. 

the hysteresis experiment passes four times the AVT positive branch, see also Fig.5.2, 

p.61). RUN#21 (maximum AVT = 2.4Sv) again exhibits a "conveyor-belt" circulation 

run#9 
ATLANTIC OVERTURNING STREAMFUNCTiON 

- 2 0 0 0 -

-3000 

-4000-

Figure 5.30: 0F2: RUN#9, AVT=0.96Sv. An example of salinity dominated circulation in the Atlantic 
with sinking at the equator. 

A V T = 2 . 4 S v (Fig.5.34b; Atlantic: -4.35Sv/63.56Sv; Pacific; -37.85Sv/19.15Sv ). 

Decreasing AVT to O.OSv (RUN^41 Fig.5.34c, p.108) we remain on the upper branch of | avt=o.osv | 

the hysteresis, and while the Atlantic circulation pattern stays unchanged (0.0Sv/40.20Sv), 

the Pacific reverses its circulation to a pole-to-pole northern sinking (-0.3lSv/48.77Sv). 

RUN#62 shows again a reversed "conveyor-belt" pattern, different from RUN#1 though. rAVT=-2.4Sv | 

In fact the Pacific presents a structure that resembles that of a pole-to-pole northern 

sinking mode, superimposed to a shallow and vigorous equatorial sinking circulation 

(Fig.5.34d). The Atlantic circulation remains is similar to the initial one, with the 

additional presence of a shallow northern sinking cell in the northern hemisphere. 

Oscillations. RUN#91 shows flush-and-collapse oscillations with period '~^2500yrs 

( Marotzke (1990); Marotzke and Willebrand (1991); Weaver and Sarachik (1991); 
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Winton and Sarachik (1993); Weaver et al. (1993)). RUN#10,90 exhibit relatively 

small oscillations with amplitude of ^ 9.5Sv for the maximum of the Atlantic MOT and 

a ~1000yrs period. 

The energetic oscillations present in the negative domain of AVT (Fig.5.31) are similar 

to those found in CFl (§5.2, p.72). They have a ~ 1300yrs period, with intensity and 

timescales similar to those found in flush-and-collapse oscillations, but with differences. 

First of all a collapse state does not persist, and therefore they appear as continuous 

relaxation oscillations. Secondly, having a multibasin domain, those oscillations have 

different pattern in each basin although they appear as globally well synchronised. 

During the "flushes", the Atlantic exhibits an intensification of the southern sinking 

cell, whilst the Pacific forms a double cell polar sinking structure. Like in §5.2, p.72 

the deep salinity fields of Atlantic and Pacific, oscillate in anti-phase (not shown). 

In Fig.5.32 (p.106) the timeseries for the negative AVT half-line is shown in more detail 

(between RUN#41 and RUN#81). Before year 200,000 we have the beginning of the 

multidecadal oscillations^^that mutate into millennial oscillations. On the return branch 

(after year 260,000) we see only the millennial "flush and relaxation" oscillations^^. A 

close look at the latter oscillations show that the period which is initially around 1300yr, 

gradually decreases to ~600yrs by year 320000, as the AVT changes from -2.4Sv to 

O.OSv. Furthermore if we observe the fine structure of the millennial oscillations we 

notice that the multidecadal oscillations have not disappeared, but are still present and 

modulated at the millennial timescale (not shown). 

Summary. The effect of opening the Bering Strait with low horizontal diffusivity, is 

to modify the hysteresis structure considerably. In particular the width of the hysteresis 

diagram (Fig.5.33a) is now larger than in STD (Fig.5.4a). Self-sustained oscillations 

occur in a wider range of the control parameter. Furthermore, "flush and collapse" 

oscillations are now present in addition to "flush" relaxation oscillations. We find 

^''RUN#54,55,56, on the decreasing negative-AVT branch display an oscillation involving only the 
pole-to-pole northern sinking cell of the Pacific. The period is around -^GGyrs and the amplitude 
~ 15Sv (approximately between 38Sv and 54Sv). 

§5.2 (p.72). 
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also stable salinity dominated states in the Atlantic. The maximum magnitude of the 

Atlantic overturning is again lower if compared with the Bering Strait closed case (CFl) 

by ca 19% (at AVT = 2.4Sv). 
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Figure 5.31: OF2: timeseries of the AVT hysteresis cycle. 
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Figure 5.32: 0F2: timeseries of the AVT hysteresis cycle for negative values of AVT. The Pacific and 
the Atlantic are shown from RUN#41 to RUN#81. 
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Figure 5.33: 0F2: AVT hysteresis diagrams. Bering Strait, Open; Wind, Off; K^, Low; R = 1.0; (a) 
Atlantic: ^Atimax + ^AtUin footnote at p.63); (b) Pacific: '^Pacma. + (o) Atlantic, 
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Figure 5.34: 0F2: The meridional overturning streamfunction, positive values denote cloci<wise 
rotation. From left to right (a) AVT= 0.0 Sv, RUN#1 (start of the hysteresis); (b) AVT=2.4 Sv, RUN#21 
(maximum AVT); (c) AVT= 0.0 Sv, RUN#41 (this is forced under the same condition as (a)); (d) AVT= -
2.4 Sv (minimum AVT). 
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5.7 0F3 

Description String: BS=op; W=on; K=hi; AVT=hyst; R=1 

AVT hysteresis experiment 

BS W K 

CI/OfF lo 

Op/On hi 

In this AVT hysteresis experiment we re-introduce the windstress, while the horizontal 

diffusivity is set to high. The most noticeable feature of this experiment is the complete 

absence of bifurcations (compare Figs.5.37, p.112 and 5.25, p.98). Comparing to the 

experiment without wind (CF2, §5.3, p.80), the symmetry of the Atlantic is shifted 

towards southern sinking dominated circulations, especially for positive values of AVT 

(Fig.5.37a, p.112). The Pacific symmetry remains almost unchanged as shown in 

Fig.5.37b, p.112. 

Circulation for extreme and central value of AVT. The first run (RUN#1; see 

Fig.5.38a, p.113) exhibits a thermally driven double cell structure in the Atlantic and 

a southern sinking dominated circulation in the Pacific, with the presence of a deep 

and weak positive cell in the north. The Pacific meridional overturning circulation in 

this run and the homologous run with Bering Strait closed (CF2, p.80) are almost 

indistinguishable if superimposed (Figs.5.38a, p.113, 5.18a, p.85). On the other hand 

the circulations in the Atlantic are different, in 0F3 the symmetry is shifted towards 

a dominant southern sinking cell (Figs.5.38a, p.113 and 5.18a, p.85). The meridional 

transports attributed to the thermohaline component are -34.0lSv/14.75Sv, for 0F3, 

and -26.64Sv/29.82Sv in CF2. Therefore we have a ^ 50% reduction in the northern 

sinking cell between the two cases. If we compare the salinity field of the Bering Strait 

closed and open cases, we discover that in the open case the salinity in the North 

Atlantic is much lower (Fig.A.8a, p.207) thanks to the throughflow. 

I AVT=O.OSv I 

In RUN#21 (Fig.5.38b, p.113), the Pacific is still dominated by the southern sinking J AVT=2.4SV | 
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cell, and still very similar to the corresponding in CF2 (Figs.5.38b, p.113 and 5.18b, 

p.85). The Atlantic is dominated in both 0F3 and CF2 by strong pole-to-pole northern 

sinking cells, but their magnitudes differ. If the Bering Strait is closed (CF2) the 

transport is 77.29Sv, if it is open it is 62.0lSv. This different corresponds to a ^ 2 0 % 

reduction of transport. The salinity fields are very similar, in the two cases, but again 

the northernmost part of the Atlantic bears the sign of the fresh Bering throughflow. 

RUN#41 and R U N ^ l are very similar, as expected in the absence of hysteresis. | avt=o.osv | 

Surprisingly also RUN#61 in 0F3 and CF2 are almost identical. The presence of a 

small reverse flow (-0.36Sv) which carries low salinity water to the Pacific, but it is 

more efficiently removed by the gyre circulation than in the Atlantic (Fig.5.35, p.111). 

Summary. It appears that with both high diffusivity and wind on, the lateral ho-

mogenisation process are sufficient both to prevent multiple stable states, which was 

caused by the opening of the Bering Strait in OFl (§5.5, p.93 and compare with STD, 

§5.1, p.62). The wind also eliminate the effect of the Bering throughflow on the 

symmetry of the Pacific (compare OFl, Fig.5.25b) as seen above, while the Atlantic 

symmetry is shifted towards negative values (Figs.5.37a, p.112 and 5.37b, p.112), as 

it happened in OFl, without wind, with a decrease by almost 20% on the maximum 

Atlantic transport (at the maximum AVT). 

I AVT=-2.4Sv I 
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0F3: barotropic streamfunction and SSS 

111 

Figure 5.35; 0F3: The barotropic streamfunction (Sv) and the sea surface salinity (psu) with the 
Bering Strait Open (RUN#61 at the equilibrium). Positive values of ip correspond to a clockwise 
circulation. 
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Figure 5.36: 0F3: timeseries of the AVThysteresis cycle. 
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Figure 5.37: AVT hysteresis diagrams. Bering Strait, Open; Wind, On; K^, High; R = 1.0. ^ 
has been diagnosed ignoring the upper three grid cells containing the wind driven cells. Symmetry 
diagrams for experiments CF2(grey) and 0F3(red): (a) Atlantic: ^Atimax + (cf- footnote at 
p. 63); (b) Pacific: "^pacmax + "^Pacmin- Hysteresis diagram for 0F3: (c) Atlantic, Pacific, Global, 
minima and maxima. 
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Figure 5.38: 0F3: The meridional overturning streamfunction, positive values denote c/ocWse 
rotation. From left to right (a) AVT =0.0 Sv, RUN#1 (start of the hysteresis); (b) AVT=2.4 Sv, RUN#21 
(maximum AVT); (c) AVT =0.0 Sv, RUNM 1 (this is forced under the same condition as (a)); (d) AVT =-
2.4 Sv (minimum AVT). 
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5.8 0F4 

Description String: BS=op; W=on; K=lo; AVT=hyst; R=1 

AVT hysteresis experiment 

BS W K 

Cl/Off lo 

Op/On hi 

This AVT hysteresis experiment is characterised by the presence of wind, but with 

low horizontal diffusivity. Compared with the previous experiment (0F3, §5.7, p.109) 

we have the reappearance of the bifurcation (Fig.5.42, p.119) and there are interest-

ing similarities and differences with CF3(§5.4, p.86), the homologous experiment with 

the Bering Strait closed. The hysteresis in the Atlantic has now sharp changes, with 

probably due to saddle node bifurcations.The hysteresis diagram is given as Fig.5.42c 

(p.119). 

, AVT=O.OSv Circulation for extreme and central value of AVT. RUN#1 exhibits a twin south-

ern sinking mode (Fig.5.43a, p.120). The Atlantic is dominated by a southern sinking 

dominated meridional circulation pervading the whole latitudinal extension of the basin 

(-39.45Sv/8.50Sv), while a shallow northern sinking cell merges with the wind driven 

cell at the northernmost part of the basin. The Pacific has a similar southern sinking 

dominated circulation pattern; a shallow and weak positive cell sits below the northern-

most wind driven gyre (-39.09Sv/3.46Sv). The overall circulation structure is similar 

to that in CF3 (Fig.5.21a, p.91), the homologous case with Bering Strait closed. Also 

the thermohaline fields are very similar (compare Figs.A.9, p.210 and Fig.A.4, p.202).^® 

Increasing AVT decreases the southern sinking cell in size and volume transport, while 

the northern sinking cell is reinforced, until we have a sudden complete reversal, with 

a pole-to-pole circulation taking place between RUN#7 (AVT = 0.72Sv) and RUN#8 

(AVT = 0.84Sv). In RUN#21 (Fig.5.43b, p.120) we have a very strong "conveyor belt" | Avr=2.4Sv | 

^®See §A.1,7, p.208 for more details on the thermohaline fields. 
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circulation as in all the previous experiments. The pole-to-pole structure in Atlantic 

extends for the whole length of the Atlantic, but its volume transport (64.95Sv) is 

smaller by ^ 2 1 % than the corresponding Bering closed case (82.78Sv; CF3). The 

Pacific exhibits a southern sinking dominated circulation (-48.42Sv/2.23Sv), similar to 

that in CPS, but ^ 7 % greater in magnitude. The thermohaline distribution pattern 

resembles that of experiment CP3.^^ 

RUNi^41 (AVT — O.OSv) reproduces R U N ^ l as expected, since it is not a "degenerate" 

point with multiple solutions. 

As in CP3, RUN#61 corresponds to a stable limit cycle, therefore Fig.5.43d is just | avt=-2.4Sv 

a snapshot of a self-sustained oscillations which involves mostly the Southern Ocean 

and North Pacific. In Fig.5.41 (p.118) we can observe the timeseries of the meridional 

volume transport for RUN#61 and it is very similar to that in CF3. The limit cycle orbit 

is around a "reverse conveyor belt" circulation as in CF3 (Atlantic: ~50Sv/~10Sv; 

Pacific: '^-20Sv/70Sv). The largest amplitude (shown by the errorbars) are relative to 

the minimum value of the Atlantic overturning streamfunction, as is (Fig.5.42c, p.119) 

also evident from the timeseries (Fig.5.40). 

We also can observe multi-centennial oscillations (see errorbars in Fig.5.42b, p.119) for 

positive AVT (in the neighbourhood of AVT = 1) with period around ca650yrs. Also in 

this case the deep Atlantic and Pacific, vary in anti-phase (not shown). 

Oscillations. The high frequency component of the oscillation is now multidecadal 

( ^ 30yrs) and the low frequency is centennial (in the overturning, Fig.5.41) to multi-

centennial (deep salinity in the Pacific) (100^300yrs). In Fig.5.39 (p.116) the deep 

ocean salinities for the Atlantic and Pacific show an anti-phase relationship between the 

two. A possible explanation is the re-adjustment of the salinity imbalance with AVT 

acting as a restoring "force". The low frequency modulation of the multidecadal At-

lantic deep salinity and overturning could suggest the beating between two multidecadal 

modes, with close frequency. In fact the periodogram of the Atlantic minimum MOT 

27 See §A.1.7, p.208 for more details on the thermohaline fields. 
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Figure 5.39: 0F4: RUN#61, timeseries of the deep ocean (between -4000m and -926.8m) saiinity 
averaged for the Atlantic and the Pacific. 

(not shown) has two major peaks at Ti=ca27.8yrs and T2=ca34.8yrs which correspond 

to a beating period Tf, = | l / ( l / T i — 1/T^)| =cal38yrs. 

Multiple states. Finally at AVT = 0.72Sv, we have the presence of two steady states. 

RUN#7 (Fig.5.44a, p.121) belongs to the lower branch in Fig.5.42a, and corresponds to 

a twin southern sinking mode (Atlantic:-30.70Sv/14.42Sv; Pacific: -46.26Sv/0.95Sv). 

By contrast RUN#35 (Fig.5.44b, p.121) belongs to the upper branch in Fig.5.42a 

and corresponds to a normal "conveyor belt" circulation (Atlantic:-3.80Sv/40.44Sv; 

Pacific:-48.06Sv/1.07Sv). As we can see from Fig.5.42b and the overturning extrema, 

there is a small branch separation also in the Pacific but in general the Pacific does not 

exhibit major bifurcations.^^ 

Summary. The effect of reducing the diffusivity with Bering Strait open and the 

presence of windstress, is therefore to allow again the presence of a sharp saddle node 

instability transition. 

We also observe multidecadal self-sustained oscillations of the overturning streamfunc-

tion, with centennial modulation, suggesting the presence of "beating" of two multi-

^®See §A.1.7, p.208 for more details on the thermohaline fields. 
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decadal modes. Multi-centennial modes are also found for AVT around ISv. In both 

cases the deep Atlantic and Pacific salinities oscillate in anti-phase suggesting the dif-

ference of interbasin salinity due to the AVT as the restoring mechanism. 

The overall structure of the experiment 0F4 is similar to that in CF3 (§5.4, p.86) as 

shown in the top panels of Fig.5.42, p.119. The Pacific symmetry diagram is very similar 

to that experiment CF3, especially in the neighbourhood of AVT = O.OSv (Fig.5.42b, 

p.119). The structure of the Atlantic is similar to that of CF3, but the magnitudes for 

positive AVT are lower by ca20Sv, and the opening of the Bering Strait has also shifted 

the bifurcations to higher AVT, by caO.SSv. 
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Figure 5.41: 0F4: timeseries of the RUN#61's meridional volume transport. 
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Figure 5.42: AVT hysteresis diagrams. Bering Strait, Open; Wind, On; Kh, l-ligh; R = 1.0. ^ 
has been diagnosed ignoring the upper three grid cells containing the wind driven ceils. Symmetry 
diagrams for experiments CF3(grey) and 0F4(red): (a) Atlantic: + ^AtUin footnote at 
p.63); (b) Pacific: "^Pacmax + ^Pacmi„- Hysteresis diagram for 0F4: (c) Atlantic, Pacific, Global, 
minima and maxima. 
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Figure 5.43: 0F4: The meridional overturning streamfunction, positive values denote clockwise 
rotation. From left to right (a) AVT =0.0 Sv, RUN#1 (start of the hysteresis); (b) AVT=2.4 Sv, RUN#21 
(maximum AVT); (c) AVT= 0.0 Sv, RUN#41 (this is forced under the same condition as (a)); (d) AVT= -
2.4 Sv (minimum AVT). 
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CHAPTER 6 

Hysteresis Experiments II: 

Global meridional freshwater 

forcing hysteresis experiments 

Understanding the effect of an increased meridional water cycle is fundamental to 

studies of the potential effects of Global Warming (Manabe and Stouffer, 1994; Latif 

et al., 2000; Mikolajewicz and Voss, 2000; Thorpe et ai, 2001). Although there are 

many studies on the effect of freshwater anomalies in the NADW catchment area, the 

effect of an overall variation of intensity in the global E-P fields is not yet clear. 

Thual and McWilliams (1992) have demonstrated in a meridional 2D model that mul-

tiple equilibria are associated with the transition from restoring to mixed boundary 

conditions. Both Thual and McWilliams (1992) and Dijkstra and Molemaker (1997) 

analyse the bifurcation structure of the circulation in a Boussinesq, 2D meridional basin 

in detail. The former use the direct time integration while the latter use a steady state 

solver, with which unstable steady states can be singled out, identified and studied. 

They both find a symmetry breaking mechanism for increasing freshwater forcing, which 

changes the circulation from symmetric about the equator to a pole-to-pole circulation. 

Dijkstra and Neelin (2000) used a single basin two-dimensional model to investigate the 

122 
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influence of continental asymmetry in the bifurcation structure of the THC. Titz et al. 

(2002) analyses the bifurcation structure of an asymmetrically forced inter-hemispheric 

box model. They all show that the freshwater forcing is the main cause of the symmetry 

breaking, and that the asymmetric pole-to-pole circulation is more intense that the cir-

culation thermally dominated in each hemisphere. Weijer and Dijkstra (2003b) do not 

find multiple steady states in a three-dimensional model by computing directly steady 

state solutions of the global thermohaline circulation as a function of the freshwater 

amplitude for fluxes diagnosed from Levitus. Wang et al. (1999); Rahmstorf (1996); 

Scott et al. (1999) find that the strength of the North Atlantic THC is highly sensitive 

to the freshwater input in the Southern Ocean. 

In the following experiments the relative amplitude of the global freshwater flux (R)^ is 

therefore varied as the control variable in further hysteresis experiments. The variable 

R, takes values in the interval [0, 2.5]. I started the experiments from R = 0.0 (purely 

thermally driven circulation) and increased R to 2.5, and then decreased to zero, using 

0.1 increments. For each value of R the model has been integrated to equilibrium^. 

The R hysteresis experiments have been conducted with a background AVT = 0.0Sv 

and 0.3Sv. In this section I describe only the AVT = O.OSv cases for clarity. In fact R-

hysteresis (with null AVT) corresponds to the variation of a symmetrical forcing about 

the equator. On the other hand in the AVT hysteresis experiments (Chapter5, p.59), 

the symmetrical meridional freshwater forcing (R = 1.0) was fixed and AVT was varied 

making the global freshwater forcing longitudinally non uniform. Running R-hysteresis 

experiments with non null AVT is perhaps more realistic but introduces a latitudinally 

symmetrical element and a longitudinal asymmetry at once. Therefore in this chapter 

only the AVT=O.OSv case will be shown. Further experiments with AVT = 0.3Sv will 

be discussed however in Chapter 7, p.166 (see also the appendix, §A.2, p.223. 

I will show as standard runs along the hysteresis cycle, those corresponding to the fresh-

water forcing amplitude R = 0.0, R = 1.0, R = 2.5 and R = 1.0. R = 0.0 is interesting 

because it corresponds to a purely thermally driven circulation, and therefore we can 

see more clearly the effect of adding subsequently the freshwater fluxes at the surface. 

is a constant which multiplies Eq.3.13 (p.40). 
^Normally using 4000yrs of integration 
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Figure 6.1: The R-hysteresis cycle. The R values are changed with an increment of AR=0. 1 after 
each integration. 

R = 1.0 is the value used in the Atmospheric Vapour Transport (AVT) hysteresis ex-

periments, and therefore allows a comparison, to see how much the multiple states 

reached are path dependent. R = 2.5 is the maximum amplitude imposed. Finally 

R = 1.0 corresponds to the return path of the hysteresis, and it is interesting in the 

presence of multiple states for this value, and for comparison with AVT experiments. 

Multiple states not described in the cases above are also taken in consideration. 

6.1 STO 

Description String: BS=ct; W=off; K=hi; AVT=lo; R=hyst 

R hysteresis experiment 

BS W K AVT 

Cl/Off lo 

Op/On hi 

In this experiment model parameters are set as in the "standard model" configuration 

in experiment STD (§5.1, p.62), with AVT=O.OSv, and R as the hysteresis control 

parameter. Fig.6.2, p.129, shows the hysteresis diagrams for the extrema of the over-

turning circulation for the Atlantic, Pacific and Global Ocean (lower panel), and the 

symmetry diagrams for Atlantic and Pacific (upper panel). Observing the symmetry 

diagram of the Atlantic we find that the purely thermally driven circulation (R=0) is 

almost exactly symmetrical, but as we increase the forcing, a southern sinking branch 

appears. At high R, a pole-to-pole northern sinking branch also appears. What we 
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see is probably an "imperfect pitchfork" bifurcation, as found by Dijkstra and Neelin 

(2000). In the AVT hysteresis experiments with high diffusivity (Chapters, p.59) and 

R= l , we did not find major bifurcations in the Pacific, but multiple states are found 

here at high values of R (Fig.6.2b, p.129). 

It is also interesting to note that increasing the freshwater forcing, gradually reduces 

the NADW (as shown in Fig6.2a, p.129), but beyond R = 1.5 we have the presence 

of (in the language of Dijkstra and Neelin) a NPP (northern sinking pole-to-pole) 

branch, which corresponds to a very strong NADW formation. In this experiment no 

self-sustained oscillations were found. 

The same experiment is also performed by Edwards and Shepherd (2002) {cf. Fig.6 

in their paper) with a older version of Goldstein, and slightly different parameters (i.e. 

61days temperature relaxation timescale and AR=0.02 instead of 0.1). The Pacific 

hysteresis look very similar. The main difference is the upper branch of the Atlantic 

hysteresis diagram, between 0.5 < R < 1.5. The differences are perhaps due to the 

fact that with a smaller AR they were able to find a different branch of stable equilibria. 

Circulation for extreme and standard values of R. The initial (RUN#1; R = 0.0; 

Fig.6.3a, p.130) state is characterised by a purely thermally driven circulation. The 

Atlantic extends from -70° to 4-70° of latitude with a constant width of 60° to the 

southern tip of Africa (ca-39°). Therefore its geometric configuration is the closest 

to a symmetrical rectangular basin, and in fact its circulation for a purely thermally 

driven forcing is almost symmetrical about the equator (-19.86Sv/18.73Sv; Fig.6.3a). 

The solution for the Pacific, which extends north only up to ^ 4 6 ° , is asymmetrical, 

dominated by a southern sinking cell (-41.49Sv/6.61Sv; Fig.6.3a). Therefore we can see 

the extent to which the geometry of continents influence the thermohaline circulation 

even when the forcing is completely symmetrical. 

With zero freshwater fluxes everywhere, the salinity field retains a constant value ev-

erywhere (Fig.6.4a, p.131). The temperature fields are relaxed at the surface to the 

standard temperature values (Fig.6.4e, p.131). As we can notice from Fig.6.4e, p.131, 

the temperatures along the southern boundary are vertically uniform, which is the effect 
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of the deep convection along this boundary (not shown). There is another convection 

area in the northern boundary of the Atlantic (not shown), but it does not involve the 

whole water column. The main sinking sites are in the south-east corner of the Pacific, 

the other one is located in the north-east corner of the Atlantic. 

RUN^^l l and RUN7^41 correspond to R = 1.0, the value used for all the AVT-hysteresis | r=i.o | 

runs (Figs.6.3b and 6.3d). In Figs.6.2a and 6.2c we can observe that R = 1.0 is below 

the bifurcation point for the Atlantic, although the separation between the "degen-

erate" states is here small. The meridional circulation is characterised in both runs 

by a southern sinking dominated circulation in both basins, although not a full pole-

to-pole circulation (RUN#11, Atlantic: -20.84Sv/9.24Sv, Pacific: -30.0lSv/8.05Sv ; 

RUN#41, Atlantic: -21.63Sv/8.17Sv, Pacific: -29.92Sv/8.08Sv). 

The thermohaline fields are characterised in both RUN#11 and RUN:j^41 by a fresh-

water cap in the North Atlantic and a vertically well mixed Pacific southern boundary, 

as can be seen in both temperature and salinity fields (Figs.6.4b, 6.4d and Figs.6.4f, 

6.4h). The deep sinking site is in both cases the south-east corner of the Pacific. 

As we increase R, between R = 1.7 and 1.8 we have a bifurcation of the system and 

suddenly the circulation of the Atlantic flips to a northern sinking pole-to-pole mode. 

In the Pacific (Figs.6.2b and 6.2c), increasing R causes the system to move towards a 

more northern sinking symmetry, until at the same location of the Atlantic bifurcation, 

we have a bifurcation, with a sudden increase of the northern sinking cell, and as a 

result an almost pole-to-pole circulation. The collapse of the southern sinking cell in 

the Pacific is more gradual and it does not become null until around R = 2.2 when we 

have a complete pole-to-pole mode. 

RUN#26 corresponds to R = 2.5, and the circulation pattern is that of a twin northern | r=2.5 | 

sinking, with a pole-to-pole circulation in both basins (Fig.6.3c;Atlantic: 0.0Sv/37.42Sv; 

Pacific: 0.0Sv/41.72Sv ). The main sinking sites are in the north-east corner of the 

Atlantic and Pacific, as also visible in the thermohaline fields (Figs.6.4c and 6.4g). 

Multiple states. If we make a comparison between RUN#11 and RUN#41, with 

the equivalent runs for experiment STD with the same forcing (AVT = O.OSv), we find 
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that the multiple states found here are different, therefore we infer the presence of 

more than two states. The meridional volume transport in RUN#1 (STD; Fig.5.5a) 

is very similar to RUN#11 (STO; Fig.6.3b), the difference is due to small differences 

in convection patterns (not shown), but RUN#41 (STD; Fig.5.5c) is quite different 

from either RUN#11 or RUN#41 in experiment STO (STD:RUI\I#(41), Atlantic: -

16.84Sv/15.15Sv), therefore it is a state that was not reachable during experiment 

STD. 

In Fig.6.5 (p.132) we can observe two homologous steady states corresponding to the 

multiple states at R=1.5, on the upper (RUN#16) and lower (RUN#36) branch of 

Figs.6.2a and 6.2b (p.129). On the lower branch (Fig.6.2a, p.129) the Atlantic is 

dominated by a southern sinking pole-to-pole circulation, while the Pacific shows a 

southern sinking dominated double cell structure. On the upper branch (6.2b, p.129) 

we find a very strong northern sinking pole-to-pole circulation in the Atlantic and the 

same in the Pacific (although a weak counter rotating deep cell is also present there). 

Summary. In this "standard configuration" R hysteresis experiment, we observe what 

is probably an "imperfect pitchfork" bifurcation (Fig.6.2a, p.129), as found by Dijkstra 

and Neelin (2000) in an asymmetrical 2D single basin model, although the purely 

thermally dominated state connects in our case to a southern sinking branch, and not 

to a northern sinking as in Dijkstra and Neelin. Furthermore due to the multiplicity 

of states, increasing the freshwater forcing can cause the disappearance of the NADW 

formation as well as its strengthening. Therefore we find that increasing the global 

freshwater forcing amplitude, can substantially increase the NADW formation in some 

circumstances (see Fig.6.2a, p.129). 

Making a comparison with experiment STD (§5.1, p.62), we find that that under R = 1.0 

and AVT = O.OSv we can find more than two distinct steady states.^ 

Homologous steady states corresponding to high freshwater forcing have opposite 

meridional circulations in the Atlantic, and also a very different circulation patterns 

^Very small differences due probably to slightly different convective patterns have not been taken 
into consideration as different states. 
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in the Pacific. Multiple states in the Pacific were not present in the corresponding 

AVT experiments (Chapters) with high diffusivity. Self sustained oscillations were not 

observed in this experiment. 
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Figure 6.2: STO: Ft hysteresis diagrams. Bering Strait, Closed; Wind, Off; K^, High; AVT = O.OSv; 
(a) Atlantic: "^Atlma. + footnote atp.63); (b) Pacific: "^Pacma. + ^Pac^in' W Atlantic, 
Pacific, Global, minima and maxima. 
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Figure 6.3: STO: The meridional overturning streamfunction, positive values denote clockwise rota-
tion. From left to right (a) R=0.0, RUN#1 (start of the hysteresis); (b) R= 1.0, RUN#11; (c) R=2.5 
(maximum R), RUN#26; (d) R= 1.0 (same forcing as (b)), RUN#41. 
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Figure 6.4: STO: Zonally averaged T. (a) R=0.0 Sv, RUN#51 (end of the hysteresis); (b) R= 1.0, 
RUN#11 ; (c) R=2.5, RUN #26 (maximum R); (d) R= 1.0 (same R as (b)), RUN#41. Zonally aver-
aged S. (a) R=0.0, RUN#51 (end of the hysteresis); (b) R= 1.0, RUN#11; (c) R=2.5 (maximum R), 
RUN#26; (d) R= 1.0 (same forcing as (b), RUN#41). N.B. I used salinity anomaly values as mask to locate 

land. I could not use temperature, as values over land are not constant. The areas corresponding to a salinity anomaly 

s = O.Opsu are defined as land. R U N # 1 results are masked because the salinity anomaly is O.Opsu everywhere. Therefore 

I show here R U N # 5 1 in which s is in the order of 10~®psu and therefore values of T are not masked. The MOC values 

for R U N # 1 and RUN#51 differ by values on the order of 10~®Sv and therefore I considered them identical. 
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6.2 C R l 

Description String: BS=cl; W=off; K=lo; AVT=lo; R=hyst 

R hysteresis experiment 

BS W K AVT 

Cl/Off lo 

Op/On hi 

The parameters for this experiment differs from those for STO because the horizontal 

diffusivity is lower. As in the previous R-hysteresis experiment a bifurcation occurs in 

both Atlantic and Pacific. The bifurcation structure is not as simple as in STO, but 

can be easily understood. In the Atlantic (Fig.5.8a, p.137) around R = 0.4 the system 

goes through a imperfect pitchfork bifurcation in which the imperfect symmetry of the 

circulation in the basin is broken. As we increase progressively the freshwater forcing 

further, the lower branch encounters another bifurcation point around R = 0.9, and the 

lower stable branch disappears, while the upper (Northern sinking pole-to-pole, NPP) 

branch extends further. Between R = 1.6 and 1.7, we find another bifurcation point 

where a salinity dominated branch becomes stable, coexisting with the NPP branch 

until ca R = 2.1 where that becomes unstable, so that beyond this point we have only 

one stable branch, which is salinity dominated. In the Pacific the bifurcation structure 

does not exhibit such sharp and wide separations as in the Atlantic. The bifurcation 

points coincide with the corresponding ones in the Atlantic, except for the first point. 

Beyond R = 0.8 the Pacific is dominated by a northern sinking circulation and whilst 

there is another separation between the branches, it remains relatively small, and beyond 

R = 1.0 the circulation is practically always in northern sinking pole-to-pole mode. 

Circulation for extreme and standard values of R. The purely thermally forced 

state (RUN#1) is shown in Fig.6.9a, p.138. The Atlantic circulation almost symmet- | r=o.o 

rical in magnitude (-21.23Sv/22.18Sv; Fig.6.8a, p.137, and 6.9a, p.138 ), although 

it is not quite geometrically symmetric as the southern sinking cell intrudes into the 
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northern hemisphere, beneath the northern sinking cell. The Pacific exhibits a southern 

sinking dominated circulation (-39.13Sv/8.68Sv: Fig.6.9a). Compared to experiment 

STO (p.124) the circulation is similar, although the total sinking in the Atlantic is here 

slightly more intense while it is slightly weaker in the Pacific. The salinity field is 

constant as there is no E-P forcing (Fig.A.10a). 

Increasing the freshwater forcing from R = 0.0 to R = 1.0, we follow the lower branch in 

the Atlantic (Fig.6.8a), until we find a bifurcation point near R — 1.0. Here the merid-

ional circulation is in a northern pole-to-pole sinking mode in both oceans^ (RUN#11, 

Fig.6.9b, p.138). The salinity field (Fig.A.10b, p.212)^ is characterised by an overall 

fresher Atlantic compared with the Pacific. 

With further increases of R, we reach the next bifurcation, at about R = 2.1, where 

the twin NPP circulation becomes unstable. There the Atlantic collapses to a weak 

salinity dominated circulation, while the Pacific remains in a pole-to-pole mode. The 

circulation remains stable in this configuration until we reach the maximum value of 

R at 2.5 (RU1\I#26; Fig.6.9c). At this stage in the Atlantic we find only a shallow 

equatorial sinking circulation (ca -19Sv/6Sv), and below this a deeper southern sinking 

cell (ca-13Sv). The Pacific overturning is a very intense pole-to-pole northern sinking 

(0.0Sv/61.05Sv), with a sinking and convective area in the north-east corner. In single 

hemispheric basin experiments (Marotzke (1990); Weaver and Sarachik (1991); Win-

ton and Sarachik (1993)), in a 2D interhemispheric basin model (Wright and Stocker 

(1991)) and in a 3D interhemispheric basin (Weaver and Sarachik (1991)), the salin-

ity dominated circulation, such as that in the Atlantic, is not stable. In fact it leads 

to a gradual diffusive warming up of the deep ocean, which eventually triggers vio-

lent "flushes" due to convective instabilities in the polar regions. As shown here, a 

connected multi basin configuration can, however, support a stable salinity dominated 

circulation, in at least one of the basins. In fact the warm and saline water at depth, 

formed in the salinity dominated basin, is replaced at depth with the cold dense water 

formed at the convection sites of the adjacent basin, thus avoiding the "flushes". As 

we can see in Fig.A.lOg, the deep water in the Atlantic is between 18 and 20°C, while 

'^(Atlantic: 0.0Sv/44.60Sv; Pacific: 0.0Sv/46.95Sv) 
®§A.1.8, p.211 for more details on the thermohaline fields. 
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the Pacific is slightly colder and shows the effect of deep water formation near the 

northern boundary, which has been advected to the South. 

Going back along the Atlantic hysteresis path (Fig.6.8a) the salinity dominated circu-

lation becomes unstable (around R = 1.7), and the system shifts back to the upper 

branch. At R = 1.0 (RUN#41, Figs.6.9d) the system is in a similar state to RUN#11 

(Fig.6.9b).Beyond R = 1.0, we continue on the upper branch until we reach R = 0.0. 

Multiple states. Consider now the pairs of steady states at R = 0.8 (RUN#9 and 

RUN#43) and R = 2.0 (RUN#21 and RUN#31) where we have a significant separation 

between the two branches. 

In Figs.6.10a and 6.10b, p.l39(RUN#9 and RUN#43) we can observe the equilibria 

on the lower and upper branch respectively at R = 0.8. These are similar to the two 

states at R = 1.5 in STO (Fig.6.5). On the lower branch, the Atlantic is dominated 

by a southern sinking pole-to-pole (SPP) mode (27.94Sv/0.70Sv) while the Pacific 

shows a double cell polar-sinking structure (-14.72Sv/20.09Sv). By contrast, on the 

upper branch we have a pole-to-pole northern sinking cell in both Atlantic and Pacific 

(Atlantic: 0Sv/46.25Sv; Pacific; -4.09Sv/45.69Sv). 

The two equilibria at R = 2.0 are shown in Figs.6.10c and 6.10d (RUN#21 and RUN#31),| R = 2 . O | 

for the upper and lower branches respectively. On the upper branch the circula-

tion is a twin northern sinking pole-to-pole mode (Atlantic: 0.0Sv/39.33Sv; Pacific: 

0.0Sv/52.51Sv). Deep water is formed in both oceans in the north-east corner of the 

basin. The lower branch for RUN#26, shows a salinity dominated equatorial sinking in 

the Atlantic (-3.5Sv/-16Sv near the surface) and at depth a weaker southern sinking 

cell; and in the Pacific a pole-to-pole northern sinking circulation (0.0Sv/58.56Sv). 

Summary. The effect of low diffusivity is therefore to allow more stable states in-

cluding especially the presence of stable salinity dominated states. In previous studies 

(see above), which used a single basin geometry, those states were associated with 

"flush and collapse" self-sustained oscillations. By contrast the connected, multiple 
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basin configuration of the model used here, does allow for stable salinity dominated 

states in at least one of the basins. 

Another effect of the low diffusivity is to shift the bifurcations to lower values of R 

(Fig.6.8a, p.137), therefore also allowing for high NADW formation states at lower 

freshwater forcing. It is foreseeable that a greater range of R would be needed in STO 

in order to observe the salinity dominated branch. The overall magnitudes exhibited by 

the two experiments are remarkably similar especially if we consider the upper branch 

of the Atlantic symmetry diagram. The same shift in the bifurcation points occurs also 

in the Pacific although the NPP circulation is now stronger. 

Self-sustained oscillations with millennial and multi-centennial components are found 

for only one run (RUI\I#10; Fig.6.7). Oscillations with two decadal modes beating 

at multi-centennial and multi-millennial timescale are found on the salinity dominated 

branch, with relatively small amplitude (between cal200Kyrs and 1400Kyrs in Fig.6.7).® 

cri Meridional T 

omina 

— ominp 

Figure 6.7: CR1: timeseries of the meridional volume transport. 

®The large error bar shown at R=1 (Fig.6.8, p.137) is a transient overshoot and not a self-sustained 
oscillation. 
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Figure 6.8: CR1: R hysteresis diagrams. Bering Strait, Closed; Wind, Off; K^, High; AVT = O.OSv. 
Symmetry diagram for CR1(red) and STO(grey): (a) Atlantic: "^Atimax + "^Atimin af 
p.63); (b) Pacific: "^Pacmax + ^Pacmin- Hysteresis diagram for CR1: (c) Atlantic, Pacific, Global, 
minima and maxima. 
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Figure 6.9: CR1: The meridional overturning streamfunction, positive values denote clocl<wise rota-
tion. From left to right (a) R=0.0, RUN^51 (end of the hysteresis); (b) /?= 1.0, RUN^11; (c) R=2.5 
(maximum R), RUN^26; (d) R= 1.0 (same forcing as (b)), RUNM1. 
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Figure 6.10: CR1: The meridional overturning streamfunction, positive values denote clockwise 
rotation. From left to right (a) R=0.8, RUN^D; (b) R=0.8 (same forcing as (a)), RUNM3; (c) R=2.0, 
RUN^21; (d) R=2.0 (same forcing as (c)), RUN#31. 
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6.3 CR3 

Description String: BS=cl; W=on; K=hi; AVT=io; R=hyst 

R hysteresis experiment 

BS W K 

Cl/Off lo 

Op/On hi 

In this R hysteresis experiment the model configuration is like that in STO (§6.1, p.124), 

except for the presence of windstress forcing. In Figs.6.11a and 6.11b, p.142 we can 

observe the symmetry diagrams with reference to the STO experiment. The Atlantic 

shows a shift towards northern sinking dominated circulations, but also a shift towards 

high values of R of the bifurcation points. It is conceivable to think about a shift 

towards even higher values of R of the upper branch found in STO. The Pacific is 

globally southern sinking dominated and does not exhibit bifurcations. This experiment 

does not show self-sustained oscillatory states. 

Circulation for extreme and standard values of R. The purely thermally dom-

inated run (RUN#1, Fig.6.12a, p.143) is still a double cell structure but dominated 

now by northern sinking in the Atlantic (-23.67Sv/36.53Sv) and a southern sinking 

dominated circulation in the Pacific (-49.39Sv/0.54Sv).^ 

As we increase R up to 1.0 ( R U N ^ l l , Fig.6.12b, p.143), the symmetry of the thermo-

haline circulation moves towards a southern sinking dominated circulation (Fig.6.11a), 

with the northern cell decreasing and the southern cell increasing (-26.63Sv/29.83Sv). 

The Pacific does not change its circulation pattern, but moves towards a more northern 

sinking dominated mode (Fig.6.l ib), but still has strongly a southern sinking dominated 

pattern at R=1.0 (-41.9lSv/1.67Sv).® 

^The main convection sites are located along the southern boundary and the North Atlantic, while 
deep sinking occurs in the south-east corner of the Pacific and the north-east corner of the Atlantic. 

®§A.1.9, p.214 for more details on the thermohaline fields. 

R=1.0 
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When we reach the maximum R at 2.5 (RUN#26, Fig.6.12c, p.143), we are already 

on the lower branch of the hysteresis. The circulation is southern sinking dominated in 

both basins (Atlantic: -35.43Sv/7.29Sv; Pacific; -27.22Sv/5.97Sv).® 

Returning from R = 2.5 we stay on the lower branch, and after a limit point around 

R = 1.4 we return to the upper branch. RUN#41 at R = 1.0 (Fig.6.12d, p.143) is 

identical to RUN#11 because of the absence of multiple states at this value of R. 

Summary. The effect of windstress on a high diffusivity configuration (compare 

with STO) is to shift the bifurcations towards greater freshwater forcings, as shown 

in Fig.6.11a, p.142 and reduce the separation of alternative states. In the Atlantic 

the northern-sinking pole-to-pole branch, present in STO, is probably shifted out of the 

range of our experiment. Moreover the whole symmetry is shifted towards more positive 

northern sinking values. In the Pacific (Fig.6.l ib, p.142), the multiple states are no 

longer present, and the symmetry is now completely southern sinking dominated. 

It is plausible (compare the results for CRl (diffusivity=low, wind=off), STO (diffusiv-

ity=high, wind=off), CR3 (diffusivity=high, wind=on) in the upper panels of Fig.6.11, 

p.142), that increasing lateral mixing (either by increasing diffusivity, or by activat-

ing the wind-driven circulation or both combined), stretches the bifurcation structure 

towards high freshwater forcings. In the case of the Pacific in Fig.6.lib, p.142 the 

combined effect of wind-on and high diffusivity is to shift the bifurcations outside our 

parameter range. 

No self-sustained oscillations are observed. 

R=1.0 

'§A.1.9, p.214 for more details on the thermohaline fields. 
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Figure 6.11: CR3: R hysteresis diagrams. Bering Strait, Closed; Wind, On; K^, High; AVT= O.OSv. 
^ has been diagnosed ignoring the upper three grid cells containing the wind driven cells. Symmetry 
diagram of experiments CR1 (green; W=off; K=lo), STO(grey; W=off; K=hi) and CR3(red; W=on; K=hi): 
(a) Atlantic: + ^Atimin footnote atp.63); (b) Pacific: "^pacma. + Hysteresis 
diagram for CR3: (c) Atlantic, Pacific, Global, minima and maxima. 
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Figure 6.12: CR3: The meridional overturning streamf unction, positive values denote clocl<wise 
rotation. From left to right (a) R=0.0, RUN#51 (end of the hysteresis); (b) R=1.0, RUN#11; (c) 
R=2.5 (maximum R), RUN#26; (d) R= 1.0 (same forcing as (b)), RUN#41. 
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6.4 CR5 

Description String: BS=cl; W=on; K=io; AVT=lo; R=hyst 

R hysteresis experiment 

BS W K AVT 

Cl/Off lo 

Op/On hi 

In this R hysteresis experiment we again introduced wind, but now associated with low 

diffusivity (cf. CRl, §6.2, p.133 without wind). The bifurcation structure (Fig.6.15, 

p.147) is complicated because of imperfect sampling of oscillations amongst other 

factors. The separation between branches is not as great as in CRl (p.133), with a 

maximum separation on the order of ^ lOSv {^Max in the Atlantic; Fig.6.8c) to be 

compared with ~50Sv in CRl (Fig.6.15c). High values of R exhibit a predominance of 

northern sinking pole-to-pole circulations whereas CR3 (high diffusivity) was southern 

sinking dominated. We note from the large errorbars along the hysteresis diagram 

(Fig.6.15, p.147) for values of R between 1.6 and 1.9 and from the timeseries (Fig.6.14, 

p.146), the presence of self-sustained oscillations occurring on a centennial timescale 

(periods of 200^300yrs, depending on the intensity of the freshwater forcing). The 

salinity timeseries for the deep Pacific and Atlantic (Fig.6.13a) shows a phase difference 

of ~7r between the two basins although the overturning streamfunctions are in phase 

(not shown). Furthermore the intrabasin overturning circulation exhibits a see-saw or 

"flip-flop" oscillation in both basins as shown in Fig.6.13b (p.145) for the Atlantic. 

Circulation for extreme and standard values of R. In this experiment, the purely 

thermally driven run (RUN#1, Fig.6.16a, p.148) shows a "conveyor belt" circula-

tion, with a northern sinking dominated circulation in the Atlantic and a southern 

sinking dominated circulation in the Pacific (Atlantic: -22.04Sv/42.31Sv; Pacific: -

47.68Sv/2.33Sv).^° 

R=0.0 

10 §A.1.10, p.216 for more details on the thermohaline fields. 
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The effect of the wind forcing is inter alia therefore to break the symmetry of the 

equatorial upwelling circulation more completely than in experiment CR3. 

As we increase the freshwater forcing the symmetry in the Atlantic shifts towards a 

southern sinking predominance (Fig.6.15a, p.147) while the Atlantic has an opposite 

trend. At R = 1.0 ( R U N ^ l l ; Fig.6.16b, p.148) the symmetry is dominated by the 

southern sinking cell (Atlantic: -37.25Sv/12.45Sv; Pacific: -38.09Sv/4.92Sv). 

Increasing the forcing, at around R = 2.0, both basin exhibit a pole-to-pole northern 

sinking circulation (Fig.6.15c, p.147). As we reach R = 2.5 (maximum R; RUN#26; 

Atlantic: -2.87Sv/36.67Sv; Pacific: 0.0Sv/77.83Sv) the strength of the MOC has 

decreased in the Atlantic and increased in the Pacific. 

r=1.0 

r=2.5 

Going back to R = 1.0 we find that RUN#41 and RUN#11 belong to the same branch | r=i.o | 

(compare Figs.6.16b, p.148 and 6.16d, p.148). We then go back towards the R = 0.0, 

past the bifurcation on the lower branch (Fig.6.15a, p.147). 

Summary. In this wind-driven, low-diffusivity run, we can observe the re-appearance 

of multiple bifurcations and centennial self-sustained oscillations (Figs.6.15a and 6.15b). 

The oscillations found (Fig.6.13b) have the following characteristics, the northern and 

crS: Pacific and Atlantic deep salinities cr5: Atlantic MOC 

— Pacitic deep S 
— Atlantic deep S 

Figure 6.13: CRS: Timeseries from RUN#18 (R= 1.7) to RUN#20 (R= 1.9) included; each run lasts 
for 4kyrs. (a) Pacific and Atlantic salinities below ^ 1000m; (b) Atlantic overturning streamfunction. 
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southern sinking cells magnitude vary with a phase difference of ~7r in both basins. 

Therefore when the northern sinking cell is growing the southern sinking cell is decreas-

ing in magnitude. Furthermore the deep salinities are also in anti-phase, therefore when 

the Atlantic salinity is at a maximum the Pacific is at a minimum (Fig.6.13a). 
cr5 Meridional Y 

ominp 

Figure 6.14: CR5: timeseries of the meridional volume transport. 
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Figure 6.15: CR5: R hysteresis diagrams. Bering Strait, Closed; Wind, On; K^, Low; AVT = 
O.OSv. W has been diagnosed ignoring the upper three grid cells containing the wind driven cells. 
Symmetry diagrams for experiments CR5(red; W=on; K=lo) and CR3(grey; W=on; K-hi): (a) Atlantic: 
'^Atlmax + "^Atimin # footnote at p.63); (b) Pacific: + ^Pac^in- Hysteresis diagram for 
experiment CR5: (c) Atlantic, Pacific, Global, minima and maxima. 
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Figure 6.16: CR5: The meridional overturning streamfunction, positive values denote clockwise 
rotation. From left to right (a) R=0.0, FIUN#51 (end of the hysteresis); (b) R=1.0, RUN#11; (c) 
R=2.5 (maximum R), RUN^26; (d) R= 1.0 (same forcing as (b)), RUNM1. 
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6.5 CR7 

Description String: BS=op; W=off; K=tii; AVT=lo; R=hyst 

R hysteresis experiment 

BS W K 

Cl/Off lo 

Op/On hi 

This experiment has the same configuration as STO (§6.1, p.124), but the Bering Strait 

is now open. Compared with the homologous experiment with Bering throughflow off 

(see Fig.6.18, p.151 and §6.1, p.124), the system shows little separation between hys-

teresis branches. By contrast in the AVT hysteresis case, under similar conditions, the 

opening of the Bering Strait increases the separation between multiple states {cf. ex-

periments STD (§5.1, p.62) and OFl (§5.5, p.93)). In this experiment the hysteresis 

is more accentuated in the Pacific than in the Atlantic (Fig.6.18c, p.151, but still not 

great. The symmetry diagram of the Atlantic (Fig.6.18a, p.151) lies below the zero line 

for almost the whole of the experiment, therefore it is always southern sinking domi-

nated, except near the origin. Also the Pacific is mostly southern sinking dominated, 

cr7 Meridional T 

ominp 

1-64 1,65 1,66 1.67 1 

Figure 6.17: CR7: Timeseries from RUN#21 (R=2.0) for overturning the streamfunction of the 
Atlantic and Pacific. 
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except for highest values of R (Fig.6.18a, p.151). At R = 2.0 we can observe a large 

errorbar on the hysteresis diagrams, corresponding to "flush and collapse" self sustained 

oscillations with a period of ca 1340yrs. Fig.6.17 shows the timeseries for the "flush 

and collapse" oscillations. Oscillations were not found elsewhere in this experiment. 

Circulation for extreme and standard values of R. In the purely thermally driven 

run (RUN#1; Fig.6.19a, p.152), similarly to the corresponding Bering Closed case | r=o.o 

(compare Fig.6.3a, p.130), the circulation in the Atlantic is fairly symmetric about the 

equator and the Pacific is southern sinking dominated (Atlantic: -18.54Sv/20.34Sv; 

Pacific; -41.44Sv/2.18Sv). 

RUN#11 and RUN#41 are almost indistinguishable by eye (Figs.6.19b and 6.19d, | r=i.o | 

p.152) although they belong to different branches. They are globally dominated by 

southern sinking circulation, as also can be noticed by observing the global MOC.^^ 

Increasing the freshwater forcing amplitude, the Atlantic remains southern sinking dom-

inated, while the Pacific turns into a northern sinking dominated circulation. In par-

ticular at the maximum R = 2.5, the Atlantic exhibits a southern sinking sinking pole-

to-pole circulation (-13.85Sv/0.0Sv), while the Pacific a northern sinking pole-to-pole 

(0.0Sv/54.40Sv). 

Summary. The main effect of the Bering throughflow in this configuration seems thus 

to reduce the possibility of having hysteresis with widely separated branches and sharp 

transitions, but to allow (under specific conditions) millennial "flush and collapse" 

oscillations such as these found by Marotzke (1990); Weaver and Sarachik (1991); 

Winton and Sarachik (1993). It is interesting to note that no such oscillations were 

observed in the Bering Strait closed case (STO, §6.1, p.124). 

^^Minimal differences are observable in the thermohaline fields (compare Figs.A.16b and A.16d, 
p.219; Figs.A.16f and A.16h, p.219) 
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Figure 6.18: CR7: R hysteresis diagrams. Bering Strait, Opened; Wind, Off; K^, High; AVT= O.OSv; 
(a) Atiantic: (cf- footnote atp.63); (b) Pacific: "^Pacma. + ^Pacmin' W Atlantic, 
Pacific, Globai, minima and maxima. 
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Figure 6.19: CRT: The meridional overturning streamfunction, positive values denote clockwise 
rotation. From left to right (a) R=0.0, RUN^51 (end of the hysteresis); (b) R=1.0, RUN^11; (a) 
R=2.5 (maximum R), RUN#26; (d) R= 1.0 (same forcing as (b)), RUNM1. 
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6.6 CR9 

Description String: BS=op; W=off; K=lo; AVT=lo; R=hyst 

R hysteresis experiment 

BS W K AVT 

Cl/Off ' J lo 

Op/On hi 

cr9 Meridional T RUNH21 

In this R hysteresis experiment, the Bering Strait is opened, in conjunction with 

a low diffusivity (Fig.6.21, p.156). This again reduces the size of the hystere-

sis loop (compare with experiment CRl with the Bering Strait closed; §6.2, 133). 

As in CR7 (§6.5, Fig.6.18a, p.151) the 

Atlantic is always southern sinking dom-

inated (6.21a, p.156) while the Pacific 

is only so for the first third of the R 

range. Fig.6.21a again shows large er-

rorbars corresponding to "flush and col-

lapse" oscillations, between R = 1.0 and 

R = 1.5. Compared to the high diffusivity 

case (CR7) the range of values of fresh-

water forcing which allow for this kind 

of self-sustained oscillations is therefore 

wider. An example timeseries is given in 

Fig.6.20. The period of occurrence of streamfunction of the Atlantic and Pacific. The ver-
, , . r tical dash-dotted lines delimit each single 4000yrs 

the flushes varies from ca 1300yrs to run with constant R. 

ISOOyrs depending on the freshwater forc-

ing conditions. 

J 
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Circulation for extreme and standard values of R. The thermally driven RUN#1 j R=o.o | 
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(Fig.6.22a, p.157), is quite symmetric in the Atlantic and southern sinking dominated 

in the Pacific (Atlantic: -20.10Sv/23.84Sv; Pacific: -39.28Sv/8.08Sv). 

When R = 1.0 (RUN#11) we we are in the middle of a "flush and collapse" oscillation. 

In Fig.6.22b, p.157 we can observe the overturning circulation in a "collapsed" state, 

before a "flush" occurs (as we can see in Fig.6.20). The Atlantic shows a weak southern 

sinking pole-to-pole mode, with a maximum of ca-13Sv near the surface. The pacific 

exhibits a pole-to-pole northern sinking cell, with quite a shallow centre, and below a 

small negative cell (-2.62Sv/34.41Sv). 

As we increment R, the Atlantic circulation begins to develop a positive cell in the 

southern hemisphere, which eventually becomes, as we can see in Fig.6.22c (RUN7^26), 

a shallow equatorial salinity dominated sinking. The Pacific deepens its pole-to-pole 

northern sinking cell to full-depth, past R = 1.5, which probably stabilises the water 

column at high latitudes. RUN#26 (at maximum R = 2.5) Fig.6.22c, p.157, shows 

a stable salinity dominated Atlantic and a strong northern sinking Pacific (Atlantic: 

-20.75Sv/7.34Sv; Pacific: 0.0Sv/60.49Sv). 

On the return branch the "flush and collapse" oscillations do not happen at exactly 

the same R values. We have oscillations for R G [1.1,1.5], from RUN#36 to RUN#40. 

RUN#41 (Fig.6.22d, p.157) corresponding to R = 1.0 shows a stable inverse "con-

veyor belt" circulation. The Atlantic is southern sinking dominated with a pole-to-pole 

circulation (-28.44Sv/0.0Sv). The Pacific is northern sinking dominated also with a 

pole-to-pole circulation (-0.95Sv/43.50Sv). In the case of RUN#11 and RUN#41 the 

"degeneracy" of solutions is not only relative to the intensity and pattern of circulation 

but also to the presence/absence of self-sustained oscillations. 

Summary. The opening of Bering Strait, in this case again suppresses the separation 

of the branches, as well as favouring the presence of self-sustained oscillatory modes 

for a larger range of parameter values. It is interesting to note that the "flush and 

collapse" oscillations occur in the range corresponding to the absence of the multiple 

states in the Atlantic observed in the CRl experiment (Fig.6.21a, p.156). Furthermore 

the lower branches of CRl match well with that of CR9, and salinity dominated stable 
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branch also coincides. Also the symmetry hysteresis diagram for the Pacific matches 

well that of CRl, except for the central values (between R = 0.9 and 1.7). 
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Figure 6.21: CR9: R hysteresis diagrams. Bering Strait, Open; Wind, Off; K^, Low; AVT = O.OSv. 
Symmetry diagrams for experiments CR9(red; BS=open) and OR 1 (grey; BS=closed): (a) Atlantic: 
"^Atimax + ^Atimin footoote at p.63); (b) Pacific: + "^Pacmin- Hysteresis diagram for 
experiment CR9: (c) Atlantic, Pacific, Global, minima and maxima. 
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Figure 6.22: CR9: The meridional overturning streamfunction, positive values denote clockwise 
rotation. From left to right (a) R=0.0, RUN#51 (end of the hysteresis); (b) R= 1.0, RUN#11; (c) 
R=2.5 (maximum R), RUN#26; (d) R- 1.0 (same forcing as (b)), RUN#41. 
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6.7 CRB 

Description String: BS=op; W=on; K=hi; AVT=lo; R=hyst 

R hysteresis experiment 

BS W K AVT 

Cl/Off lo 

Op/On hi 

For this R hysteresis experiment I set the windstress on and the diffusivity high with 

the Bering Strait open. If we compare the general hysteresis feature (Fig.6.23, p.160) 

between the Bering Strait closed case (CR3: §5.4, p.86) this R hysteresis experiment, we 

find that the magnitudes and hysteresis diagrams of the THC are generally comparable 

(compare 6.23, p.160, and 6.11, p.142) with some fairly small differences. The most 

obvious feature is that the Atlantic hysteresis width reduces substantially with the 

opening of the Bering Strait, with the circulation becoming more southern sinking 

dominated. The Pacific on the other hand does not show any important change as it 

is clear from Fig.6.23b, p.160. 

Circulation for extreme and standard values of R. The thermally driven circula-

tion (RUN#1; 6.24a, p.161) is characterised by a northern sinking dominated double | r=o.o | 

cell structure in the Atlantic (-21.77Sv/39.42Sv) and a southern sinking circulation in 

the Pacific (-49.28Sv/1.71Sv). 

As we increase R, '^max+^min decreases in the Atlantic (Fig.6.23a, p.160) and increases 

in the Pacific (Fig.6.23b, p.160). At R = 1.0 (RUN#11; 6.24b, p.161) is southern | r=i.o j 

sinking dominated in both oceans, although the Atlantic preserves a significant northern 

sinking cell (Atlantic; -34.00Sv/14.45Sv; Pacific: -42.25Sv/1.53Sv). 

At the maximum freshwater forcing (R = 2.5; Fig.6.24c, p.161) the circulation pattern | r=2.5 j 

does not change although the northern sinking cell in the Atlantic has almost vanished 
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and the southern sinking cell in the Pacific has decreased its transport (Atlantic: -

37.43Sv/3.09Sv ; Pacific:-30.69Sv/0.69Sv). 

Returning along decreasing R, we encounter a bifurcation near R = 1.0 in the Atlantic | r=i.o | 

thermohaline circulation (Fig.6.23a, p.160). The two branches reunites between R = 0.6 

and 0.7 and remain a single branch until R = 0.0. At R = 1.0, RUN7^41 is identical to 

RUN#11 (compare Figs.6.24b and 6.24d, p.161). 

Summary. In this experiment the Bering Strait is open, and lateral diffusivity is 

high. Compared with the Bering Strait closed case (Fig.6.23ab, 160), the width of the 

hysteresis is significantly reduced in the Atlantic, as well as being more southern sinking 

dominated. The Pacific is almost unchanged. No self-sustained oscillations have been 

observed. 
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Figure 6.23: CRB: R hysteresis diagrams. Bering Strait, Open; Wind, On; K^, I-ligh; AVT = O.OSv. 
^ has been diagnosed ignoring the upper three grid cells containing the wind driven cells. Symmetry 
diagrams for experiments 0R9(red; BS=open) and CR1(grey; BS=closed): (a) Atlantic: "^Atlmax + 
"^Atimin footnote atp.63); (b) Pacific: "^Pacmax + Hysteresis diagram for experiment 
CR9: (c) Atlantic, Pacific, Global, minima and maxima. 
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Figure 6,24: CRB: The meridional overturning streamfunction, positive values denote clockwise 
rotation. From left to right (a) R=0.0, RUN^51 (end of the hysteresis); (b) R=1.0, RUN^11; (c) 
R=2.5 (maximum R), RUN^26; (d) R= 1.0 (same forcing as (b)), RUNM1. 
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6.8 CRD 

Description String: BS=op; W=on; K=lo; AVT=io; R=hyst 

R hysteresis experiment 

BS W K AVT 

Cl/Off lo 

Op/On hi 

This R hysteresis experiment (Fig.6.26, p.164) is run under the same parameter setting 

as CR5 (§6.4, p.144) except for the presence of the Bering throughflow. Comparing 

the symmetry and hysteresis diagrams we again find a considerable similarity between 

the two experiments (compare CRD and CR5 in Fig.6.26, p.164 and also the MOC 

snapshots in Figs.6.27, p.165 and 6.16, p.148). The purely thermally driven run is very 

similar (R = 0.0) and also the other extreme (maximum R = 2.5). The thermally driven 

run is northern sinking dominated as in all the other cases where wind is present (CR3, 

§6.3, p.140; CR5, §6.4, p.144; CRB, §6.7, p.l58; CRD, §6.8, p.162). 

With the opening of the Bering Strait the largest bifurcation in CR5 (Fig.6.15a, p.147) 

becomes smaller in CRD (Fig.6.26a, p.164) and also recedes closer to the origin. One 

again observes in Fig.6.26 (164) large errorbars indicating the presence of self-sustained 

oscillations. With respect to CR5 the oscillations again occur in a broader range of 

freshwater forcing in association with lower diffusivity. Fig.6.25a, p.163 shows a time-

series of the oscillations in the MOC and we can notice that it is much "noisier" (with 

higher frequency components) than the one in Fig.6.13, p.145. 

Oscillations. In Fig.6.25, p.163, we can see on the left panel the timeseries for 

R G [1.7,2.2]. For each freshwater forcing amplitude value in the corresponding domain, 

Fig.6.25b, gives the periodogram for the minimum value of the Atlantic MOC. We notice 

that the first periodogram is dominated by a sharp peak at multidecadal timescale with 

also an important multi-centennial component. As we move to higher values of R, the 
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crD: periodograms 
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Figure 6.25: CRD: (a) Timeseries from RUN#18 to RUN#23 (RE [1.7, 2.2]) for overturning the 
streamfunction of the Atlantic and Pacific. The vertical dash-dotted lines delimit each single AOOOyrs 
run with constant R. (b) The penodograms of the six run shown in the timeseries. 

shorter timescale oscillation gives way to longer oscillations, until in the fourth panel 

millennial and multi-centennial components become dominant. On the longer timescale 

the oscillations in the Northern and Southern hemisphere are in phase. The positive 

cell decreases in magnitude when the negative cell increases. The pattern of oscillation 

is similar to that in §6.4, p.144 ("flip-flop" oscillations), with the Atlantic Northern and 

Southern sinking cells in-phase. 

Summary. This run with Bering Strait open, low diffusivity and wind forcing shows 

similarity with the homologous experiment with Bering Strait closed (CR5, §6.4). The 

hysteresis is generally not very pronounced but important self-sustained oscillations are 

present, with periods ranging this time from multi-centennial to millennial timescale 

(see also §6.4, p.144). Therefore the opening of the Bering Strait has also increased 

the period of oscillation of the system^^. 

-In CR5 the oscillation periods were ranging between 200 and ~30Gyrs. 121 
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Figure 6.26: CRD: R hysteresis diagrams. Bering Strait, Open; Wind, On; K^, Low; AVT= O.OSv. ^ 
has been diagnosed ignoring the upper three grid cells containing the wind driven cells; (a) Atlantic: 
"^Atimax + footnote at p.63); (b) Pacific: "^Pac^ax + (c) Atlantic, Pacific, 
Global, minima and maxima. 
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Figure 6.27: CRD: The meridional overturning streamfunction, positive values denote clockwise 
rotation. From left to right (a) R=0.0, RUN#51 (end of the hysteresis); (b) R=1.0, RUN#11; (c) 
R=2.5 (maximum R), RUN#26; (d) R= 1.0 (same forcing as (b)), RUN#41. 



CHAPTER 7 

Discussion 

7.1 Overview 

In this chapter I will discuss the results described in Chapters 2, 5 and 6. In these 

chapters I analysed the stability and hysteresis structure of the global thermohaline 

circulation under different conditions by means of idealised ocean models. In particular 

I have explored the effect of different Atlantic-to-Pacific vapour transport (AVT) and 

global meridional freshwater forcing intensity (R) together with the effect of the Bering 

Strait throughflow, horizontal diffusivity and windstress. 

Three different models have been used for this purpose: 

• The Stommel box model, to demonstrate conceptually the effect of lateral mixing 

on multiple states (Chapter2, §2.1, p.17). 

• The Shaffer and Bendtsen global ocean box model to analyse in a conceptual 

model the effect of AVT, R and Bering Strait throughflow on the stability of the 

system (Chapter 2, §2.2, p.21) . 

• An idealised, three-dimensional, frictional GCM (Chapters, p.37) to perform, 

for the first time, a complete two level multi-way factorial sensitivity experiment 

166 
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incorporating two types of hysteresis experiments in which the control variable is 

either; 

a the Atlantic-to-Pacific vapour transport (AVT; Chapters, p.59). 

• or the global meridional freshwater forcing amplitude (R; Chapter 6, p.122). 

The results obtained by the three-dimensional model experiments both confirm and 

extend the findings with the box models. In particular, in the hysteresis experiment 

performed with the three-dimensional model, I could find (for different combinations 

of the parameters) all of the circulation patterns possible for the Atlantic and Pacific, 

except for stable equatorial sinking in both basins. 

It is useful to consider the symmetry function for the overturning streamfunction, such 

that, 

Sym^a = (7.1) 

S y m ^ , = (7.2) 

If we plot these values on a Cartesian plane we can characterise with one point the 

overall steady state of the system for Atlantic and Pacific (Fig.7.la), although the 

circulation pattern is not quite uniquely defined (because a thermal direct circulation 

and a thermal indirect solution could be represented with the same point on the plane). 

If in doubt we can compare with the standard hysteresis diagram. To emphasise the 

circulation patterns, regardless of the magnitude of the transport, we can normalise 

the symmetry values by the total meridional overturning transport within the basin 

(Fig.7.1b). 

^max I \UTmn 
Y = atl ( J o \ 

\-^max\ I |\Trmm| V • ) 
\ atl I ' I a t / I 
^max I ^min 

= ^pac 
Apac I ̂ jjiax I I I \Tfmm I V • / 

I pac I ' I pac I 

Hence in Fig.7.1 we have the two dimensional map of the application from the 
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Figure 7.1: All the 1784 run from the 24 hysteresis experiments are visualised. For each of the 24 
hysteresis experiment the runs are connected by a line. Figures after the experiment name refer to 
particular AVT or R values, (a) '^rnin + ^max 'S plotted for the Atlantic on the abscissae and for 
the Pacific on the ordinates; (b) idem, but "^rnin + ^mox's normalised by the total basin transport 
I I + I ^ m a x I for each basin (see text). 
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subspace generated by the Cartesian product of the two levels parameter values, 

{BSOpen, BSCIose} x {WindOn, WindOff} x {/thHigh, KhLow} and by the hysteresis 

control parameter values, via the integration of the model to equilibrium. 

The points plotted in Fig.7.1 are, as in the standard hysteresis diagrams (see begin-

ning of Chapters, p.59), the median value taken over the final 3/4 of the integra-

tion timeseries for each run, to eliminate random sampling of oscillations. Excluding 

self-sustained oscillations, the steady state of the two level, multi-way factorial ex-

periment (Chapters5, p.59 and 6, p.122) is mapped into a bounded set (Fig.7.la). 

33 

V 
99 20 

61 

I 

Reverse Conveyor Belt 

140 

296 

527 

429 

Twin Southern Sinking 

¥ 
Twin Northern Sinking 

175 

786 

349 

SPP NPP 

The equivalent dimensionless diagram is 

shown in Fig.7.lb. Xati = 1 o r - 1 corresponds 

respectively to a pole-to-pole northern sink-

ing or southern sinking and similarly for Xpac-

Therefore the corners of Fig.7.lb show dif-

ferent combinations of Atlantic SPP (South-

ern sinking Pole-to-Pole) and NPP (North-

ern sinking Pole-to-Pole), with Pacific SPP 

and NPP. On the four quadrants, as shown 

^ ^ in Fig.7.2, we can therefore identify the Con-
Figure 7.2: Schematic representation of 
Fig.7.1b the figures in the centra! square are veyor Belt, Reverse Conveyor Belt, Twin 
the total number of runs for each quadrant, ~ ^ 
the number of run for each quadrant (exclud- Southern Sinking and Twin Northern Sinking 
ing the edges and corners) are the larger modes as a qualitative classification.^ 
numbers at the center of each quadrant, and 
at the edge and at the corners we have the ,r ^ , r . 
edgeandcomeroccu/rence. now partition the plane {%,ti,Xpac} mto 

squared bins of any size, we can get an idea of 

how the Atlantic/Pacific circulation modes are distributed on the plane, for any given 

subset of the parameter space. Fig.7.2 is already partitioned in four bins. The most 

populated bin is the Conveyor Belt (786 instances), the second is the Twin Southern 

Sinking (527), the third Reverse Conveyor Belt (296) and lastly we have the Twin 

Northern Sinking (175). In the interior we find ~51% of the runs, but there is a large 

^Symmetric modes of circulation would plot near the centre of the diagram. 
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Figure 7.3: Relative frequency of the run for the partition of the plane {Xati, Xpac} (Fig.7.1b) into 
0.1 sided squared bins. The number of runs which fall into each bin has been divided by the total 
numbers of run and plotted, (a) Upper view (b) Three-dimensional view. 

almost empty area representing nearly symmetrical modes. Most of the runs tend to 

stay near the edges, or on the edge, which means that the pole-to-pole modes, in at 

least one of the basins, are most likely to occur in the experiments undertaken. 

A further subdivision of the plane in square bins of side 0.1 is undertaken and the 

number of runs in each bin are shown (Fig.7.3). The most favoured regions are near 

the lower-right corner. If we consider the two by five area defined by the two last bins 

on the r.h.s. along Xati and the five lowest bins along Xpac. we find there about 29% of 

the total runs. Therefore a "Conveyor Belt" circulation with a northern sinking pole-

to-pole mode in the Atlantic and southern sinking in the Pacific is the most favoured 

mode of circulation for the given set of the discretised parameter space explored here.^ 

7.1.1 Multifactorial experiment overview 

I now consider the two way multifactorial experiments described in Chapters5 (p.59) 

and 6 (p.122) and § A.2, p.223 (see also Chapter 4, p.46). The parameters varied on 

^Caveat. The sampling of parameter space is extensive, but not exhaustive or random. So results 
are strongly indicative but not strictly quantitative, therefore should not be interpreted as probabilities. 
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Figure 7.4: The runs in Fig.7.1b have been separated by configuration in the parameter space, 
binned and counted. Each 2D diagram has the equivalent 3D view underneath. There are 223 runs 
for each combination of parameters (one AVTand two R experiments). (a) kh = 
low; wind = off; BS = closed; (b) = low; wind = off; BS = open; (c) = 
low; wind = on; BS = closed; (d) = low; wind = on; BS = open; (e) = 
high; wind = off; BS = closed; (f) kh = low; wind = off; BS = open; (g) Kh = 
high; wind = on; BS = closed; (h) ach = high; wind — on; BS = open. 
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two levels are KH, windstress and Bering Strait, which could be either High(Open) or 

Low(Closed). Therefore we have a total of 2^ configurations. For each configuration I 

have run an AVT-hysteresis experiment (Chapters, p.59) and two R-hysteresis experi-

ments (Chapter 6, p.122 for the AVT = O.OSv case and § A.2, p.223 for the AVT = 0.3Sv 

case) 

In total we have eight cases to be considered. We can display the steady states of 

the experiment corresponding to a given set of parameters on the {xathXpac} as in 

Fig.7.3a. In Fig.7.4 the steady states from the hysteresis experiment for each of the 

eight parameter combinations are displayed. The { % a t i , X p a c } has been partitioned in 

square bins of side 0.1 as described before. For ease of visualisation, two plots are given 

for each case, an upper and a perspective view of a 3D bar chart. 

kh = low; wind = off; BS = closed/open. (Figs.7.4a and 7.4b. Experiments 

CFl (§5.2, p.72), CRl (§6.2, p.l33), CR2 (§A.2.2, p.226) and 0F2 (§5.6, p.l02), 

CR9 (§6.6, p.153), CRA (§A.2.6, p.232).) The low diffusivity and no windstress tend 

to confine the steady states along the edges of the plane (7.4a), therefore a pole-to-pole 

mode is present in one or both basins at all times. (Although in the Pacific at least 

^ 20% of the sinking happens in the North Pacific.) In particular the pattern of circu-

lation in which both basins exhibit a pole-to-pole circulation is favoured. Interestingly 

opening the Bering Strait seems to concentrate the Conveyor Belt mode into a narrow 

area in the phase space, while with the Bering Strait closed the Twin Southern sinking 

mode is enhanced. Furthermore for Xati = 1 the Pacific tends to assume a pole-to-pole 

circulation pattern (7.4b). 

kh = low; wind = on; BS = closed/open. (Figs.7.4c and 7.4d. Experiments CF3 

(§5.4, p.86), CR5 (§6.4, p.l44), CR6 (§A.2.4, p.229) and 0F4 (§5.8, p. l l4) , CRD 

(§6.8, p.162), CRE (§A.2.8, p.235).) The presence of the wind tends to favour the 

presence of a permanent northern sinking cell in the North Atlantic. In fact the Atlantic 

circulation seems to favour either the NPP mode or a circulation around Xati = —0.5, 

which means that 75% of the sinking happens in the Southern hemisphere. The Pacific 

exhibits all kinds of intermediate circulation patterns between the pole-to-pole modes. 
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Globally the most favoured mode of circulation is the Conveyor Belt. Opening the 

Bering Strait does not change very much the pattern on the phase plane, but there is 

a noticeable redistribution of the population from the Conveyor Belt to the corners of 

the pre-existing pattern. The other noticeable feature is that for a NPP Atlantic, the 

Pacific exhibits only pole-to-pole modes. Overall the Conveyor Belt circulation is still 

dominant. 

kh = high; wind = off; BS = closed/open. (Figs.7.4e and 7.4f. Experiments 

STD (§5.1, p.62), STO (§6.1, p.l24), STR (§A.2.1, p.223) and OFl (§5.5, p.93), 

CR7 (§6.5, p.149), CR8 (§A.2.5, p.230).) This case shows a rather similar pattern on 

the phase plane as for the previous case (windstress with low diffusivity), where about 

31% of the population assumes a Conveyor Belt circulation pattern and the rest of 

the bins never exceed ^ 4 % of the total. The Bering Strait opening shifts the relative 

maximum towards the Twin Southern Sinking circulation. All the pattern of circulation 

along Xati = 1 have disappeared except for the Conveyor Circulation, and most of the 

Atlantic circulation is pushed towards a SPP mode (xati = —1)-

KH = high; wind = on; BS = closed/open. (Figs.7.4g and 7.4h. Experiments 

CF2 (§5.3, p.80), CR3 (§6.3, p.l40), CR4 (§A.2.3, p.227) and 0F3 (§5.7, p.l09), 

CRB (§6.7, p.158), CRC (§A.2.7, p.233).) This configuration corresponds to the high-

est lateral mixing available. Almost all the run are confined on the lower quadrants, 

therefore the circulation in the Pacific is either symmetrical about the equator or south-

ern sinking dominated. Although there is always a peak of number of runs around the 

Conveyor Belt mode ( ^ 27%) there are more runs which correspond to a two-cell circu-

lation in both oceans. The majority of the runs are confined with the Pacific in a SPP 

mode and the Atlantic in a northern sinking dominated mode. The Bering Strait open 

configuration is now very similar to the previous case, except that the Conveyor Belt 

peak is now reduced to ^ 22%. The circulations have shifted more towards a southern 

sinking Atlantic, and they are distributed more homogeneously. 
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Summary. Low difFusivity runs tend to be confined to the edges of the phase plane, 

with peaks for combinations of pole-to-pole circulations for each ocean (the corners 

of the phase plane). The presence of the wind tends to shift the steady states of the 

Atlantic to the neighbourhood of Xati = 1 or -0.5. This means that there is always a 

northern sinking component in the Atlantic. Increasing the difFusivity (with no wind) 

has a similar effect. The combined effect of wind and high difFusivity, is to confine 

the steady states to the lower quadrants (southern sinking dominated solution for the 

Pacific). 

Opening the Bering Strait, generally depopulates the area corresponding to the Atlantic 

northern sinking solution. Furthermore the bins relevant to the "Conveyor Belt" solution 

(on the neighbours of {xati = 1, %pac = —1}) are always depopulated or spread by the 

opening of the Strait. This is not surprising because under conditions leading to the 

Atlantic northern sinking, opening the Bering Strait allows an influx of fresh water 

which tends to reduce it. 

7.2 The effect of lateral mixing 

In this section, I will discuss in more detail the results on the effect of lateral mixing 

on the thermohaline circulation, and how it affects the presence of multiple states 

and the hysteresis structure of the system. Starting from simple box models we will 

move to the experiments with the three-dimensional model. The box model study and 

the three-dimensional model simulations confirm and extend the results given in Alley 

et al. (2002) with a Stommel box model, and by Schmittner and Weaver (2001) with 

a two-dimensional model (Wright and Stocker, 1991). 

7.2.1 Lateral mixing in the box models. 

The Stommel box model (§2.1, p.17)) box model is a useful tool to show the effect of 

lateral mixing. In our version, temperature is fixed while salinity is diagnosed. In Eqs.2.8 

and 2.9 (p.18) the part pertinent to the THC is quadratic in S, while the part relevant 
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to the mixing (m) is linear. Since the equation for salt conservation is quadratic, 

with the presence of a modulus for QTHC we obtain three regimes, of which two are 

thermally direct and one is salinity dominated. Enhancing the mixing tends to make 

the linear term in Eqs.2.8 and 2.9 more dominant. In fact for M » 1 the solution 

can be approximated by ^ ^ E/M where the thermal branch and the haline branch 

are approximately consecutive straight lines (Fig.2.3, p.19). As we increase the mixing 

the distance between the stable branches decreases until multiple states disappear (see 

Eq.2.12 (p.19)). Physically as M increases, the salinity gradient between polar and 

equatorial box become smaller, therefore the system become more thermally driven. 

Furthermore we can perform a linear stability analysis of Eqs.2.8 and 2.9, splitting the 

steady state term from the time-dependent perturbation^. It can be readily shown that 

the eigenvalue of the problem is, 

A = ± - 2m (7.5) 

Where the "+" sign relates to QTHC > 0 and the sign to QTHC < 0- All terms 

in Eq.7.5 contribute as negative feedbacks of the system, except +2upS when the 

flow is positive. For QTHC > 0, we find that the system is always locally stable to 

perturbations (A < 0) if the mixing is large enough, and specifically when, 

m > va/\T (7.6) 

or in the dimensionless form 

A f > l (77) 

Moreover since A < 0 for any salinity dominated flow, the flow is always stable (because 

the haline branch is always stable and for M > 1 also the thermal branch is stable). 

As we can see in Fig.2.3, p.19, as we increase the mixing the amplitude of the hysteresis 

decreases until it vanishes at M = 1. The same effect can be also seen in the modified 

Shaffer and Bendtsen box model (§2.2, p.21). In Fig.2.5, p.26 mixing is absent, and 

we can observe the presence of four attractors, whereas in Fig.2.7, p.28 where strong 

— 5" + S", QTHC — QTHC QTHC ^ 
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mixing is present we are left with a single solution. Apart from the mixing all other 

parameters are kept constant. 

The results of the conceptual models therefore show that the presence of multiple states 

is due to the presence of salinity advection feedback, but mixing can reduce or eliminate 

the thermally direct unstable branch. Therefore the saddle node instability becomes 

closer to the haline branch, or absent. In the latter case no multiple states are present. 

7.2.2 Lateral mixing combined with other factors in Goldstein 

Lateral mixing in Goldstein is represented as subgrid horizontal diffusion {cf. the advec-

tion diffusion Eq.3.6, p.38) and also as mixing due to the wind driven circulation. In my 

experiments the diffusion could be set to be high (1210^m^s~^), or low (3E3m^s~^), and 

the wind can be either on or off. When the windstress is active its maximum amplitude 

is 0.8Nm~^, which (as explained in Chapter4, p.46) is larger than the climatological 

value in order to reproduce a more realistic wind driven gyre transport with the given 

high friction parameter. 

7.2.2.1 Sensitivity Analysis 

In §§4.2.2 (p.50) and 4.2.3 (p.52) I have explored the sensitivity of the system to 

different degrees of lateral mixing. The three-dimensional model results broadly confirm 

the results of the Stommel model and the hypothesis proposed in 2.1 (p.17) that in 

a mixed boundary condition model the lateral mixing has more effect on the surface 

salinity field than on the temperature field. It would be of interest to verify if such a 

hypothesis still holds for coupled models (OGCM-hEBM, or OAGCM's). 

7.2.2.2 AVT hysteresis experiments. 

There are many studies on the effect of the AVT on the thermohaline circulation , but 

only Rahmstorf (1995, 1996) has performed a hysteresis experiment on the stability 

of thermohaline circulation to the magnitude of AVT, finding a similarity between the 
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instability mechanisms due to AVT when applied at different latitudes. Others have 

studied the stabilisation (or destabilisation depending on the sign of the variation with 

respect to present day) effect of the AVT on the THC {cf. references in Chapters 

(p.59)). 

In the model used here, because of the geometry of the continents (Fig.4.1, p.48), with 

a zonally constant freshwater forcing, the Pacific tends to become more saline than the 

Atlantic (Fig.5.6a, p.70). The Atlantic-to-Pacific vapour transport, when sufficiently 

strong, can reverse this interbasin salinity difference (Fig.5.6b, p.70) and favour a 

Conveyor Belt circulation. In fact the freshwater transported across the atmosphere 

to the Pacific is subsequently advected back via the Southern Ocean, inhibiting the 

Atlantic southern sinking cell {cf. §5.2, p.72). 

Fig.7.6 (p.181) shows six experiments with different lateral mixing configurations and 

Bering Strait closed (Fig.7.6a, p.181) or open (Fig.7.6b (p.181)). 

Bering Straits Closed 

In the Bering Strait closed case (experiment CFl in grey. Fig.7.6a, p.181), the progres-

sion from low diffusivity, with no wind, to high diffusivity and wind is quite evident. 

Avh = low; wind = off; BS = closed. (Experiments CFl (§5.2, p.72), CRl (§6.2, 

p.133) and CR2 (§A.2.2, p.226).) Experiment CFl {cf. §5.2, p.72) exhibits a large sep-

aration between the main pole-to-pole branches, and the intermediate bi-cell circulation 

is not present. The system shows large self-sustained millennial timescale oscillations 

for negative AVT (Fig.5.10, p.75). 

kh = high; wind = off; BS = closed. (Experiments STD (Fig.7.6a, p.181 in rose 

and §5.1, p.62), STO (§6.1, p.124) and STR (§A.2.1, p.223).) Increasing the diffusivity 

decreases the size of the hysteresis, both in height and width, confirming the behaviour 

of the Stommel box model. Intermediate bi-cell circulations are now possible (Fig.5.7, 

p.71) and the large self-sustained oscillations have vanished. Furthermore overturning 

transport values have decreased due to a smaller meridional density contrast. 
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Following the reasoning by Schmittner and Weaver (2001), for high lateral mixing a 

northern sinking cell can be maintained even with a low poleward surface advection, 

because the mixing can also provide the poleward salinity flux necessary to maintain the 

sinking. Therefore the THC breakdown (saddle node instability) threshold on the high 

NADW formation branch will be closer to the low NADW formation branch. The same 

happens when we are on the lower branch, in fact a freshwater halocline will be weaker 

due to the high rate of mixing, and therefore a smaller AVT will be able to trigger the 

salinity advection feedback. 

ztH = low; wind = on; BS = closed. (Experiments CF3 (§5.4, p.86), CR5 (§6.4, 

p.144) and CR6 (§A.2.4, p.229).) Adding windstress forcing to the low diffusivity 

case, we find a comparable hysteresis over the central values of AVT as for the STD 

experiment (Fig.5.20a, p.90), but the intensity of the circulation for the extreme AVT 

values is augmented (confirming results by Tsujino and Suginohara, 1999). 

Kh = high; wind = on; BS = closed. (Experiments CF2 (§5.3, p.80), CR3 (§6.3, 

p.140) and CR4 (§A.2.3, p.227).) Finally with both high diffusivity and wind-driven 

circulation, the system does not exhibit anymore multiple states nor self-sustained 

oscillations (experiment CFl shown in red. Fig.7.6a, p.181). 

Bering Straits Open 

kh = low; wind = off; BS = open. 

(Experiments 0F2 (Fig.7.6b in grey and §5.6, 

p.102), CR9 (§6.6, p.153) and CRA (§A.2.6, 

p.232).) When the Bering Strait is open, this 

low diffusivity and no wind case exhibits a 

large hysteresis with smaller transitions dis-

tance between the branches at the (probable) 

saddle nodes. The whole symmetry of the At-

Figure 7.5: 0F2: Bering Strait throughflow 
hysteresis diagram. The numbers indicate 
the run number along the hysteresis experi-
ment (cf. Fig.5.2, p.61). 
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lantic is shifted, if compared with the Bering Strait closed case, towards a more southern 

sinking circulation (compare Fig.7.6a and Fig.7.6b). 

Furthermore we have the presence of salinity dominated branches in the Atlantic {cf. 

Fig.5.30, p.103) and the oscillations are now present also in the positive domain of 

AVT {cf. §5.6, p.102).Another feature we can observe is the very low threshold for 

the (probable) saddle node bifurcation from the upper to lower branch, in spite of the 

low diffusivity. What probably happens is that as we decrease AVT (upper branch. 

Fig.7.6b) a northern sinking cell is reinforced in the Pacific, bringing saline surface 

waters at high latitudes, rendering the Bering throughflow more saline. The "kink" 

we can observe at AVT = O.OSv is due to the complete reversal of the Pacific into a 

NPP mode (Fig.5.34c, p.108), which reinforces the northward salinity transport in the 

Pacific. When at AVT = -0.12 the Bering throughflow has become null (Fig.7.5), but 

still the North Atlantic THC is active, and beyond it becomes negative (from Atlantic 

to Pacific). But the negative Bering Strait throughflow gives a contribution to the 

extraction of freshwater from the North Atlantic, and to the advection of low latitude 

saline waters to the North Atlantic, thus lowering considerably the THC breakdown 

threshold. 

kh = high; wind = off; BS = open. (Experiments OFl (Fig.7.6b in rose and §5.5, 

p.93), CR7 (§6.5, p.149) and CR8 (§A.2.5, p.230).) Increasing the horizontal diffusivity 

does not reduce the hysteresis as much as in the Bering Strait closed case. 

When the Bering Strait is open and AVT is positive there is an extra influx of freshwater 

to the North Atlantic which is not balanced by the diffusive flux. Therefore the advection 

feedback becomes important in maintaining the poleward circulation. In this case the 

advective lower threshold before the transition from upper to lower branch is much 

higher, because the Bering Strait freshwater input, maintains the high latitude region 

fresh, despite the high diffusion, and therefore a much higher saline waters poleward 

advection is needed to maintain the thermally direct cell. If we are at the lower branch 

of the hysteresis, a much larger AVT will be needed in order to trigger the poleward 

salinity advection and polar sinking. Therefore the bifurcation points are shifted towards 
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high values of positive AVT and the hysteresis pattern is similar to the experiment with 

low horizontal diffusivity. 

kh = low; wind = on; BS = open. (Experiments 0F4 (§5.8, p.114), CRD (§6.8, 

p.162) and CRE (§A.2.8, p.235).) The low diffusivity wind-driven experiment 

(Fig.5.42a, p.119) exhibits a similar hysteresis pattern to the corresponding Bering 

Strait closed case (Fig.5.20a, p.90), with multiple states for a narrower range of AVT 

values. 

kh = high; wind = on; BS = open. (Experiments 0F3 (Fig.7.6b in red and §5.7, 

p.109), CRB (§6.7, p.158) and CRC (§A.2.7, p.233).) The high diffusivity and wind-

driven case is similar to the Bering Strait closed case, although the hysteresis curve 

is shifted towards high AVT values. This is caused probably by the fact that a higher 

AVT is now necessary to obtain the same circulation due to the Bering Strait input. 

These results therefore confirm and substantially extend the results found with the 

lower order models in §2.1, p.17 and by Schmittner and Weaver (2001) and Alley et al. 

(2002). 

7.2.2.3 R hysteresis experiments. 

Hitherto the only R-hysteresis experiment with a global three-dimensional ocean model 

has been performed by Weijer and Dijkstra (2003b), but, contrary to my results, in 

their configuration they do not find bifurcations, unless they add a freshwater anomaly 

in the North Atlantic. 

The Atlantic symmetry diagrams for the Bering Strait closed 

Fig.6.11a (p.142). 

case are shown in 

kh = low; wind = off; BS = closed. (Experiments CRl (Fig.6.11a (p.142) and 

§6.2, p.133) and CR2 (Fig.7.8a (p.183) and §A.2.2, p.226).) The low diffusivity and 

windstress off case is intricate. For low R values we have a thermal branch, which 
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Figure 7.6: Symmetry diagrams of the Atlantic circulation, AVT experiments. BS closed]: (a) 
CF2(red; Ky\=high, wind-on, BS=closed), STD(rose; Kyi=high, wind=off, BS=closed), CF1(grey; 
KH=IOW, wind=off, BS=closed). BS open : (b) 0F3(red; KH=L^igl^, wind=on, BS=open), OF1(rose; 

KH=high, wind=off, BS=open), 0F2(grey; KH=IOW, wind=off, BS=open). 

bifurcates into an upper NPP branch and a lower SPP branch. The NPP branch ex-

tends to R = ~ 2 . 1 where it becomes unstable and collapses into a salinity dominated 

branch. The SPP collapses into the NPP when R = ~ 0.9. From R = 1.7 to 2.5 a salin-

ity dominated branch becomes stable, with the presence of some oscillations, but not 

flush/collapse oscillations as already discussed {cf. §6.2, p.133). 

Kh = high; wind = off; BS = closed. (Experiments STO (Fig.6.11a (p.142) and 

§6.1, p.124) and STR (Fig.7.8a (p.183) and §A.2.1, p.223).) Increasing the horizontal 

diffusivity, the bifurcation from the thermal branch to the NPP and SPP branches is 

shifted to higher values of R. The thermal branch bifurcates and connects to the SPP 

branch. The NPP branch extends to the extreme of the domain. It is interesting 

that the NPP branch superimposes perfectly to the NPP branch to the low diffusivity 

experiment. 

kh = low; wind = on; BS = closed. (Experiments CR5 (§6.4, p.144) and CR6 

(§A.2.4, p.229).) The wind-forced, low diffusion experiment is shown in Fig.6.15, 
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p.147. There does not seem to be a state with with NPP and SPP coexisting, and 

between R = 1.5 and 2.0 we find intense centennial timescale oscillations (Fig.6.13b, 

p.145). 

kh = high; wind = on; BS = closed. (Experiments CR3 (Fig.6.11a (p.142) and 

§6.3, p.140) and CR4 (Fig.7.8a (p.183) and §A.2.3, p.227).) Introducing both wind-

stress and high diffusivity (Fig.6.11a, p.142) shifts the thermal branch upward and the 

NPP branch is not present at all. It seems that the thermal branch of experiment STO 

which bifurcates before hitting the SPP branch, has shifted with the introduction of 

the wind towards higher values of R, and that the bifurcation leading to SPP and NPP 

branch is out of the range. 

The general impression is a shift towards higher values of R of the bifurcation structure, 

as we increase the lateral mixing. Furthermore, to reach a salinity dominated branch 

with high diffusivity and no wind, we have probably to increase the range of R values 

even further. 

AVT=O.OSv (Fig.6.11a, p.142) and AVT=0.3Sv (Fig.7.8a, p.183) R-hysteresis exper-

iments show a quite different bifurcation structure. The main feature that can be 

observed is that the Pacific ocean behaves very similarly in the two cases and that 

the Atlantic is always northern sinking dominated in the non zero AVT case. The At-

lantic bifurcation structures do not show resemblance except for the trend of the high 

mixing experiments (CR3 and CR4). Alternate states in the AVT=O.OSv and wind-

off experiments (STO and CRl) lie in the northern sinking dominated and southern 

sinking dominated states, while in the AVT=0.3Sv multiple states always lie on the 

northern sinking dominated domain. Finally we can observe that energetic self-stained 

oscillations seem less favoured under AVT=0.3Sv. 

The Bering Strait opening (compare Fig.7.7a, p.183 and Fig.6.11a, p.142) seems to 

have eliminated the major bifurcations from the system, furthermore except for the 

wind driven run, the Atlantic is totally southern sinking dominated. The dominance of 

the southern sinking mode is due probably to the combination of strong precipitation 

at high latitudes and freshwater input through the Bering Strait. However the Bering 
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Figure 7.7: Symmetry diagrams of the Atlantic, R-hysteresis experiments, Bering Strait open 
and AVT=O.OSv case, (a) CRB(red; KH=high, wind=on, BS=open), CR7(rose; Ky^-high, wind=off, 
BS=open), CR9(grey; K,H=IOW, wind=off, BS=open); (b) Bering Strait throughflow hysteresis diagram 
for CRB(black), CR7(red) and CR9(blue). 

o o o o o o o o n 

Figure 7.8: Symmetry diagrams of the Atlantic (a) and Pacific (b), R-hysteresis experiments, Bering 
Strait closed and AVT=0.3Sv case (AVT=O.OSv case in Fig.6.11a, p.142). Experiments CR4(red; 
K,i^=high, wind=on, BS=closed), STR(rose; K^^=high, wind=off, BS=closed) and CR2(grey; k^^=Iow, 
wind=off, BS=closed). 
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Strait throughflow is not always positive, as for strong freshwater forcing it becomes 

negative as shown in Fig.7.7b (AVT=O.OSv case). Large oscillations are present in the 

low diffusivity, no wind case which are removed once we introduce the wind. 

If we consider the same experiments with a prescribed AVT = 0.3Sv the Bering Strait 

throughflow is more intense (Fig.7.9b, p.185) and it is possible to excite in some cases 

a more diversified set of steady states (Fig.7.9). In fact for the low diffusivity, no wind 

case, (grey line in Fig.7.9; see also Fig.A.30, p.232) the upper branch corresponds to 

a NPP mode, while the lower branch is composed of a haline branch (R 1.4) and 

a SPP branch (R < ~ 1.1). By contrast the high diffusivity, wind off case is quite 

similar to the AVT = O.OSv case (Fig.7.7) and the full mixing case (high diffusivity, 

wind on) is more northern sinking dominated, but very similar to the AVT = O.OSv 

case. The domain of existence of energetic self-sustained oscillations seems narrowed 

in the AVT=0.3Sv case. 

Note the difference between the AVT=0.3Sv experiments for the BS open and closed 

cases. In the BS closed case all the states excited during the hysteresis experiment lie in 

the positive domain, while when the Bering Straits is opened also the negative domain 

is being populated. In general if compared with the AVT=O.OSv case, the AVT=0.3Sv 

case seems to favour the presence of energetic self-stained oscillations, especially in the 

Bering Straits open case. 

7.2.2.4 Salinity direct states. 

As shown on various occasions during the AVT and R hysteresis experiments, a stable 

haline direct state is achievable in this model without incurring "flush and collapse" 

oscillations as found in many studies with single basin models (e.g. Marotzke; Weaver 

and Sarachik, 1990; 1991). In this study (7.1) haline states are produced only in 

experiments with low kh and no wind stress, particularly in the Bering Strait open 

configuration. 
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Figure 7.9: Symmetry diagrams of the Atlantic, R-hysteresis experiments, Bering Strait open 
and AVT=0.3Sv case, (a) CRC(red; K[^=high, wind=on, BS=open), CR8(rose; K,H=high, wind=off, 
BS=open), CRA(grey; KH=IOW, wind=off, BS=open); (b) Bering Strait throughflow hysteresis diagram 
for CRC(black), CR8(red) and CRA(blue). 
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Table 7.1: L/H corresponds to Low/High, Off/On, Closed/Open values of KH, Wind and Bering Strait 
respectively. Framed experiments exhibit salinity dominated states. Light blue cells correspond to 
experiment which produced centennial timescale oscillations as the longest period oscillations. Blue 
cells experiments' exhibit millennial timescale oscillations. 

7.2.3 Lateral mixing effects: summary 

The effects of the lateral mixing (wind-driven gyres and horizontal diffusion) are there-

fore: 

a tendency to suppress AVT hysteresis in the system, reducing the distance be-

tween stable branches in the proximity of saddle bifurcations or even removing 
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any bifurcation fronn the system. 

• this effect is however less evident for the R-hysteresis experiment {cf. discussion 

above; Fig.6.11a (p.142)). Different levels of lateral mixing seem to expand 

or contract the bifurcation structure in the direction of the hysteresis control 

parameter. 

• Stable thermally direct states (two-cell circulation) are more likely to occur with 

an adequate lateral mixing. 

• Stable haline dominated states (equatorial sinking) in one of the basins, are more 

likely to occur with lower mixing. 

7.3 Opening/Closing the Bering Strait 

In general opening the Bering Strait makes it less likely that the Northern Sinking 

dominated circulations in the Atlantic (Fig.7.lb, p.168) are excited. As already seen in 

§7.1.1 (p.170) the opening of the Bering Strait favours those states corresponding to 

a southern sinking dominated solution in the Atlantic. 

In the AVT hysteresis experiments the Atlantic overturning symmetry is shifted to-

wards a more southern sinking circulation (Fig.7.6, p.181). But the presence of this 

connection seems to make the hysteresis of the system, more enhanced (Fig.7.6b, p.181) 

as explained in §7.2.2.2 (p.179), as the salinity advective feedback remains important 

even with high horizontal diffusion. 

In the R hysteresis experiments the Atlantic is in the majority of the cases southern 

sinking dominated (Figs.7.7, p.183). Even in the presence of a positive AVT (O.SSv) 

only the lowest lateral mixing case exhibits multiple states with a NPP circulation 

(Figs.7.9, p.185). This is clear if we observe the Bering Strait open and closed hysteresis 

diagram superimposed (Fig.6.18a, p.151 and Fig.6.21a, p.156) where we can observe 

that there are branches in common for southern sinking dominated circulations. The 

wind seems to favour a more northern sinking circulation in both cases (AVT = O.OSv 

and O.SSv). 
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Comparing the homologous steady states (with exactly the same parameters setting) 

in the AVT and R hysteresis experiments we can observe whether they coincide, or 

if they excite different steady states. In Fig.7.10 we can observe the steady states 

corresponding to AVT = 0.0, R = 1.0 and Bering Strait open. We can see that most 

of the states are superimposed (or nearly so), except for CR9 and 0F2. In fact these 

experiments have only one steady state in common. In CR9 there is no NPP state, 

which is present in 0F2. Therefore the Bering Strait open R-hysteresis experiments 

might have steady states which we could reach with our numerical integrations, which 

correspond to northern sinking dominated states. 

We could find salinity direct circulations with equatorial sinking in the Atlantic, only 

for the lowest lateral mixing case (Tab.7.1, p.185). This occurred in one out of three 

cases for the Bering closed case, but in three out of three cases for the experiment 

with the Bering Strait open. This might be caused, in our case, by a more symmetrical 

basin (symmetrical latitudinal extension and symmetrical connections with the Pacific) 

which could stabilise the equatorial sinking solution. 

Also I Self-sustained oscillations seems to be favoured by the presence of the Bering 

Strait (Tab.7.1, p.185), especially millennial scale oscillations. Out of the four con-

figurations with Bering Strait open, three (LLH, LHH and HLH) exhibit millennial 

oscillations. This could be due to the increase of inter-basin degree of freedom, which 

could increase the excitable modes of the system. 

7.4 Oscillations 

All the hysteresis experiment conducted with low diffusivity (kr)- but one (CR2), exhibit 

self-sustained oscillations (Tab.7.1, p.185). We find also oscillations with high kh (case 

HLH) when the Bering Strait is Open. As previously stated the Bering Strait opening 

seems to favour self-sustained oscillations, especially on the millennial timescale. How-

ever, the combination of high diffusivity and wind (case HHL and HHH) does not show 

any self-sustained oscillations. 
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Figure 7.10: Multiple steady states related to AVT=O.OSv and R=1 are plotted from the relevant 
hysteresis experiments. 

7.4.1 "Flush and relaxation" oscillations in the AVT hysteresis 

experiments. 

In addition to the classical millennial "flush and collapse'"^ oscillations (Weaver and 

Sarachik, 1991) we found millennial "flush and relaxation" oscillations^ in which a vio-

lent two-cell circulation in the Pacific (the flush) and a SPP circulation in the Atlantic is 

alternated with a still energetic overturning circulation (Fig.5.10, p.75). The oscillation 

seems to be forced by the differential in salinity between Pacific and Atlantic. In fact 

the timeseries of the deep Atlantic and Pacific reveal that variations in salinity in the 

Atlantic are in anti-phase with respect with the Pacific deep salinity (Fig.5.l ib, p.76). 

I therefore suggest that the "flushes" are triggered in order to re-balance inter-basin 

buoyancy imbalances.® These oscillations are found only for the lowest mixing values. 

Other oscillations were also excited in the AVT hysteresis experiments, with different 

timescales and magnitude, but the same anti-phase relationship between deep Pacific 

and Atlantic salinities {cf. the centennial oscillations in §5.8, p.114). 

'^Found only in the R hysteresis experiments in the absence of wind and Bering Straits open. 
®See experiments CF l (§5.2, p.72) and 0F2 (§5.6, p.102). 
®These "flush and relaxation" oscillation are present also elsewhere. See §5.6, p.102. 
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7.4.2 "Flip-flop" oscillations in the R hysteresis experiments 

I have also found in the R-hysteresis experiments multi-centennial oscillations which 

involve a in-phase variation of the southern and northern overturning cells in the Atlantic 

and Pacific (see §6.4, p.144). This means that the Atlantic ocean oscillates between 

two extremes, a quasi-NPP and a quasi-SPP mode (Fig.6.13b, p.145). 

Once again the Atlantic and Pacific deep salinities oscillate in anti-phase (Fig.6.13a, 

p.145), presumably as the system seeks to re-establish the salinity differences due to 

the different latitudinal extensions of the basins. While the temperatures (not shown) 

oscillate in-phase, probably depending on the overturning direction (which is in-phase). 

(see also §6.8, p.162). 

These oscillations are found for lowest lateral mixing value. 

7.5 Time integration hysteresis experiments and 

steady state solvers. 

It can be argued that for bifurcation studies such as these, the use of time integration of 

numerical models is not the most appropriate method to explore the parameter space, 

although until recently it was the only method available. With the introduction of 

mathematical methods for the solution of general circulation models (GCM), such as 

the continuation techniques, one is able to find all the fixed points (stable, unstable 

and oscillatory steady states) of the system in the parameter space (Dijkstra, 2000; 

Weijer and Dijkstra, 2003b). 

In fact as shown in one case in Fig.7.10, p.188, the time integration technique is not a 

"sufficient" method in order to find all the available fixed points of a system. On the 

other hand with a fast model, such as Goldstein, we can also appreciate the dynamical 

behaviour of the system (such as different modes of oscillations), and have a quite 

effective and exhaustive mapping of the behaviour of such a system in the parameter 

space. 
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I believe that direct resolution of steady states and the time integration of circulation 

models, are complementary tools, which may be in future be used together to im-

prove our understanding of the dynamics underlying the regime changes in the ocean 

circulation. 



CHAPTER 8 

Conclusions 

In this thesis I have described a major exploration of parameter space using an inter-

mediate complexity ocean-only model, and shown that: 

• such an intermediate complexity model is able to reproduce all the possible pattern 

of circulations found with a range of models with different complexity. Neverthe-

less the most favourable state found in the range of parameters explored is the 

"conveyor belt" circulation, as in the present world, and the least favoured the 

"twin northern sinking" mode. A pole-to-pole mode in at least one of the main 

basins is also favoured, while intermediate bi-cellular circulations are favoured by 

high lateral mixing. 

• In AVT hysteresis experiments, the effect of lateral mixing (wind and diffusion) 

is to reduce the hysteresis structure of the system, based on the hypothesis that 

mixing affects surface temperatures less than salinities. R hysteresis experiments 

show a shift of the bifurcation point towards higher forcings. Sensitivity analysis 

and the Stommel box model show that high lateral mixing produces a more 

thermally dominated THC. 

• Opening the Bering Straits connection favours southern sinking solutions in the 

Atlantic. Furthermore it can enhance the possibility to have self-sustained os-

191 
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dilations, while the bifurcation structure associated with the opening/closing of 

the strait depends on the way hysteresis is excited. 

• A stable salinity-dominated circulation is possible in a multi-basin model. 

• "Flush and relaxation" oscillations are found, characterised by very energetic 

flushes alternating with active circulation, with periods from multi-centennial to 

millennial. They are found in AVT hysteresis experiments for the lowest lateral 

mixing value. 

• "Flip-flop" oscillations are found, where the northern and southern sinking cells 

are in phase. These oscillations are found in R hysteresis experiments for the 

lowest lateral mixing value. Both "flush and relaxation" and "flip flop" oscillations 

are probably related to inter-basin imbalances in salinity. 

The results above confirm and extend the analytical results on the effect of lateral 

mixing in the Stommel box model (shown in §2.1 (p.17), in which I quantified the 

qualitative results given in Alley et al., 2002), and the multifactorial experiment 

undertaken using the Shaffer and Bendtsen (1994) model in §2.2 (p.21). 

It is reassuring that under the very different conditions, at which the model was sub-

jected, the "conveyor belt" circulation emerges as most frequent, therefore a quite 

robust feature of the system (this is in general true for various GMCs and AOGCMs; 

see for example Hughes and Weaver, 1994). In various global warming experiments 

(e.g. Thorpe et a/., 2001; Latif et al., 2000) it is found that Atlantic-to-Pacific vapour 

transport is reinforced, stabilising a "conveyor" mode of circulation as also confirmed 

by this thesis, although we have observed that when AVT is weak or zero (as during 

the last glaciation according to Miller and Russell, 1990), the Atlantic pole-to-pole 

circulation tends to split into a two-cell weaker circulation. We found, in our purely 

oceanic case, that with an increased water cycle the THC could be reinforced as was 

also found by Rahmstorf (1996); Dijkstra and Molemaker (1997); Weijer and Dijkstra 

(2003b). This is in contrast with the results of global warming experiments in coupled 

models, in which a weakening of the Atlantic THC occurs (e.g.Thorpe et al., 2001), 
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when the atmospheric meridional freshwater transport increases . This inconsistency 

is due certainly to the fact that in ocean only models moisture and heat transport 

feedbacks by the atmosphere are not present. 

During the Last Glacial Maximum, some studies find enhanced windstress over the 

oceans {e.g. Shin et al., 2003; Hewitt et al., 2003); this could have made the associated 

oceanic circulation stronger and therefore, according to my results, the multiple states 

of the oceans closer one another or absent. Furthermore in the experiments presented 

we find that the presence of the wind inhibits self-sustained oscillations. In the lightof 

this result, the large climatic fluctuations that we observe during the last glacial period 

(Dansgaard et al., 1993), are due to external forcings on the ocean, rather then self-

sustained oscillations of the THC. 

Future work The use of such an intermediate complexity model combines computa-

tional efficiency with a better representation of the physics than box and 2D models. It 

reveals itself a very efficient tool to explore the parameter space. Possible future work 

will include experiments to confirm the robustness of the results achieved in this thesis, 

such as: 

• The use of a version of Goldstein with isopycnic diffusion to verify if there are 

differences from the results presented. 

• Undertake a multi-factorial experiment with a more realistic model, such as the 

higher resolution version of Goldstein, with more realistic boundary conditions 

and topography (Marsh et al., 2002). 

• A parameter space exploration (two-level multifactorial experiments with one 

equilibrium run for each parameter combination) with a coupled model such as 

"Famous" (Jones, 2003), and explore the feedbacks induced or suppressed by the 

augmented degrees of freedom of the system. 

• As already mentioned Shin et al. (2003) and Hewitt et al. (2003) find that during 

the LGM the windstress over the ocean was enhanced. The bifurcation structure 
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of the global THC could be influenced by different wind regimes. Therefore 

it would be interesting to explore the presence of multiple equilibria in a LGM 

simulation. 



Appendix A 

A . l Thermohaline fields 

A.1.1 C F l 

Addenda to p.72, line 1, RUI\ I#1. (Figs.A.la, p.197, and A.2a, p.l98)The over-

all salinity is higher in the Pacific with a structure similar to that of the Atlantic in 

STD;RUN#21 (Fig.5.6b, p.70) where we had a "conveyor belt" circulation. The At-

lantic salinity is almost everywhere less than 34.4psu, and also at depth we cannot 

find traces of saline water masses. It seems that the fresher north Atlantic surface 

water is sunk and then exported to the Southern Ocean. On the other hand freshwater 

is also imported from the Southern Ocean at the surface because of the pole-to-pole 

circulation. The Pacific is again more saline because the latitudinal extension of the 

basin does not include the precipitative latitudinal bands in the northern hemisphere. 

The pole-to-pole circulation shifts the surface salinity maximum towards the sinking 

area, thus making the deep Pacific saline. Hence the salinity is maintained high within 

the Pacific basin. The Indian Ocean overturning streamfunction (not shown) exhibits 

a shallow positive cell ('^9.5Sv maximum, at ^ -250m) in the northern part of the 

basin, and a deeper negative cell (~-6Sv maximum, at ~-2500m) filling almost the 

entire latitudinal span. This is testified by the salinity distribution within the basin. 

Furthermore, the deep Atlantic water masses are exported to the Indian Ocean and 

195 
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there upwelled through the southern sinking cell in the Southern Ocean. 

Addenda to p.73, line 1., R U N # 2 1 . (Figs.A.lb, p.197, and A.2b, p.198) The deep 

Pacific is now filled with the saline NADW, and the surface shows the effect of the AVT 

forcing, exhibiting the lowest salinities of the global ocean. The effect of deep water 

formation in the Atlantic is quite evident, and also testified by the presence of deep 

convection (Fig.5.9b, p.74). The Indian ocean circulation pattern (-7.83Sv/5.51Sv) is 

similar to the Pacific one (although the salinity distribution pattern resembles that of 

the Atlantic), and therefore it is plausible that is NADW which dominates at depth. 

The shallow northern sinking cell cannot sink saline shallow waters beyond ^ 1000m 

and there is convection activity. The other active convection site is in the Southern 

Ocean, south of the Pacific Ocean (Fig.5.9b, p.74). 
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Figure A.I: CF1: Zonally averaged S, (a) AVT =0.0 Sv, RUN#1 (start of the hysteresis); (b) 
AVT=2.4 Sv, RUN#21 (maximum AVT); (c) AVT=0.0 Sv, RUN #41 (forced under the the same B.C. 
as (a)); (d) AVT =-2.4 Sv (minimum AVT); (e) AVT=O.OSv, RUN#81. 
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Figure A.2: CF1: Zonally averaged T, (a) AVT =0.0 Sv, RUN#1 (start of the hysteresis); (b) 
AVT=2.4 Sv, RUN#21 (maximum AVT); (c) AVT=0.0 Sv, RUN #41 (forced under the the same B.C. 
as (a)); (d) AVT =-2.4 Si/ (minimum AVT); (e) AVT=O.OSv, RUN#81. 
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A.1.2 CF2 

Addenda to p.82, line 1., R U N # 1 . (FigA.3, p.200) Compared with the standard 

experiment (STD) the salinity field shows less extreme values (compare Figs.5.6a, p.70 

and A.3a, p.200), due to the horizontal stirring action of the wind. For example the low 

latitude shallow waters are much more saline in STD, as well as the shallow freshwater 

caps in the North Atlantic and southern Indian Ocean are no longer present. Although 

the extreme temperatures at the surface remains almost unvaried, the cold tongues in 

the extreme latitudes of the Atlantic and the southern Indian Ocean have disappeared 

(cf. Figs.5.6e and A.3e). 
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Figure A.3: CF2: Zonally averaged S, (a) AVT =0.0 Sv, RUN#1 (start of the hysteresis); (b) 
AVT=2.4 Sv, RUN#21 (maximum AVT); (c) AVT=0.0 Sv, RUN #41 (forced under the the same B.C. 
as (a)); (d) AVT= -2.4 Sv (minimum AVT). Zonally averaged T, (e) AVT= 0.0 Sv, RUN#1 (start of the 
hysteresis); (f) AVT=2.4 Sv, RUN#21 (maximum AVT); (g) AVT =0.0 Sv, RUN #41 (forced under the 
the same B.C. as (e)); (h) AVT =-2.4 Sv (minimum AVT). 
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A.1.3 CF3 

Addenda to p.87, line 1., R U N # 2 1 . (Fig.A.13, p.215) The Atlantic NADW for-

mation is evident in the thermohaline fields (Fig.A.4b and A.4f) and also at depth in 

the Indian Ocean where the NADW is being propagated (Fig.A.4b). The deep Pacific 

remains relatively fresher than Atlantic and Pacific, while the surface is affected strongly 

by the input of atmospheric freshwater. We can notice the effect of the southern sinking 

in the temperature and salinity fields of southernmost segment of the Pacific. 

Addenda to p.87, line 1 on the differences between STD and CF3. 

MOT Atl. Min. Atl. Max. Pac. Min. Pac. Max. 

STD(Wind Off;K high; Fig.5.4c) -26.23SV 65.67SV -41.47SV 25.98SV 

CF3(Wind On;K low; Fig.5.20c) -48.76SV 82.78SV -48.33SV 69.76SV 

Table A. I : CF3: Maximum overturning values forAVTE [—2.4, 2.4]. 

Addenda to p.88, line 1 on multiple states. (Fig.A.5, p.203) Fig.5.22a (p.92) 

and, Figs.A.5a (p.203) and A.5c (p.203) show respectively the meridional overturning 

streamfunction and the thermohaline fields relative to the lower branch of the bifurcation 

diagram of the Atlantic on Fig.5.20c (p.90). Fig.5.22b (p.92) and Figs.A.5b (p.203) 

and A.5d (p.203) correspond to the upper branch under the same forcing. 

The thermohaline fields (Fig.A.5, p.203) are different in the Atlantic Ocean. RUN#2 

exhibit a freshwater cap on the North Atlantic that inhibits a northern sinking cell. Both 

temperature and salinity fields show the evidence of convective activity and southern 

sinking in the southernmost part of the basin.On the other hand in RUN#40 the middle 

and deep Atlantic is filled with waters with North Atlantic origin. 

Although the circulation in the Pacific (Fig.5.22a, p.92) and Indian Ocean (not shown) 

are similar in the two cases, the salinity fields are different, noticeably the deep ocean 

is more saline in RUN#2, and also the surface salinity shows higher values. The 

temperature fields have a similar pattern in both cases. 
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Figure A.4: CF3: Zonally averaged S, (a) AVT =0.0 Sv, RUN#1 (start of the hysteresis); (b) 
AVT=2.4 Sv, RUN#21 (maximum AVT); (c) AVT=0.0 Sv, RUN #41 (forced under the the same B.C. 

as (a)); (d) AVT =-2.4 Sv (minimum AVT). Zonally averaged T, (e) AVT =0.0 Sv, RUN#1 (start of the 
hysteresis); (f) AVT=2.4 Sv, RUN#21 (maximum AVT); (g) AVT =0.0 Sv, RUN #41 (forced under the 

the same B.C. as (e)); (h) AVT =-2.4 Sk, RUN#61 (minimum AVT). 
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Figure A.5: CF3: Zonallyaveraged TandS, (a) AVT=0.12Sv, RUN#2; (b) AVT=0.12Sv, RUN#40. 

A.1.4 OF l 

Addenda to p.95, line 1., R U N # 1 (A.6, p.205) The North Atlantic is charac-

terised, as already mentioned, by a freshwater cap (Fig.A.6a, p.205) due to the south-

ern sinking overturning circulation (Fig.5.26a, p.99) which does not compensate for the 

freshwater input from precipitation and the Bering Strait throughflow. In the South 

Pacific we can observe the effect of ventilation (Fig.A.6a, p.205), as the southernmost 

salinities propagate down to the bottom. The main deep convection sites are located 

along the southern boundary, and the main deep sinking site is located in the south-east 

corner of the Pacific, along the same boundary. The salinity and temperature fields in 

the Pacific are very similar to that of the homologous standard experiment (compare 

Fig.5.6a, p.70. 

Addenda to p.95, line 1., R U N # 2 1 The thermohaline fields also reveal some 

differences between the Bering Strait open and closed experiments. The Atlantic deep 
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water is slightly more saline than in STD and the presence of a small halocline in 

the upper northernmost area is visible (Fig.A.6b, p.205 and Fig.5.6b, p.70), otherwise 

the general structure is similar. The Pacific Ocean shows a similar salinity spatial 

distribution, but in OFl the deep ocean is slightly more saline. The temperature fields 

reveal a warmer Atlantic than in STD. In the Pacific and Indian Ocean we find the 

bottom layer being ca l °C warmer than the above intermediate layers (Fig.A.6f, p.205 

and Fig.5.6f, p.70). 

Addenda to p.95, line 1., R U N # 4 1 There are some small differences in the ther-

mohaline fields, like the deep Atlantic salinity and the northward intrusion of interme-

diate waters of Southern Ocean origin (Figs.A.6c, p.205 and A.6a, p.205). 
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Figure A.6: 0F1: Zonally averaged S, (a) AVT =0.0 Sv, RUN#1 (start of the hysteresis); (b) 
AVT=2.4 Sv, RUN#21 (maximum AVT); (c) AVT =0.0 Sv, RUN #41 (forced under the the same B.C. 
as (a)); (d) AVT= -2.4 Sv (minimum AVT). Zonally averaged T, (e) AVT= 0.0 Sv, RUN#1 (start of the 
hysteresis); (f) AVT=2.4 Sv, RUN#21 (maximum AVT); (g) AVT=0.0 Sv, RUN #41 (forced under the 
the same B.C. as (e)); (h) AVT =-2.4 Sv, RUN#61 (minimum AVT). 
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Figure A.7: 0F2: Zonally averaged S, (a) AVT =0.0 Sv, RUN#1 (start of the hysteresis); (b) 
AVT=2.4 Sv, RUN#21 (maximum AVT); (c) AVT=0.0 Sv, RUN #41 (forced under the the same B.C. 
as (a)); (d) AVT =-2.4 Sv (minimum AVT). Zonally averaged T, (e) AVT =0.0 Sv, RUN#1 (start of the 
hysteresis); (f) AVT=2.4 Sv, RUN#21 (maximum AVT); (g) AVT=0.0 Sv, RUN #41 (forced under the 
the same B.C. as (e)); (h) AVT =-2.4 Sv, RUN#61 (minimum AVT). 
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Figure A.8: 0F3: Zonally averaged S, (a) AVT =0.0 Sv, RUN#1 (start of the hysteresis): (b) 
AVT=2.4 Sv, RUN#21 (maximum AVT); (c) AVT=0.0 Sv, RUN #41 (forced under the the same B.C. 
as (a)); (d) AVT =-2.4 Sv (minimum AVT). Zonally averaged T, (e) AVT =0.0 Sv, RUN#1 (start of the 
hysteresis); (f) AVT=2.4 Sv, RUN#21 (maximum AVT); (g) AVT=0.0 Sv, RUN #41 (forced under the 
the same B.C. as (e)); (h) AVT=-2.4 Sv, RUN#61 (minimum AVT). 
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A.1.7 0F4 

Addenda to p.114, line 1., R U N # 1 (Fig.A.9, p.210) The thermohaline fields are 

very similar between RUN#1 in 0F4 and CF3 (compare Figs.A.9, p.210 and Fig.A.4, 

p.202). The convection distribution pattern is also almost everywhere equal (not 

shown), with the main deep convection site along the southern boundary, extending 

from the tip of America to the beginning of Indian Ocean. The effect of convective 

activity is visible in the T and S zonally averaged fields of the Atlantic in Figs. A.9a and 

A.9e, where the southernmost column is well mixed by convection. The main sinking 

site is a grid point on the south-east corner of the Pacific, along the southern boundary 

(not shown), and does not coincide with a deep convection site (Marotzke and Scott 

(1999)). 

Addenda to p.115, line 1., R U N # 2 1 The Pacific salinity is very low at the sur-

face due to the high AVT (Fig.A.9b, p.210), and the temperature show the effect of 

convective mixing in the southernmost part (Fig.A.9f, p.210). The Atlantic salinities 

are very high on the surface, even higher than in CF3, due to the slower pole-to-pole 

circulation. There is also a maximum of salinity approximately in correspondence with 

the overturning maximum. The deep sinking and convection occur in the northernmost 

part of the basin. 

Addenda to p.116, line 1., multiple states. In the southern sinking mode 

(RUN#7) the deep convection sites are located along the southern boundary, mainly in 

the longitudinal extension of the Atlantic and Indian Oceans, and some grid cells also 

in the eastern end of the Pacific. As we move on the upper branch of the hysteresis 

(RUN:j^35) the sites in the Atlantic and below Africa remain, and another site becomes 

active on the northern boundary of the Atlantic. 

In the transition from RUN#7 to RUN#35 the sinking site in the Southern Pacific 

(southeast corner of the basin, along the southern boundary) is unchanged, while the 

NADW formation is switched on. 

AVT=0,0Sv 
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We can observe the effect of the convective mixing in the southern Atlantic in Fig.5.45 

(p.121). The southern sinking mode (RUN#7; Figs.5.45a and 5.45c, p.121) is charac-

terised by a low salinity and cold water at depth and a freshwater cap in the northern 

part of the basin, while the northern sinking mode (RUN#36; Figs.5.45b and 5.45d, 

p.121) shows a high salinity and higher temperature at depth due to the equatorial 

saline waters sunk as NADW. A warmer tongue of water entrained to depth in the 

North Atlantic is also visible. 
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Figure A.9: 0F4: Zonally averaged S, (a) AVT =0.0 Sv, RUN#1 (start of the hysteresis); (b) 
AVT=2.4 Sv, RUN#21 (maximum AVT); (a) AVT=0.0 Sv, RUN #41 (forced under the the same B.C. 
as (a)); (d) AVT= -2.4 Sv (minimum AVT). Zonally averaged T, (e) AVT= 0.0 Sv, RUN#1 (start of the 
hysteresis); (f) AVT=2.4 Sv, RUN#21 (maximum AVT); (g) AVT=0.0 Sv, RUN #41 (forced under the 
the same B.C. as (e)); (h) AVT =-2.4 Sv, RUN#61 (minimum AVT). 
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A.1.8 CRl 

Addenda to p.134, line 1., R U N # 1 1 , R = 1.0. (Fig.A.10, p.212) The salinity field 

(Fig.A.10b, p.212) is characterised by an overall fresher Atlantic, in fact its value is less 

than 34.4psu almost everywhere, while the salinity of the Pacific is over 35.2psu in most 

of the basin. The effect of the pole-to-pole overturning circulation is visible in both 

basins, with a freshwater cap in the Southern Ocean and the northward displacement 

of the surface contours (e.g. the contour relative to 34.2psu in the central panel of 

Fig.A.10b, p.212). If we observe the temperature fields (Fig.A.lOf, p.212), the Pacific 

is warmer than the Atlantic where we found that the coldest water masses are formed. 
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Figure A.10: CR1: Zonally averaged S, (a) R=0.0, RUN#51 (end of the hysteresis); (b) R= 1.0, 
RUN#11; (c) R=2.5 (maximum R), RUN#26; (d) R=1.0 (same forcing as (b)), RUN#41. Zonally 
averaged T, (e) R=0.0, RUN#51 (end of the hysteresis); (f) AVT= 1.0, RUN#11; (g) R=2.5, RUN #26 
(maximum R); (h) R= 1.0 (same forcing as in (f)), RUN#41. (cfrnote on Fig.6.4) 
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Figure A.11: CR1: Zonally averaged S, (a) R=0.8, RUN#9; (b) R=0.8 (same forcing as (a)), 
RUN#43; (c) R=2.0, RUN#21; (d) R=2.0 (same forcing as (c)), RUN#31. 
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Figure A.12: CR1: Zonally averaged T, (a) R=0.8, RUN#9; (b) R=0.8 (same forcing as (a)), 
RUN#43; (c) R=2.0, RUN#21; (d) R=2.0 (same forcing as (c)), RUN#31. 
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A.1.9 CR3 

Addenda to p.140, line 1., R U N # 1 1 , R = 1.0. (Fig.A.13, p.215) As observable 

from the thermohaline fields, the southern ocean is quite well vertically mixed by con-

vection (Figs.A.13b and A.13f, p.215), and also the North Atlantic shows the effect 

of mixing and sinking (more obvious in the zonally averaged salinity field). The main 

sinking site is in the south-east corner of the Pacific. 

Addenda to p.141, line 1., R U N # 2 6 , R = 2.5. Deep convection occurs in the 

Southern Ocean (between grid-point 4 and 10 included; compare Fig.5.15 (p.83) for 

basin geometry), while sinking occurs mainly in the south-east corner of the Pacific but 

also in the south-east corner of the Atlantic. The effect of convection is observable in 

the thermohaline fields (Figs.A.13c and A.13g, p.215). 
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Figure A.13: CR3: Zonally averaged S, (a) R=0.0, RUN#51 (end of the hysteresis); (b) R=1.0, 
RUN#11; (c) R=2.5 (maximum R), RUN#26; (d) R=1.0 (same forcing as (b)), RUN#41. Zonally 
averaged T, (e) R=0.0, RUN#51 (end of the hysteresis); (f) AVT= 1.0, RUN#11; (g) R=2.5, RUN #26 
(maximum R); (h) R= 1.0 (same forcing as in (f)), RUN#41. (cfrnote on Fig.6.4) 
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A.1.10 CR5 

Addenda to p. l44, line 1., R U N # 1 , R = 0.0. (Fig.A.14, p.217) The salinity field 

is uniformly constant (Fig.A.14a, p.217) and the temperature field shows the effect 

of convection activities at high latitudes (Fig.A.14e, p.217). The main deep sinking 

occurs in the north-east corner of the Atlantic and south-east corner of the Pacific (not 

shown). 
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Figure A.14: CR5: Zonally averaged S, (a) R=0.0, RUN#51 (end of the hysteresis); (b) R= 1.0, 
RUN#11; (c) R=2.5 (maximum R), RUN#26; (d) R=1.0 (same forcing as (b)), RUNMI. Zonally 
averaged T, (e) R=0.0, RUN#51 (end of the hysteresis); (f) AVT= 1.0, RUN#11; (g) R=2.5, RUN #26 
(maximum R); (h) R= 1.0 (same forcing as in (f)), RUN#41. (cfr note on Fig.6.4) 
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Figure A.I 5: CR5: Zonally averaged S, (a) R=0.5, RUN#6; (b) R-0.5, RUN#46. Zonally averaged 
T, (c) R=0.5, RUN#6; (d) R=0.5, RUN#46. 
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A.1.11 CRT 
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Figure A.I6: CR7: Zonally averaged S, (a) R=0.0, RUN#51 (end of the hysteresis); (b) R=1.0, 
RUN#11; (c) R=2.5 (maximum R), RUN#26; (d) R=1.0 (same forcing as (b)), RUNM1. Zonally 
averaged T, (e) R=0.0, RUN#51 (end of the hysteresis); (f) AVT= 1.0, RUN#11; (g) R=2.5, RUN #26 
(maximum R); (h) R= 1.0 (same forcing as in (f)), RUN#41. (cfr note on Fig.6.4) 
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A.1.12 CR9 
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Figure A.17: CR9: Zonally averaged S, (a) R=0.0, RUN#51 (end of the hysteresis); (b) R=1.0, 
RUN#11; (c) R=2.5 (maximum R), RUN#26; (d) R=1.0 (same forcing as (b)), RUN#41. Zonally 
averaged!, (e) R=0.0, RUN#51 (end of the hysteresis); (f) AVT= 1.0, RUN#11; (g) R=2.5, RUN#26 
(maximum R); (h) R= 1.0 (same forcing as in (f)), RUN#41. (cfr note on Fig.6.4) 
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A.1.13 CRB 
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Figure A.18: CRB: Zonally averaged S, (a) R=0.0, RUN#51 (end of the hysteresis); (b) R= 1.0, 
RUN#11; (c) R=2.5 (maximum R), RUN#26; (d) R=1.0 (same forcing as (b)), RUNM1. Zonally 
averaged T, (e) R=0.0, RUN#51 (end of the hysteresis); (f) AVT= 1.0, RUN#11; (g) R=2.5, RUN #26 
(maximum R); (h) R= 1.0 (same forcing as in (f)), RUN#41. (cfr note on Fig.6.4) 
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A.1.14 CRD 
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Figure A.19: CRD: Zonally averaged S, (a) R=0.0, RUN#51 (end of the hysteresis); (b) R=1.0, 
RUN#11; (c) R=2.5 (maximum R), RUN#26; (d) R=1.0 (same forcing as (b)), RUN#41. Zonally 
averaged T, (e) R=0.0, RUN#51 (end of the hysteresis); (f) AVT= 1.0, RUN#11; (g) R=2.5, RUN #26 
(maximum R); (h) R= 1.0 (same forcing as in (f)), RUN#41. (cfrnote on Fig.6.4) 
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A.2 R-hysteresis, AVT = 0.3Sv 

In Chapters 5 (p.59) and 6 (p.122) 1 wanted to compare the intra-basin forced ex-

periment (AVT) and the zonally uniformly forced experiment (R). The R hysteresis 

experiments with a zonal asymmetry in the forcing (AVT=0.3Sv) are shown here and 

interesting cases are shown in Chapter 7 (p.166). 

A.2.1 STR 

Description String: BS=cl; W=off; K=hi; AVT=hi; R=hyst 

R hysteresis 

BS W K AVT 

Cl/Off lo 

Op/On hi 
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(a) (b) 

omina 

— ominp 
omaxp 

(c) 

Figure A.20: STR: R hysteresis. Bering Strait, Closed; Wind, Off; K^, High; AVT = 0.3Sv; (a) 
Atlantic: footnote at p.63); (b) Pacific: + '^PacraiJ (c) Atlantic, 
Pacific, Global, minima and maxima. 
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Figure A.21; STR: The meridional overturning streamfunction, positive values denote clockwise 
rotation. From left to right (a) R=0.0, RUN#1 (start of the hysteresis); (b) R= 1.0, RUN#11; (c) R=2.5 
(maximum R), RUN#26; (d) R= 1.0 (same forcing as (b)), RUN#41. 
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A.2.2 GR2 

Description String: BS=ci; W=off; K=lo; AVT=hi; R=hyst 

R hysteresis 

BS W K A V T 

C l /O f f lo 

O p / O n hi 

226 

— omlnp 

Figure A.22: CR2: R hysteresis. Bering Strait, Closed; Wind, Off; Kh, Low; AVT= 0.3Sv. Atlantic, 
Pacific, Global, minima and maxima. 
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0 0 0 0 0 

(a) (b) 

Figure A.23: CR2: (a) Atlantic: C^) '^Pacmax + ^Pacmi. 

A.2.3 CR4 

Description String: BS=cl; W=on; K=hi; AVT=hi; R=hyst 

R hysteresis 

BS W K AVT 

Cl/Off lo 

Op/On ' J hi 
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omina 
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omaxp 

Figure A.24: CR4: R hysteresis. Bering Strait, Closed; Wind, On; K^, High; A\/T= 0.3Sv. Atlantic, 
Pacific, Global, minima and maxima. 

(a) (b) 

Figure A.25: CR4: (a) Atlantic: (b) Pacific: '^Pacma. + 
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A.2.4 CR6 

Description String: BS=cl; W=on; K=lo; AVT=hi; R=hyst 

R hysteresis 

BS W K A V T 

C l /O f f lo 

Op /On L_ i hi 
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Figure A.26: CR6: R hysteresis. Bering Strait, Closed; Wind, On; Kh, Low; AVT= 0.3Sv. Atlantic, 
Pacific, Global, minima and maxima. 
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u o O O O 0 - " 

(a) (b) 

Figure A.27: CR6: (a) Atlantic: '^AtUax + (b) Pacific: "^Pacma. + ^Pac„ 

A.2.5 CR8 

Description String: BS=op; W=off; K=hi; AVT=hi; R=hyst 

R hysteresis 

BS W K AVT 

Cl/Off lo 

Op/On d J hi 
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Figure A.28: CR8: R hysteresis. Bering Strait, Open; Wind, Off; Kh, High; AVT = 0.3Sv. Atlantic, 
Pacific, Global, minima and maxima. 
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Figure A.29: CR8: (a) Atlantic: "ifAtimax + (b) Pacific: "^Pacmax + 
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A.2.6 CRA 

Description String: BS=op; W=off; K=lo; AVT=hi; R=hyst 

R hysteresis 

BS W K 

C l /O f f lo 

Op /On hi 
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Figure A.30: CRA: R hysteresis. Bering Strait, Open; Wind, Off; Kh, Low; AVT = 0.3Sv. Atlantic, 
Pacific, Global, minima and maxima. 
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\ V, 

(a) (b) 

Figure A.31: CRA: (a) Atlantic: (1^) Pacific: -^Pacma. + ^Pac„ 

A.2.7 CRC 

Description String: BS=op; W=on; K=hi; AVT=hi; R=hyst 

R hysteresis 

BS W K 

Cl/Off lo 

Op/On c n hi 
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Figure A.32: CRC: R hysteresis. Bering Strait, Open; Wind, On; K^, IHigh; AVT= 0.3Sv. Atlantic, 
Pacific, Global, minima and maxima. 

(a) (b) 

Figure A.33: CRC: (a) Atlantic: (^) 
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A.2.8 CRE 

Description String: BS=op; W=on; K=:lo; AVT=hi; R=hyst 

R hysteresis 
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Figure A.34: CRE: R hysteresis. Bering Strait, Open; Wind, On; K^, Low; AVT = 0.3Sv. Atlantic, 
Pacific, Global, minima and maxima. 
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(a) (b) 

Figure A.35: CRE: (a) Atlantic: Pacific: "^Pacmax + ^Poc„ 
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